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Explanatory notes

The designations employed avid + he presentation of the material in this publication

do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of the secretariat of the

United Nations Economic Commission for Africa concerning the legal status of any country,

territory, city or area, or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its
frontiers' or boundaries*

■ ' ■Symbols of the United Nations documents are composed of capital.letters combined with

figures^' Mention of such a symbol indicates a reference to a United Nations document.

United Nations documents symbols which are preceded by the designation E/CN.14/... indicate

that the documents are issued under the auspices of the Economic Commission for Africa.

The following symbols have been used in the Survey:

... not available - nil or negligible

A billion is one thousand million.

Tonnes or tons mean metric tons unless otherwise specified.

Prefatory note

This Survey is entitled Survey, of Economic and Social Conditions in Africat 1978-1979.

The Survey for 1977-1978 also contained the fourth biennial review of progress during the
Second United Nations Development Decade,

The present Survey is published in tuo parts, with part I consisting of two sections;

The first section of part I contains a general summary followed by a review of the African

Development Strategy, the international economic situation and the progress towards the

establishment of a new international economic order, and finally, the economic developments

and policies in the EGA region during 1978 and 1979. The second section contains a study

on economic growth, employment, income distribution and mass poverty in the ECA region.

Part II covers current economic developments and policies in the individual countries of
the ECA region, mainly emphasizing the years 1978 and 1979O

E/CN,14/743 (Part II)
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MALI

A. ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT, 1978-1979

1. Introduction

The crop year 1977/78 was marked by bad weather, and agricultural production fell
sharply. The production of millet, sorghum and maize, which had reached 1.15 million
tons in 1976/77, fell to 942,300 tons and substantial imports were necessary to make up
for the shortfall in urban areas. Industry was directly affected, but the construction
sector enjoyed a high level of activity because of the construction of the Selingue Dam.
Total GDP" is estimated to have fallen by 3 per cent in 1978, which contrasts with an
average annual growth of 8 per cent in real terms in the two years to 1977.

Cotton and groundnuts are major exports but because output was reduced total exports
fell back from the record level reached in 1977 while imports continued to rise, so that
a record trade deficit resulted. However, net capital and aid inflows rose substantially
and there was only a small over-all deficit in the balance of payments. The budgetary
situation of the central Government continued to improve and net government borrowing from
the banking system was the lowest for many years at only 1.3 billion Malian francs.

In 1979, with a better crop, the economic situation improved. Coarse grain production
recovered to about 1 million tons in 1978/79 and the cotton crop reached a record level
of 127,600 tonsj output of rice paddy and groundnuts was still below the 1975/76 level.

Because of the better crop, exports should have been higher in 1979 and, combined with a
policy of budgetary restraint, the resources gap should have been significantly reduced.
With the recovery in agricultural output, the growth rate of GDP in real terms was probably

in the region of 5 per cent or more.

Mali: Table 1. GDP by source, 1975-1978 (billions of Malian francs)

At current market prices 1975 1976 1977 197B

Primary sector

Secondary sector

Tertiary sector

Total GDP

120

35

117

.0

.4

145

42

157

.0

.4

.0

166.

48.

130.

7

9

1

166.

50.

204.

6

4

4

273. 344.4 395.7 421.4

Source: National estimates.

2. GDP by industrial origin

According to the estimates used here the value added by agriculture, which contributed
39.5 per cent of GDP, remained constant in 1978 after the particularly high growth rates
recorded in 1976 and 1977. Industry {including construction) accounted for 12 per cent or
GDP in 1978 and, despite the decline in output from agro-based industries, there was a rise
in value added at current prices of 3.1 per cent; in the services sector output also rose

by 13 5 per cent. The figures for GDP growth since 1975 must be considered as fairly
rough estimates only. On a longer-term basis, the over-all GDP growth seems to have been
quite modest and probably close to the rate of population growth. Estimates made at EGA
show an annual average growth of 2.5 per cent for GDP at constant factor cost,- while

population growth is around 3 per cent per year.
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3. Selected economic sectors

(a) Agriculture, forestry and fishing. Crops were affected by drought in the crop
year 1977/78 and production fell sharply. Coarse grain production (millet, sorghum and
maize) was reduced to 942,300 tons, against 1.15 oillion tons in 1976/77,and including rice
paddy, total cereal production fell to about 1.16 million tons from 1.5 million tons.

Although the drought was much less severe than in 1972/73, imports were needed and Mali

had to draw on international food aid.

Mali: Table 2. Agricultural production, 1975/76-1978/79 (thousand tons)

1975/76 1976/77 1977/78 1978/79

Millet, sorghum and maize

Rice paddy

Groundnuts

Cotton

Fish marketings (tons)

1

7

000.0

300.0

205.0

103.4

635

1

8

150.0

350.0

160.0

113.9

055

942.3

216.4

112.4

113.8

7 700

1

5

005.6

269.0

159.6

127.6

899

Source: Bulletin de l'Afrique Noire, No. 992, 21 fevrier 1979; No. 1089, 10 octobre

1979.

Groundnuts were also affected by the drought in 1977/78 and decreased by 30 per cent

to 112,400 tons. As regards cotton, the major export crop, the effect of the dr°u^ was
more limited and production declined by only 4.3 per cent to 113,800 tons, in 1978/79,
with improved weather, production recovered. The cotton crop has been a record one with
a production of 127,600 tons, groundnut production was restored to the 1976/77 level at

159,600 tons, but cereal production was only 83 per cent of the record 1.5 million tons

of that season.

A key role is given to rice production in the development programme, and several

projects are being implemented, using irrigation along the Niger River. It is estimated
that, once completed, these projects will provide an extra 500,000 tons of rice, so that

self-sufficiency in food will be achieved and the need for imports eliminated.

As a consequence of the drought, fish catches from the Niger River and other areas

have declined and the quantity marketed in 1978 was only half that in 1970. Total
production is currently estimated to be around 100,000 tons per year but virtually all
of this output is for own consumption or is disposed of in the informal sector of the

economy.

Livestock herds are still being built up after the disastrous drought years and there
were 4.3 million cattle in 1978 and 12.1 million sheep and goats. The poor rains in

1977/78 may have had some impact on the build-up of the herds.
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(y Mining. Production is very small and consists only of small quantities of salt,
phosphates and limestone. The long-term outlook is promising because of the existence of

large deposits of iron ore, phosphate roc. , manganese ore and bauxite. Studies, are being

pursued on the feasibility of exploiting certain deposits and at the same time surveys of

possible oil and uranium deposits are continuing.

(£) Energy. Energy needs are covered by hydro-electricity production and imports of

oil products. In the rural a::eas wood is the major fuel source. In 1978 imports of oil

products were estimated at 107,600 tons, or 11 per cent more than in 1977. Electricity

production rose to 99.4 million kWh, or 12.3 per cent more than in 1977 the average growth

between 1970 and 1978 being 11.2 per cent per year, tfore than 80 per cent of the

electricity is- produced and consumed in the capital Bamako, and to.provide for increasing

consumption, several dams have been planned. The most important is the S6lingue Dam on

the Sankarani River) construction of this dam was started in November 1976 and.should be

completed in 1980. The dam will enable electricity production to be increased, to twice

the present level. The cost of the dam is estimated at FM 66 billion, which is being

financed externally. The other large dam, at Manantali, will be started in 1980. it is

planned to produce 800 million kwh of electricity.

Mali: Table- 3. Production of selected items, 1975-1978

1975 1976 1977 1978

Electricity (million kwh)

Edible oil (thousand tons)

Groundnut cake (thousand tons)

Soap (thousand tons)

Cigarettes (tons)

Matches (thousand cartons)

Cloth (million met-.res)

Cement (thousand tons)

73.1

12.3

12.3

5.0

49.7

27.5

24.4

49.2

80.7

14.7

12.1

6.0

48.0

31.0

22.7

38.4

88.5

11.8

25.4

14.6

44.4

23.1

15.8

42.0

99.4

Source: Bulletin de l'Afrique Noire. Mo. 992, 21 fevrier 1979J No. 1019, 10 octobre

1979. . .

^■P Industry. This sector is small, especially modern manufacturing based on the

processing of local materials and import substitution industries. The poor agricultural

crop in 1977/78 adversely affected industry,, though the building of the Selingue Dam did

help to increase the level of activity in the construction sector) in manufacturing,

production dropped by 1.79 according to the index. The industrial sector is dominated by

state enterprises/ which in 1977 accounted for 45.8 per cent of turnover. In recent years,

however, these enterprises have grown far less than the private and "mixed" sectors, and

are posing serious problems because of their low productivity, accumulated debts and high

manpower manning levels. Despite a definite improvement in efficiency in recent years,

their over-all net contribution to the economy is still small.
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(e) Transport services. One feature of the transport sector is the increasinq

importance of road communications relative to the railway. According to available

information for 1978f 52 per cent of imports were carried on the railway from the port

of Dakar, and the remainder by road from the port of Abidjan? all exports were routed

through Dakar.

Mali: Table 4. Selected transport indicators, 1975-1978

1975 1976 1977 1978

Railway

Passengers (million km)

Freight {million ton/km)

Bamako Airport

Passengers handled (thousands)

102.7

150.6

96.6

130.9 129.2 131.5

143.5 148.6 152.6

108.6 131.3 148.4

Source: Bulletin de l'Afrique Noire, No. 1019, octobre 1979.

"in 19715, the freight carried on the railway, measured in ton/kilometre', rose by

2.7 per cent; the tonnage increased from 319,700 to 420,800 but the increase was mainly

due to a'doubling of low mileage internal traffic. Air traffic continued to grow but

at a more"modest rate than in 1977, the number of passenaers handled at Bamako airport

rising from' 131,300 to 148,400. Tourism is discouraged by the lack of hotel accommodation

and the country is obliged for this reason to restrict the number of arrivals. However,

after the completion of three hotels now under construction, of which two are in Timbuktu,

hotel capacity wil?- increase sharply and provide the impetus for substantially increased

tourism.

4. Expenditure and the GDP

Very rough estimates only are available for domestic demand and its structure.

These estimates show an important resource gap, equal to 16.4 per cent of GDP in 1978e

although this was lower than in 1975, when it amounted to 21.7 per cent. Domestic savings

are very small and most capital formation is financed from foreign resources. The share

of fixed capital formation in GDP is estimated at 14.1 per cent in 1978 but shows no

significant change since the beginning of the decade; the average for 1970-1974 was 14.5

per cent and for 1975-1978 14.3 per cent. If the build-up of stocks and livestock herds

are included, the total investment in 1975-1978 was equal to 17.9 per cent of GDP.
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Mali: Table 5, Expenditure and the GDP, 1975-1978 (billions of Malian francs)

At current prices 1975 1976 1977 1978

Private consumption

Public consumption

Gross fixed capital formation

Change in stocks

Exports less imports of goods

and services

GDP at market prices

182.0

38=4

30*3

10.1

-46.5

195.6

46.0

37.5

7,5

-32.0

226.7

56.5

41.8

10.9

-41.4

294.3

73.1

F2.6

12.8

-60.9

214.3 254.6 294.5 371.9

Source: ECA estimates.

5. External trade and the balance of payments

Exports fell sharply from FM 61.22 billion in 1977 to FM 42.50 billion in 1978
because of the smaller agricultural crop in 1977/78 and lower prices. Cotton exports,

which had been worth FM 35 billion in 1977, fell to only FM 20 billion, while groundnut
exports fell to less than FM 0.5 billion, against FM 4.75 billion in 1977. Data on

tonnages exported are not available but the fall in export earnings is more than would

be expected from the reduction in production of both cotton and groundnuts. Imports

rose substantially, as more cereals were required to supplement domestic production.

As a result, the trade deficit increased to FM 49 billion. Despite this large

trade deficit, the basic balance of payments deficit was only FM 3.3 billion, because

of a large increase in net capital inflows, which rose to FM 34.9 billion in 1978

against only FM 3.1 billion in 1977. Infl-ws of both Government and private transfers

remained at high levels in 1978.

Mali: Table 6. External trade and balance of payments, 1975-1978 (billions of Malian francs)

1975 1976 1977 1978

External trade

Exports

Imports

Balance

Balance of payments

Goods and services (net)

Private transfers (net)

Government transfers (net)

Capital (net)

Reserves and related items

Errors and omissions

22.97

75.41

-52.44

-71.03

8.36

40.03

28.20

0.90

-6.46

41.12

71.51

-30.39

-45.07

7.79

17.11

21.79

2.54

-4.16

61.22

78.00

-16.78

-38.18

9.97

34.20

3.10

-0.25

-8,84

42.50

91.29

-48.79

-73.96

11.01

29.10

34.93

3.29

-4.38

Source: IMF, International Financial Statistics, vol. XXXII, No. 11, November 1979,
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6. Development aid and the external debt

In 1978 the total inflow of net transfers and capital was FM 75 billion, against

FM 47 billion in 1977 and again in 1976 and FM 77 billion in 1975. Receipts for

Government transfers were FM 40 million in 1975 but at lower levels in subsequent years.

The public .external debt was estimated at 449 million dollars in 1977, equal to FM 211

billion,or- about 70 per cent of GNP. The debt to GNP ratio has fallen relative to 1970,

when it was 88.1 per cent of GNP. The debt servr'.ce r.?.tio is very small, equal to only

4 per cent of .exports of goods and services in 1977, against 1.2 per cent in 1970. This

low" ratio refleets-the high proportion of soft loans in the capital receipts received

by Mali.

7. Government revenue and expenditure

The budget deficit has been one of the serious problems faced by Mali, In 1975 this

deficit was FM 11.4 billion and in 1976 FM 9.2 billion, but it fell markedly in both 1977

and 1978. In 1978 itself the projected deficit was set at FM 5 billion in the budget

estimates as this year was the start of a three-year readjustment programme. The rise in

revenue in 1978 was 11.6 per cent while current expenditure rose by 9.3 per cent and

investment expenditure by 6 per cent.

These increases in both current and capital expenditure in 1978 compare with

increases projected at 11.6 per cent and 53.3 per cent respectively in 1977. As previously,

a large part of the deficit in 1978 was financed by foreign aid. The remainder was

covered by borrowing from the domestic banking system. In 1978,based on monetary statisticr

it seems that the situation has been healthier then iv. pi.vious years, since net Government

borrowing from the banking system increased by only FM 1.3 billion.

Mali: Table 7. Government revenue and expenditure, 1975-1979 (billions of Malian francs)

1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

Revenue

Current expenditure

Capital expenditure a/

Deficit

Borrowing from domestic banks

25.57

34,57

2.12

11.12

6.54

40.12

46.25

3.02

6.20

50

51

4

.60

.76

,63

56.

56.

4,

43

58

91

69.

65.

4.

37

66

76

5.79

b/

5,06

b/

1.05

Bulletin de l'Afrique Noire, No. 1001, 2 mai 1979.

> International Financial Statistics, vol. XXXII, No. 11, November 1979,

Source:

a/ Excludes directly financed donor expenditure.

b/ An increase of FM 20.44 billion in net claims on Government is shown in 1977

and a small rise of FM 1.3 billion in 1978.
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Sh°WS °ne StGp in the government policy of reducing its

8- Money and banking

while total credits increased by 10.6 per cent, against 3.6 per cent in 1977. Credits to
state enterprises rose by 13.4 per cent in 1978 after a sharp decline in 1977' bank claims
S ^7PriIate.sect- 9rew by 29.2 per cent in 1978 following their rise of 17.1 per cent
1977 lid lllTl* M8^ did «ot play a large role in the growth of the money supply in
1977 and 1978, they continued to fluctuate around the figure of minus FM 100 billion.

«5ii! Table_8. Monetary survey, 1975-1979 (billions of Malian francs)

Net foreign assets

Domestic credit:

Net claims on Government

Claims on state entarp-i:

Claims on private sector

Money

Quasi-money

Other items (net)

End

1975

-89,71

65.83.

68.69

33.46

63.91

1.15

13.21

End

1976

-105.58

72.03

86.02

36.57

71.23

1.27

16.55

End

1977

End

1978

-98.23

94.40

64.39

42.82

81.31

2.33

19.75

-100.76

95.70

72.99

55.33

96.83

6.15

19.27

April

1979

-90.83

99.52

79.22

68.93

109.55

5.81

41.46

Source: IMF, International Financial Statistics, vol. XXXII, No. 11, November 1979.

In 1979 net foreign assets rose in the first four months of the year and there were
also increases in credit to both the state and private sectors. The money supply grew
by 10 per cent in this period.

9. Wages and prices

There are two minimum wage rates, one for urban workers and the other for agricultural
workers, but this latter rate is enforced only for large-scale enterprises. In July 1978
the minimum wages were increased by 5 per cent.

• iQS5i2; °n thG OthSr hSnd' haS been subst«ttial. Partly because of the bad crop
i * ,I™ , official producer price of coarse cereals was raised -to 40 francs per
kg for 1978/79, against 36 francs in 1977/78, an increase of 11.1 per cent. Between
December 1977 and December 1978, the index for the prices of those products which are
controlled rose by 20.9 per cent, while on the frame market the rise was 31.9 per cent
In contrast, price increases from December 1976 and December 1977 were 4.6 per cent for
controlled products and 16 per cent for the free market.
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Inflation is continuing in 1979, probably at a similar rate as in 1978. Cereal

prices were raised by 25 per cent for the season 1979/80 to 50 francs per kg, despite

which official marketing organizations had difficulty in buying agricultural products

at the official rates as the products were being sold across the border in neighbouring

countries where the prices are much higher.

10. Employment and unemployment

The population of Mali was estimated at 6.3 million in 1978 and is growing at

3 per cent per year. This implies a young population, leading to a substantial rate of

increase in the active population. Because the country is overwhelmingly agricultural,

the unemployment problem in the modern sector is still small. The rural exodus is,

however, increasing the urban population at a rapid rate', as job opportunities are

scarce in the urban areas, a serious unemployment problem is beginning to emerge.

11. Other social sectors

(a) Education. Because of past limited resources, education is still not well

developed and the primary enrolment rate was still only 2P per cent in 1976. The

educational system is growing rapidly, however, and enrolments are reported to have been

increasing at 6 per cent annually in primary education, 23 per cent in general secondary

and 36 per cent in university education. Expenditure on education takes first place in

the budget, accounting for 26 per cent of current expenditure in 1979.

Q) Health. The health situation is characterized by high child mortality and the

prevalence of infectious, parasitic and nutritional diseases. The population is not well

protected against diseases originating in the environment, the proportion of people with

access to safe drinking water being estimated at only 9 per cent in 1975. However,

progress is being made, though the lack of resources is a major constraint on health

development.

B. MAJOR PROBLEMS

A number of problems were caused by the bad 1977/78 crop, including food shortages,

accelerated inflation and increased pressures on the external balance. Mali has a basic

resources gap, which expresses itself in budgetary and balance of payments deficits.

One element in the difficulties facing Mali is the existence of a large state sector

which employs many wage earners but has so far been more a net burden on the economy

than a net contributor.

A very large agricultural sector devoted basically to subsistence production makes

it difficult to generate the fast economic growth required to overcome the problem of

emerging serious unemployment in the modern sector.
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C INTERNAL DEVELOPMENT POLICIES

The 1974-1978 plan was revised in 1977 from an orioinal fm 717 9 mii-
expenditure to only FM 507.8 billion in ord*r7n Z?fr *gZ billion projected
of funds. The implementation of the t^nt ? t tO aCC°Unt the actual liability
direction still dLS^^r^f£l^ S %?£***** b^nd 19?8 «* itS »^
high priority to the development aar^cnl^^ h t ^m™omt' The Pl«n gives a very
investment expenditure, t^S^L^SSTS^^tS ae^—t5!^ ^ °f t°tal
structure 19.1 per cent and the social Wrl 7 ai±ocated^38 Per CG"t, the economic infra-

IMiPP
a budgetary balance and to mak^ f^H^
projects Sve been stated ifagriculture
development, m 1978^9 for the first
at the beginning of ^ ^^^

programme to re-establish

Pr°fitable- integrated development

ra±8ed tO assist

PROSPECTS FOR 1978 AND 1979

, like the Selingue Dam, wln help
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MOROCCO ■ ' ;-

A. ECONOMIC AED SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT 1978-1979"

!• Introduction

To eliminate the substantial disequilibrium in "bhe economy, the Government

introduced in 1978-1979 a stabilization programme -which aimed at reducing the budgetary

and trade deficits. This programme, coupled with lower prices for phosphates and

protectionist measures in Europe against certain Moroccan exports, led to a marked

reduction in the rate of growth of GBP at factor cost which is estimated at 3.1

per cent only in 1978 against 6 per cent in 1977 and 11.8 per cent in 1976. This rate

for 1976 compares with the rate of growth projected the three year plan 1978-1980

of 4.9 per cent a year. The economic slowdown was most felt in the construction and

trade sectors because of a lower level of investment and import restrictions but the

crops were good after favourable rains and agriculture recovered from the bad season

in 1976/77. The trade deficit was substantially reduced as the budget deficit, but

there was still a balance-of-payments deficit and inflation continued although at

a reduced rate.

In 1979, financial and trade disequilibriums has persisted despite the austerity-

measures taken. Because of bad weather, agricultural production in 1978/79 was

reduced and led to increased imports of cereals. With a lower level of investment

and reduced industrial production, it is estimated that over-all GDP will again

grow only modestly in 1979•

2. GDP by industrial origin ■ :

GDP at constant factor grew by only 3-1 per cent in 1978- Excluding

administrative' services, the growth rate was even lower at 2.2 per cent compared

with 5 per cent in 1977. The relatively modest performance was due mainly to a

sharp fall in the construction where value added declined by 18,5 per cent because

of a general drop in capital formation in the economy. Import restrictions led to

a fall of 3.7 per cent in comaerce, while the growth of the services sector was a

modest 2.1 per cent. In contrast agricultural production grew strongly by 18.2 per

cent, mining by 6.5 per cent and manufacturing' by 5.6 per cent. In 1y77 mining had

grown b-y 15«1 per cent and manufacturing by 7.2 per cent.

Apart from the fluctuations in the share of agriculture because of the weather,

there was no significant change in the structure of the 1978 GDP relative to 1975?

except for a small increase of the services sector. Agriculture, which contributed

15.1 per cent of GDP in 1975, showed a fall to 14 per cent in 1978, while the
contribution of the secondary 'sector remained practically unchanged at 30.4 per cent

in 1978 against 30.9 per cent in 1975. However, the services sector increased its

contribution from 54 per cent to 55*6 per cent.
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Morocco:
-* GI>P of dirham)

1969 factor cost

Agriculture, forestry and fishing
Mining ■ '

Manufacturing

Electricity and water

Construction

Wholesale and retail trade

Transport and communications
Services

Administrative services

GDP at-factor cost

GDP at current market prices

3 694

739
4 186

914

1 735
5 897
1 091

3 596

2 638

4

4

2

6

1

4

3

084
778

479

977
099

550

189

047

184

3

4

1

2

7
1

. 4

3

538

901

802

061

414
108

248

334
622

24 490 27 387 29 028

36 418 41 316 46 820

,; ., Source? -National data from Morocco.

■a/ . Provisional estimates.

3* Selected economic sectors

1978 a/

4 182
960

070

115
967
848

392

4 426

3 972

29 932

51 778

cereal

in!de^te ** ^cultural production Si bj 1^4 III (lit
' s"uation ™ reversed and production rose by 18?2

4,932,000 tons, or 63 per cent more than -i r>

' : L to ^

of m! 1978/?9 sea3On ^Pears to have been poor with lower rainfall and a dro*
of 10 per cent in agricultural production is forecast. The cereal croD willhi

■"
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(thousands of tons)

Wheat

Barley

Maize

Citrus fruit

Sugar beet

Olives

Leguminous crops

Source: National

1974/75

1 575
1 585

371
610

1 790
201

450

data from

1975/76

2 135
2 860

493

641
2 356

312

500

Morocco,

1976/77

1 288

1 345
184
802

1 470

148 a/

1977/78

1 876

2 326

390

1 070

2 396

242 a/

a/ May be incomplete

Ck) Mining. The most important ore mined is phosphate rook which provideB
-more-than-30 per cent of total export earnings. In 1978 there was a marked decline

m the rate of recovery in production of the sector as a whole from 15,8 per cent
in 1977 to 6.6 per cent. Phosphate rock production increased by 9.5 per cent in
1978 and exports by 9 per cent.

Morocco: Table 3. Outp_ut__of major minerals, 197r>-1978 (thousands of tons)

1975 197* 1 1977 1978

Phosphate rock

Zinc

Iron ore

Lead

Chemical manganese ore

14 119

36

554
104

131

15 650

30

343

99

117

17 600

22

407
156

114

19 272

10

sun

167
114

Source: National data from Morocco*

(2) -Manufacturing-* Measured in terms of value added to GDP, the rate of
growth of this sector fell from 7-2 to 5.6 per cent in 1976. Some part of the fall
was due to t^e less buoyant economic conditions in 1978 but there -were also

difficulties in industries producing for export. The more satisfactory agricultural
season in 1977/78 helped in certain sectors such as sugar refining'. The index of
production of manufacturing industry rose from 160 in 1977 to 170 in 1978 a growth

rate of 6O3 per cent. Industries affected by protectionist policies in the EEC
market included textiles. Import restrictions led to the leather industries working
at less than half their capacity.

The pahrmaceutical sector recorded a good advance while output in the metal
industries was at about the same level as in 1977^ A similar situation was apparent
in the electric and automobile industries. Sugar production rose from 229,000 tons
in 1977 to 381,000 tons in 1978 which meant that imports of sugar could be reduced
substantially.
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(£) Energy, The growth in this sector in 1978 measured by its contribution
to GDP was 5.1 per cent a fall compared to the 6.9 per pent recorded in 1977. The
index of production rose b-/ 5-5 par- cent against 7 per cent in 1977; The major
indirect source of power Id electricity production but part of the output from
the electricity generating stations is from thermal plants using petroleum-products.
.Virtually all crude petroleum used in Morocco is imported and the total imported
has risen from 2.62 million tons in 1975 to 2.872 million tons in 1.9.78, The- increasing
cost.of crude petroleum is imposing a particular strain on the country's balance
of payments. In 1978 imports of erercy products and lubricants cost 1,782 million
dirham equal to 14.3 per cent of total imports. This proportion is likely to have
risen substantially in 1979,

Hydro-electric production a. counts for only one third of electricity generation
but total output of electricity in 1976 was 4,060,5 million kWh, a rise of 10.6 per
cent over' 1977. The growth rate since 1975 has been about 10 per cent a year.
As for., refined petroleum products,.,output was 2.747 million tons in 1978, less than
1 per cent higher than in 1977 but 12,1 per cent more than in 1975.

Morocco: Table 4* Indicators of manufacturing and energy production, 1975-1978

•975 197'> 1977 1978

Index of manufacturing output " j 40 149 160 170

Index of energy, output 170 187 200 211

Index of electricity production 166 182 203 212

Petroleum products output (c. tonnes) 2 450 'I qO9 2 725. 2,747

Source: National data from Morocco„

(e) Construction. With a fall of 18.5 per cent in real terms measured by
value added to GDP in 1978, this sector was the one most affected by the fall
of investment resulting from the stabilization programme«. Cement consumption,
which-is one indicator of output fro:n the sector, fell by 2.7 per cent from

3,622,000 tons to 3,525>0O0 tons in 1978 whereas there had been an increase of 27
per cent in 1977*

(|l) Transport and -frGurigm, Value added in this sector rose by 11.5 per cent
in 1978, and benefited from a general increase in freight carried. The number
of passengers handled at airports dropped slightly but the number of tourists rose
by 2.9 per cent to 1,546,000, In 1977 tourist arrivals had risen by 23.3 per cent
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Morocco! Ta"ble 5. Transport and tourism indications, 1975-1978

1976 1977 1978

Ports

Freight loaded (thousands of tons) 15 448
Freight unloaded (thousands of

tons) 7 283

Railway

Freight,(millions of ton/km) 2 690

Airports

Passengers handled (thousands) 2 188

Tourism

Visitors (thousands) 1 334

17

T

I

3

2

1

341

903

143

372

218

18

8

3

2

1

398

198

474 '

.861

502

20

9

3

2

1;

'597 '

891

786

550

546 .

Source: National data from Morocco.

4. Expenditure and the GDP

Total GDP at current market prices, as shown in table 5, increased by 13.4

per cent,. 13.3 per cent and 10.6 per cent respectively in the years 1976, 1977 and

1978,'or an average of 12.4 per cent. Compared with this average growth rate,

private consumption, public consumption and investment including changes in stocks

rose by averages of 12.4 per cent, 23-1 per cent and 10.5 per cent respectively

between 1975 and 1978.

In 1978 itself the most important change was a fall in" gross fixed capital
formation of 12.7 per cent in current terms as a consequence of the economic

stabilization programme which has both reduced investment expenditure directly

through a contraction in State expenditure and indirectly b^ restrictions on credit-

Private consumption rose by 11.4 per-cent and public consumption by 8 per cent. The

fall in the growth of public consumption expenditure also- reflects the attempt to

stabilize the economy.

The resource gap declined in absolute terms in 1978 because of the fall in

investment expenditure and the lower growth of consumption; however the gap was

still very-high in relation to GDP, at 13-4 per cent of GDP as against 20 per

cent in 1977« This reduction of the resource gap was precisely the policy objective

of the stabilisation programme. With the resource gap decreasing, domestic savings

rose by 14.8 per cent while GDP increased by 10.6 per cent.

Domestic savings were 10,6 per cent of GDP in 1978 compared with investment

expendi-ture equal to 24 per cent. The gap between domestic savings and investment

expenditure of 7>O32 million dirham was financed externally.
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Morocco: Table 6. Expenditure and GJP. ^7^7* (millions of dirham)

At current prices
1975 1976 1977 1978

Private consumption

PuElic consumption
Gross fixed capital formation
Change in stocks

Export less 'imports of

goods and services

GDP at market prices

24 805

5 921

8 863
+ 326

-3 497

27 658-

9 211

11 776

+57

-7 388

3t 807

10 249

15 349
-1 260

-9 325

35 241

11 068

13 400

- 997

-6 934

316 46 620 51 778

Source: National data from Morocco.

5» External trade and the balance of payments

1Q78

bv il
reduced t0 6'1 Million dirham or by 28.6 per cent in '

increased ^ 6'? P.^cent while the cost of imports, dro-pped .
DlpaCt °f the stabilization policy was on imports which

- f meaSUr6S includi^ di^t prohibition of some importsT
S°rt PermitS f°r °ther P^ucts and more importantly the

?" moths'! the ValUe " iraP0"ed g°°dS t0 ^ ^"a « ^
of Phosphates in 1978 decreased in value .by 77 million dirham to 2.034

dirham? citrus fruit earned 195 million dirham more.at 810 million dirham.

The large inflow of capital into Morocco continued in 1978 and the net inflow
of private transfers increased, These two items enabled most of the deficit of

_Morocco: Table 7. External trade and balance of payments. 197S-1978
(millions of dirham) ———— j yi * J \

1975 1976 1977
External trade

Exports

Imports

Balance

Balance of payments

Goods and services (net)

Private transfers (net)

Government transfers (net)
Capital (net)

Reserves and related items
Errors and omissions

1978
Jan-June

1979

6 238

10 398
5 579

11 555

5 856

14 400

6 261

12 361
3 444

6-885

•4 160 -5 976 -8 544 ■6 100 -3, 441

-4 215

2 075
■-20

2 221

122

- 183

-8 282

2 333

-102

6 099

75
-123

-10 894

2'585
■ -131

8"268

72

100

8 737

3 063
36

5 592

33
-.7

..1

Source: IMF> International Financial Statistics; vol. XXXII, No
November 1979- National data for 197S balance of payments.

11
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8,737 million dirham for goods and services to be covered. The net capital inflow
was 5,592 million dirham and the total far private transfers was 3,063 million dirham.

6. Development aid and external de"bt

The net capital inflow of 5,592 million dirham in 1978 compares with one of
8,268 million dirham in 1977- Some part of this reduction was duetto larger debt
repayments in 1978. Net transfers by the Government were negative in the years
1975 to 1977 and only 56 million dirham in 1978. Private transfers, mainly from
migrant workers abroad, rose once again to 3,063 dirham million, at which level
they covered a sizable proportion of the deficit on goods and services account.

Payments of interest and other income on investments are shown in the balance
of payments as-1,291 million dirham in 1978. This figure represents a very large
increase from that of 382 million dirham recorded in 1975 and illustrates the
impact of the large borrowing in the last few years. As well as this payment of
1,291 million dirham a further 2,463 million dirham was for repayments of capital.

Public debt payments in the government budget had reached 1,713 million dirham
in 1978•including interest payments of 1,015 million dirham.

Total external debt changes in 1978 were 2,065 million dirham of which interest
was 1.4 billion dirham. This is a high proportion of the country's earnings from
goods and services which are shown in the balance of payments-as 9,138 million dirham.

7. Government revenue and expenditure

The -1978 budget was drawn up at a time when the external payments situation
required some curtailment of expenditure, especially on investments. At.the same
time it was-aesired to make taxation more equitable in its incidence by granting
more of the lower-income earnersielief from direct taxation and increasing tax rates

on higher-income earners.

Morocco: Table 8". Government revenue and expenditure, 1975-1978 (millions of
dirham)

1975 1976 1977 1978

Current revenue ■ 8 479 g 322 10 1H 693
Current expenditure 7 567 8 231 9 502 11 086
Capital expenditure 4 454 8 ^ 10 306 6 629

Balance requiring financing -3 542 -8 030 -9 024 -< 022
Internal borrowing 1 196 §/ 1 254 &/ 3 653 c/ 2 10 o/
External borrowing 2 182 b/ 5 965 V 5 371 3 921

Source: Based on National data from Morocco-

a/ Increase in net claims on Government by banking system.

b/ From balance of payments statistics.

o/ Balancing item.

The result was that against a revenue increase estimated at 8.4 per cent,
current expenditure has been raised by 16.3 per cent while investment expenditure
has fallen by 35-7 per cent. The very large reduction in investment expenditure
means that total expenditure has been reduced by 9-6 per cent, making the problem
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of financing a lower over-all

~« 3,921 Illion dirham and

Money and banking

the

sector rose "
so

it to the private

Het foreign assets
Domestic credit

Net claims on Government
Claims on private sector

Money

Quasi—money-

Other items (net)

6 558

.6 323

12 839

1 437
505

7 812

. 7 693
15 168

1 756
396

10 114

8 743
18 O85

2 180.

399

13 561

9 612
20 908

.2. 960

1 123

H 195
11 O55

22 401

3 290

1 440

International Financial Statistic, vol.' XXXII, Uo. 11,

9- Wages and prices

,„ 1977>

10« Employment and unemployment

rurainarell~bufthf^to^/°0^ ^"^ ^ ^P1^^^ position improved in the
rural areas but the Bate of job creation fell sharply in the other sectors of the

TnlZly TfTll i» e^l1OWerS™""* beiae ^«*^n and in th!! L rationindustry a fall m employment occurred. However, a total of 36,748 new employment
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opportunities.was created by projects wi
Of these 22,317 were in industry and 12,44f 1

tl three year plan running from 1,78 to 19«0 is designed amonest other things
to continue the fight against unemployment.

11 # Other sor-.ial sectors

■ (a) Education. Despite the rise in the pri-^ enrolment in^public^education

in 1978/79 to ^,0^1,5^0^ xne eruuilUB" , , oc ^-p PPnt and this reflects
since 1975/76 the primary enrolment ha,> risen£ 26 p r cent ^ ^ ^
the'effort hein, made to move ^^/^^^q^™ ^m 538,OOO to 6O5,OOO or
increase in the secondary enrolment in £W£^ fro^58,000 to 62,000.
12.4 per cent and in higher educa it total rose fr^^,
education budget accounts for 21.6 per cent 01

' ■■■' (h) Health. Progress in health sevices '
and one effect has been to halve the rate of
1977. In 1978 there were 1,739 doctors, 030
number of paramedical personnel totalled 11,

hospital beds giving a ratio ^ 1.1 beds

In

1t^^
^175 dentists; the
there were also 24,270

^ohB. ae dootor/poPulation
^ ^tal numher of dispensaries
the ,ural areas.

B. MtJOR PROBLEMS

^,n 19T8 the main problem i^^SdTor^^V^
of stabilizing the economy to reduce tne need i.r oor 6 reoeSsion. -The

abroad without this having paxnful =°^"/e^e^™dise(1uilibrium in the
measures taken were designed to remo«^ ^^^/^cit, accelerating inflation,
economy apparent in 1977 such as a ixsx£ ££e dellc , finances. Loss of

^^^fir^ir, social tensions.

reasons for this di^

:-f investment which was sparked off by
V in 1974 Foreign borrowing was very

the rapid rise in the price of pho^ph^i^^ ^t a high, although reduced level
high in the years 1976 and 1977 an con x having to be earmarked for

in 1978. This forf^V^rrhfries ^lancin, burdens on both the balance of
loan repayments and interest cnar^es, pxancxno

payments and the government budget.

C INTERNAL ^V^LOPMiiBT POLICIES
a ■ 1Q7R w,c; to restore economic balance by controlling

The policy followed in 1978 was ^B^e ^ reduoinK the capital budget
imports and budgetary expenditures. This was done y reduction in
0/the Government; and-tnc ing import an^f^\%^ ±n the construction
investment expenditure had a parxicuid, y ^ cent and ^T±ous

industry. In May 1979 minimum wages ^^^^\f a special national solidarity
other measures were taken including * various agricultural commodities

,ax to finance defence "P^^^^^^/^^^ ^kers were encouraged to
exchange rate.
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-„ 5!he efforts taken to mobilize domestic savings included the raising of most

interest rates, and at the same time an import—deposit system was introduced to

make it more difficult to obtain inessential imports.

In 1979 it was also decided to encourage more productive investments in the

private sector by revising the investment coJes. As for construction, it was

decided to try to restimulate the sector to help to overcome the adverse results of

1978 especially in the field of employment. Consumer prices were brought under ..

more control so as to ameliorate the impact of higher prices on living standards.

Action was also taken to keep down the cost to the economy of imported

energy products whose increases had gravely affected the commercial trading account.

Measures were also introduced to prevent speedy increases in prices of petroleum

products and electricity,

A pe;manent economic and social council has been established including

representatives of the Government, the trade unions and parliament with the object

of following and analysing the economic and social situation and its repercussions

on wages and salaries, prices and employment and to suggest relevant action where

necessary.

To help construction, the 1979 Finance Act stipulated that houses constructed

after 31 December 1978 will be exempt from urban' taxes for 5 years instead of

the 3 years in force before,

D. PROSPECTS FOH 1979 AM) 1980

The agricultural season in 1978/79 has not been ^ood because of adverse
weather and cereal production has fallen by 22 per cent compared with 1977/78.
Over-all agricultural production is expected to fall by 10 per cent. The prospects

are not very promising in other productive sectors while there is little evidence

from the trade figures for the first half of 1979 that the trade deficit is being

further reduced. However,' it is thought that the stimulative measures taken during
the year and some increase in external demand will lead to an economic growth rate

comparable to that of 1978.
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NIGER

A. ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT, 1978-1979

1. Introduction

Agricultural production during the 1978/79 season was the best for many years.

Measured by the five most important crops (millet, sorghum, paddy, beans and groundnuts),

agricultural production rose by around 5 to 6 per cent over 1977/78. At the same time,

uranium production again increased with the opening of a new large mine and helped by

price rises. There was also a boom in construction because of the large increase in

investment programme launched by the Government in 1978/79. GDP increased at current

prices by more than 30 per cent, and in real terms the increase should be more than 10

per cent. The implicit GDP deflator of 18 per cent shows a continued large price rise.

However, inflation has abated judging by the consumer price index which rose by 10.1

% per cent in 1978 against 23.3 per cent in 1977 for African households while the increase

■ for European households rose by 10.6 per cent compared with 9.5 per cent. Agricultural

prices increased sharply and the price of millet rose by 34.9 per cent in the capital

• in"1978. A better harvest in 1979 should have helped contain price rises for the basic

cereals being consumed. In any event products such as wheat for bread continue to be

and this has an important ir^-once on over-all food price increases.

The balance of trade has remained positive in 1978 with a surplus of some 2.4 billion

CFA francs, but the increase of imports was 23.8 per cent so that the trade surplus was

lower'than in 1977. The balance of payments was in deficit, as net foreign assets

declining by CFAF 3.8 billion 1-ut this decline was from a relatively high level at the

end'of 1977.

In 1979 while there are no immediate prospects for an important increase in the

production of uranium, incomes will continue to grow. The rains have been good during

the year and well distributed, insect depredations less intense and all signs are that

the crop will be a good one. Investmsnt is continuing to increase and the investment

budget for 1979 is tv:ice the level of 1977. Consequently growth is expected to be

satisfactory. The investment boom will help the economy in 1980 but without further

growth in uranium production the size of the harvest will be crucial in the over-all

growth rate.

2. GDP by industrial c-lean

Only estimates prepared outside Niger since 1969 are available. What these show

is a big increase in the share of the mining sector, which climbed from only 0.1 per cent

of GDP in 1970 to 8.4 per cent in 1977. In 1978, the 84 per cent increase in the value

of mining production means that the share of mining has again increased substantially.

However, agriculture still remains the most important sector. In 1977 according to ECA

guess estimates, agriculture represented 54.1 per cent of GDP at factor cost, industry

including mining and construction 18 per cent and services 27.9 per cent.

3. Selected economic sectors

(a) Agriculture, forestry, fishinq,, Rains were abundant in 1978 and the harvest

has been good. For the three main 'cereals, millet, sorghum and paddy, production is

estimated at 1,525,500 tons or roughly 1.7 per cent more than in 1977. For niebe" (beans)
production increased by 24.8 per cent. Groundnut production increased also to 96,8OO
tons against 82,300 tens in 1977. the highest result since 1975, but very much below the

predrought levels (in 1970 production reached 205.000 tons). On the basis of the main

crops, and at 1977 prices, production increased by 5.4 per cent in 1978.
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Table_l. agricultural production, 1975 to 1978 (thousands of tonnes)

1975 1976 1977 1978

Millet

Scrgtium
Paddy

Niebe

Groundnuts

Cotton

Sugar-cane

581.3

253.8

£9.3

218.5

41.7

11.1

134,7

1 019.1

286.6

28O7

216.1

79.2

.7.2

106.6

1 130.3 -

342.8

26.6

206.8

82.3

6.4

131.5

1 122.6

371.2

31.7

258.0

96.8

4.4

169.9

. .... Source: Niger, Ministry of Agriculture.

\ First indications are that the 1978/79 crop will be better than that of 1977/78
Rains have, been regular arid well distributed, parasitism less intense. But despite ihe
return to.more normal climatic conditions, te-kward agricultural practices reduce what
cou.d have been possible in tern. Oi." output:. Ihe policy of the agriculture department
is oriented in two main directions: first the improvement of productivity in millet and

■ -sorghum output within the framework of integrated rural development programmes and
secondly an increase in the irrigated area. Here it is necessary to build the Randall
Dam whose cost is presently estimated at CFAF loo billion. Marketed production according
to official records arc a r:,,.- _,: t ,f rctal production but it seems likely that substan
tial quantities of cereals in particular find their way to market by unrecorded channels.

In animal husbandry, tha situation is considered good by the authorities. With good
gastures the herds are being replenished and if the number of cattle is not yet back
at its predrought level, the process is completed for sheep and goats. For cattle it is
considered necessary to implement certain measures before allowing the herds to return
to the predrought level: the distribution of wells must be more rational to avoid a

repetition of.the situation which accentuated the impact of the drought years. It has
been estimated that the critical point for cattle is reached when there are 3.5 million
head in the present distribution! of pastures and water resources. Measures are also
being taken to encour,™* regions tc cr.ici^.±^ 1- — ^IT-rent stages of cattle breeding
so as to improve productivity. Sports cf meat as such have been suspended because prices
offered m the coastal markets are not considered attractive. On these markets there is
stiff competition from ;■ - \n ,-jnarican meat ana Niger's prices are considered too high
at the present time. Exports of live animals are mainly to Nigeria, where high demand is
continuing to increase prices in Niger. The Government is attempting to limit exports of
animals on the hoof so as to provide animals for local slaughter houses.

Ove-all meat production has risen substantially since 1975. On the basis of data
for the first nine months of 1978, it is seen that slaughterings of cattle have risen
by 22.3 per cent,, those of sheep by 38.1 per cent and of goats by 11,9 per cent. Exports
of cattle have increased l>v 30.9 pc? cent r.ftor the sharp decline of 1978, but are very
much less than the lc.-.-l of 1976 (31,893 heac for the first nine months of 1978, against
K>0,316 for the year 1976, , ^ :- f: - :vc "•■-*- inline in cattle exports is explained
ty the current marketing policy but there is certainly less need in view of current high
export earnings from uranivu to export animals at unattractive prices.



Niger: Table 2. An:'.tnal husbandry, 1975 to 1978

He~ris_ (thousand head)

Cattle

Sheep

Goats

Recorded slaughterings (numbers)

Cattle

Sheep

Goats

1975 j-976 1977 1978

Cattle

Sheep

lumbers)

(numbers)

2

2

5

36

74

413

50

36

508

159

395

327

798

261

708

713

2

2

5

36

79

497

10O

33

671

354

946

728

645

562

316

796

2

2

6

49

83

508

32

17

850

356

540

674

056

423

476

282

2

2

6

45

86

426

31

992

658

705

566

028

713

893

■ • •

a/

a/

3/

b/

b/

y

y

Source: As table 1.

a/ Forecast.

b/ Nine months only.

(b) Mining. Two ores are exploitedr tin and uranium, uranium being by far the most

important in terms of revenue. Tin production is small and in 1978 only 90 tonnes were

produced against 105 tonnes in 1977. Since production of uranium started in 1971, its

importance has greatly increased and it is now providing 75 per cent of export earnings.

In 1978 production increased to 2,109 tonnes against 1,441 tonnes in 1977, and new

deposits are being evaluated so that it is expected that by 1983 some 6,100 tonnes of

uranium will be produced, while production should rise further to 9,000 tonnes in 1980.

The deposit of coal at Anou Araren is being developed with production due to start in

1981 at about 90,000 tonnes of coal reaching 150,000 tonnes in 1983. The coal will be

used to provide energy for the uranium mines and at the same time will bo used for

domestic cooking so as to prevent further deforestation and reduce the burden of oil imports

There arc verry important .i.hosphates deposits and the studies for one of them will be

completed in 1980/81. Reserves are around 1 billion tonnes. Prospecting is being actively

pursued for crude petroleum of which traces have been found* The mineral potential of

Niger is yet unknown but all the signs are that much still remains to be discovered.

(c_) Energy. There are three main sources of energy: wood and charcoal mainly for

domestic consumption in the rural areas: oil wholly imported and hydropower imported from

the Kandaji Dan in Nigeria. In 1973 the consumption of oil products increased by 25=6

per cent to reach 166,976 m . Electricity consumption increased at a lower level than

in 1977 but the rise i,as 8.7 per cent against 28.2 per cent despite the interruption of

supplies from Nigeria. The situation is now better and electricity imports were back to

normal in 1979.
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Table 3. Mining and energy - selected indicators, 1975 to 1978

1975 1976 1977

Minerals

Tin (tonnes) 127

Uranium (tonnes) 1 305

Cross value sales (CFAF billion) 14.14

Energy consumption

Electricity (million kWh) 54.78

Petroleum (thousand m^) 122.48

118

1 459

21.16

68.38

121.03

105

1 441

28.51

67.69

132.90

1978

90

2 109

52.50

95.30

166.98

Source: National data from Niger.

(d) Manufacturing. The sector is very small and in 1977 employed only 3,505 people
Pood and drink output accounted for 35 per cent of the total value added in 1977, followed
by textiles (26.4 per cent), chemical products (12.4 per cent) and building materials
(10.8 per cent). Most of the factories are concentrated in Niamey, the largest industrial
units being the Braniger brewery, the slaughter house of Niamey, the Nitex textile firm,
and the S.N.C. cement factory of Tahoua (50,000 tonnes capacity). Between 1974 to 1977
the total value added at current prices rose by 67.7 per cent. For 1978, data are
incomplete but growth has continued though some industries have been affected by poor
supplies 01 materials: this is chiefly the case for the groundnut oil mills and the
slaughter house,

f£> g£ans;Pg£t. This sector has shown a high level of activity in 1978. in particular
road transport has grown considerably as indicated by the large increase of gasoline
consumption by 31.6 per cent against 4.4 per cent only in 1977. However, the number of

vehicles increased by 10.4 per cent only which means that consumption per vehicle has risen
sharply probably reflecting more use of vehicles carrying .out mining and agricultural

products. While the freight carried on the railway rose by 8.9 per cent relative to 1977
the quantity is still below the 1975 level. This.could be due to increased competition
from road transport. As for air transport, data for Naimey, show that the number of

passengers handled increased by 6.5 per cent in 1978 against 14.9 per cent in 1977; the

quantity of roods handled increased by 56.4 per cent to reach 10,702 tonnes.

"iger: Table 4. Transport indicators, 1975 to 1978

Railway freight (thousand tonnes)

oqs oil consumption (m^)
Road vehicles in use

Niamey airport

Passengers (number)

Freight (tonnes)

nnes)

68

21

120

6

1975

201 = 5

335

282

108

020

74

22

127

7

1976

-163.9

578

814

609

089

77

25

146

9

1977

173.6

871

570

568

195

102

28

167

14

1978

189

471

220

ooo

8O0

.0 a/

a/

a/

Source: National daca from Niger,

a/ Part estimated.
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4. Expenditure and the GDP

Latest data relate to 1977 and are based on ECA estimates. Those estimates do

not reflect the sharp expansion in investment which took place in 1978 and 1979. In
1977 there was a net deficit of goods and services in the external account and the share

of investment has been growing because the Government is increasing the volume of public

capital expenditures. Government consumption is also growing in line with the increase

in revenue. In 1977, 83.1 per cent of GDP went on private consumptionr 12.7 per cent

on public consumption but only 9.6 per cent on gross fixed capital formation and stocks.

A net inflow of goods and services equal to 5.4 per cent of GDP covered the gap in
resources. For 1978 investment and public consumption appear t~ have risen faster than

private consumption.

5. External trade and balance of _PTyrr.ents

Rough estimates show a strong increase of both imports and exports in 1978. The

increase of exports according to data of the trade with France in the first nine months

of 1978 has been in the order of 26 per cent, a result related to the large increase of
uranium production which now provides the bulk of export revenue. The increase of imports

from all major suppliers was 40 per cent in January to September 1978 compared with the
same period in 1977. In 1978 in particular mining companies imported large quantities of

supplies from abroad. It is difficult to evaluate the trade balance in 1978 but it is

suggested below that there was a small negative balance with exports at CFAF 51 billion

and imports at CFAF 52 billion. Figures given earlier show uranium and tin sales worth

CFAF 52.5 billion in 1978 so the small trade deficit in that year is probably due to

delays in shipments of uranium.

Niger: Table 5. Foreign trade and balance of payments, 1975 to 1978 (billions of CFA francs)

External trade

Exports

Of which uranium

Imports

Balance

Balance of payments

Goods and services (net)

Private transfers (net)

Government transfers (net)

Capital

Reserves and related items

Errors and omissions

1975

-15.58

17.17

8,25

-1,22

-5.12

1976 1977

-7.59 b/ -4O75 b/

1978

19.

(11.

21.

—2

56

88)

39

33

31,98

(2O.48)

30.38

1,60

39.90

(29.50)

37.00

2.90

50

-

50

-1

.0

.0

.0

a/

3/

3.45 b/

Source: 1975 and 1976: IMF, International Financial Statistics, vol. XXXII, No. 10,

October 1979; 1977: BCEAO, Statistiques economiques et monetaires, no. 263, Juillet 1978;

1978: estimates based on limited data.

a/ Estimates.

b/ Change in net foreign assets, a minus means an increase.
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" ±n 1978

60 Development aid and external debt

r°Vidlng 8"3 PGr °ent and Other ""Itllateral agencies 20.9
has.rGceived CFfiF "5 billion or an average of CFAF 29 billion

to current^t earning. ^ S6rV1Ci^ «*arges «-»!» .ini^l especially when related

7< Government revenue and expenditure

inufin^hff-?^ ariSi"9 frOm Uranium P«^ction were expected
" f16 flnanclal year ending in September 1979. The rise in revenue in the
financial year has been projected at 30.6 per cent. Since 1976 therThas been

^ ^in t97^79°ntribfiOn fr°m ^ CUrrSnt tO the °^ accouGovernment. In 1978/79 as much as CFAF 21 billion was earmarked for this
compared with CFAF 3.8 billion in 1975/76 and CFAF 13 billion in 1977/78

SS±™?i?f; T exPendlture °f CFAF 21 billion might have presented
difficultxes over realization in this latest financial year.

no~*«r ^wregates given earlier suggest that in the calendar

JSSSsystem to meet a budget deficit in that year.

SSSE/ Table- 6. Government revenue and expenditure, 1975 to 1Q7Q {billions of CFA francs)

1975 a/ 1976 a/ 1977 a/ 1973 a/ 1979 a/

Current receipts 18.2 2II 3~77 ~a 7T7~
Capital receipts 2i8 1 7 "7
Contribution from recurrent " " "* *

to capital budget 0.8 3.8 8 0 13 o 01 n
Other current expenditure 17.4 22 7 27*3 30*4 ^7
Capital expenditure 1.9 5^5 lQ[7 13*Q **'^

Source: ECEA0: Statistiques economiques et monetaires, no. 271, avril 1979,

a/ Budget estimates for financial year ending in September of year shown.
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8. Money and banking

There was a considerable increase in the money supply in 1978 as a result of the
growth of credits to the private sector which rose by 66 per cent. At the same time
net foreign assets declined and the net surplus position of the Government in the banking
system weakened. The total increase of the money supply including quasi-money was 44
per cent in 1978 compared with an increase of 28.7 per cent in 1977. These large increases

in domestic credit and money were mainly due to the creation of new activities followxng

more intensive exploitation of the country's uranium deposits. There may be some danger
in increased inflationary pressures from these monetary movements.

Niger: Table 7. Monetary survey, 1975 to 1979 {billions of CFA francs)

End

1975

End

1976

End

1977

End

1978

April

1979

Net foreign assets

Domestic credit

Net claims on Government

Claims on private sector

ffoney -

Quasi-money

Dong-term foreign borrowing

Other items (net)

11.01 18.69 23.44 19.99 20.71

11=49

28.55

20=13

2 = 17

1.17

4.59

-12.32

28.56=

24,77

4.46

1.05

4.63

-16.41

32.67

32.33

5.30

0.88

1.19

-11.88

54.23

46.40

7.81

1.38

6.77

-9.89

56.33

48.29

10.05

1.60

7.20

Source: IMF, International Financial Statistics, vol. XXXII, No. 10; ectobor, 1979

9« Wages and prices

The minimum wage was raised both in 1978 and 1979, In May 1978, a rise of 30 per cent

was effected and there was a further increase of 35 per cent in 1979, to a minimum wage

of 85.9 CFA francs.

Consumer prices continued to rise in 1978 but a lower rate than in 1976 and 1977.
For African consumers the increase was 10.1 per cent against 23 per cent on average in
1976 &ad 1977. For European consumers the inflation rate remained more or less constant

with 10.6 per cent in 1978 against an average of 9.6 per cent for 1976 and 1977. The
drop in the inflation rate was particularly significant for food prices for African

consumers; an increase of 6.9 per cent in 1978 against 26=6 per cent in 1977.

ID. Employment and unemployment

While there is a high rate of migration from the rural areas to the town and the
comparatively high GDP growth rate in recent years is creating more wage employment, the
numbers in such employment are still relatively small, such that workers migrate to the
coastal neighbouring states in search of work. The restoration of the rural economy since
the drought years should have had some impact on the whole process of emigration from
the rural areas although there are probably certain families who would never wish to

return to the rural areas after their experience in the drought years.
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11- other social sectors ■

(a) Education, As reported in last year's survey in 1977 there were 178,425 students
and pupils in Niger or only 3.7 per cent of the total population and only about one-sixth
^ ^®elil9ibAe a^e group was in primary education.

(b) Health, There is a very low doctor/population ratio in Niger estimated at
50,000 persons or more per doctor in 1975= However, since 1970 a continuous effort has
been made to improve health services through building health centres and more training.
The recent boom in Government capital expenditure should have helped speed up the process
of improving the health services.

B. MAJOR PROBLEMS

There are three major constraints to growth, the inadequate rainfall in most of the
country? secondly the large land area and its sparse population which make transportation

costs very high especially as the country is also land-locked; and thirdly a shortage of
skills, especially in agriculture where low productivity techniques are used. Since the
rise in export revenues due to uranium, the country has been finding difficulties in
spending the sums allocated to investments because of a lack of skills in project

implementation. Also, the costs implied in some basic development projects appear extremely
high? for example to regulate the Niger River and make possible irrigation, it is necessary
to build a dam at Kandaji, but at a cost of more than CFAF 100 billion a sum equal to
30 per cent of the current GDP

C. INTERNAL DEVELOPMENT POLICIES

The Government is pursuing its policy of raising agricultural productivity and of
building up the country's infrastructure to help limit the effects of future droughts,
Ihe agriculture budget has been substantially increased and in animal husbandry, steps

have been taken to ensure that an adequate system of wells is built to avoid the situation

which prevailed before the drought. A policy to increase the ■ roductivity of herds is
actively pursued through better health and specialisation among the regions.

Prospecting is being continued to establish the dimensions of the mineral wealth of

tho country, as it appears that Niger has important resources not only in uranium but in

other ores. The funds obtained from the export of uranium have been directed in priority

to investment, As shown earlier capital expenditure is rising much more rapidly than

current expenditure in order to build up assets to create more wealth.

The new plan for 1979-1983 is expected to adopt a new approach stressing participation

of the population in development. There will be committees of people's representatives

in each area which will co-operate with the administration in implementing the plan.

D. PROSPECTS FOR 1979 AND 1980

The year 1979 appears to have been favourable economically. The agricultural season

has been good because of..the sufficient rains. Export revenue from uranium has risen.

GDP may not grow as fast as in 1978 when uranium sales almost doubled, but important growth

will be recorded. Beyond 1979 the fact that uranium revenues will increase rapidly shows

that the prospects of the economy are very favourable. However, in 1980. itself much will

depend on how good or bad are the rains as agriculture has an annual impact on the

country's growth rate whereas increases from rising uranium output will only come at

intervals of a few years as new mines are brought into production.



A,
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT, 1970-1979

1. introduction

in 1978-1979 GDP at constant factor cost increased by 5.5 per cent «"ch is
significantly below the rate of 8.6 per cent: attained in ^"^^ing
of growth was largely due to slow ^77"^^ reduced oil exports
the first half of 1978 when lower demand m the world oil narKe

from Nigeria.

agriculture and industry increased ^££££^
with stringent ^~VT^ reflation The c^poite consumer price index rose
which helped to accentuate high inflation. Tnc cornp oonponent of

and urban areas.

Total exports fro, Nigeria declined by 11.9 ^^j^ ^eixterS
in 1978 while imports increased by 15.5 ?°YIar«e deficit w^cn led to balance-of-
trade balance thus swung from a surplus to a large deficit wh adjustment

^^V^rl^^^^ and substantial external

borrowing

By mid-1979 the drain on foreignBy mid-1979 the drain on foreig ^^^
increased substantially. The ^lance-of-payments pos.txon has imp

rate of growth of real GDP is expected to take place m 1979

2. GDP by industrial origin

Table 1 provides details on GDP by industrial origin ^^f^?6^ce^ in
rate of growth of real GDP in 1978-1979 was largely due to th fall of ^^ was

real value added in mining J*™™-l-gT Agriculture expanded by 4.2 per cent or
at rates below those recorded.« 1977 1978 ^r- ^ transport and construction

f rr^^^^r^^ri 92 d 17 er centslightly less than the 4.5 per cent *«*"^ 1978_l979 as ag^inst 19.2 and 17 per cent
grew by 14.5 and 13 per cent resp

respectively in 1977-1973.

The relative share of the mining sector in total GDP declined to^^er cen^in
1978-1979 from 19.3 per cent in 19/ /-19/8. ._1milar.^y^ _^_ ^ l978-1979. In

also decreased from 23.2 per cent in iy//-i n^nufpeturinq sector rose from 5.8
contrast, the proportionate contribution of the m^^^U^hegwholesale and retail trade
oer cent to 6.1 per cent during the same period, met on
from ?7.7 to 18.1 per cent and that of construction from 12.2 to 13 per
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Nigeria: Table 1. GPP by source, 1975/1976 - 1978/1979 (millions of naira)

At 1973/74 factor cost 1975/1976 1976/1977 1977/1978 1978/1979

Agriculture, forestry and fishing

Mining

Manufacturing

Electricity and water

Construction

Wholesale and retail trade

Transport and communication

Other services

GDP at constant factor cost

GDP at current factor cost

Indirect taxes less subsidies

GDP at current market prices

3

2

1

2

2

13

19

20

439.6

655.8

729.7

59.7

411.4

491.5

515.9

089.2

392 .,8

437.7

793.9

231.6

3

3

1

2

2

14

23

24

613,7

049.4

854.4

74.4

693.6

788,5

691.7

226.0

992.5

826.6

877.1

703.7

Source: Compiled from estimates of Federal Government of

Office.

3. Selected economic sectors

(a) Agriculture, forestry and fishing

3 777.7

3 151.7

943.0

95.2

1 981.8

3 043.9

B24.4

2 467.5

16 285.2

26 758.5

1 165.9

27 924.4

3

2

1

2

3

2

17

27

1

28

934.3

973.3

048.6

117.3

239.7

245.2

943.9

679.8

182.1

370.2

517.4

887.6

Nigeria, Central Plannim

Information on agricultural production in

1978 is not complete. It is however believed that acreage of food crops planted

increased by about 10.5 per cent over the area planted in 1977. The output of tubers

such as yams and cassava was estimated to be higher in 197S than in the previous year.

Some increases were also noted in the output of rice and beans. The increased production

of food crops in 1978 is attributed to better weather conditions, an increase in the area

planted and the use of better inputs,

As shown in table 2, the performance of cash crops was not as satisfactory as that

of food crops. The volume of purchases of major commodities by the commodity boards was

lower in 1978 than in 1977. Available data indicate that the volumes of cotton, palm

kernels and cocoa purchases were 35.3, 20.8 and 2.6 per cent lower respectively in 1978

than in 1977. The producer prices of the major cash crops remained unchanged except

for groundnuts, soyabeans and benniseed, the prices of which increased by 5.5, 3.8 and

3.4 per cent respectively in 1978/1979.

The livestock population is estimated to consist of about 8.5 million cattle,

8 million sheep and 22 million goats. Most of these are confined to the north of the

country but pig rearing is important in the south where the main markets for pork are

concentrated. The demand for meat has far outstripped domestic supplies in recent

years and measures have had to be taken to supplement supplies through imports.



Nigeria: Table

Benniseed

Cocoa

Seed cotton

Groundnuts

Palm kernels

Palm oil

Soyabeans

Source:

2, Commercial

Central Bank of

agricultural production

1975

220.

140.

165.

300.

60,

.2

.0

.4

A

,0

Nigeria,

1976

2.0

200.2

149.2

148.2

295.1

55.2 .

1.6

Annual Report

- , 1975-1978 (thousands of tons,

1977

2.0

165^0

181.1

140.0

301.9

47.0

1.4

Provisional

1978

«» *

160.7

117.2

239.0

and Statement of Account, 1978.

a/ Based on Commodity Board returns. ■ - -

The total fish catch from Nigerian waters was estimated at 386,000 tons in 1978
compared with 502,000 tons in 1977. Some 208,000 tons of fish were imported in 1978
as against 304,000 tons in 1977. Thus the total available for consumption in 1978 was
about 594,000 tons compared to 806,000 tons in 1977. Under the national accelerated

fish production project, the Government is continuing its effort to bring modern

technology to the Nigerian small-scale fishermen. The project was extended to four

more States in 1978 bringing the total number of States involved to nine. Under the
programme a package of inputs such as boats, outboard engines, modern fishing nets and
gear is made available to fishermen at subsidized prices.

(b) Petroleum and natural gas. Crude petroleum production declined by 10.5 per

cent to 695 million barrels in 1978 from 776 million barrels in 1977. The fall in the
level of output in 1978 was due to lower sales during the first half of the year
following a slump in world demand for oil. During the second half, however, demand
for Nigeria's crude revived following price cuts announced by the Government and

speculative buying in anticipation of impending price increases by OPEC. Production

rose steadily during the year averaging 1.6, 1.8, 1.9 and 2.1 million barrels a day

during the first, second, third and fourth quarters respectively,

(c) Other mining. The aggregate output of other minerals, which include

cassitirite, coal, columbite and tin, fell by 47,7 per cent in 1978. The production
of each of these minerals has been declining for a number of years as can be seen

from the data in table 3.
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Nigeria; Table 3. Production of major minerals, 1975-1978

Crude petroleum (million barrels)
Cassiterite (tons)

Coal (thousand of tons)

Columbite (tons)

Limestone (thousand of tons)

Tin metal (refined) (tons)

651.3

6 268.0

248.8

991.0

1 650.3

4 657.0

757.6

5 009.0

298.8

673.0

1 553.4

3 809.0

765.7

4 440.0

267.1

816.0

1 437.0

3 779.0

Sources:

695.0

3 981.0

230.0

784.0

1 184.2

3 230.0

Central Bank of Nigeria, Economic and Financial Review, vol. 16, No 2
December 1978, Central Bank of Nigeria, Monthly Report, August 1979T

bv ^.k? «**«*** ±nde* of manufacturing production rose
with rises of 6.2 and 23,4 per cent in 1977 and 1976 respectively
acturing output in the past t i ttib

SL; ^cp ith rises of 6.2 and 23,4 per cent in 1977 and 1976 res
The slower growth of manufacturing output in the past two years is attributable to
inadequate supplies of raw materials and electricity. Activities that registered
ncreases in 1978 included Pharmaceuticals (80.3 per cent), paints and aTIied To
(30.5 per cent), beerf including stout (30.2 per cent), soap and detergents (27.4
per cent) soft drinks (20.2 per cent) and cement (12.9 per cent). Marked declines
were recorded for vegetable oils (50.8 per cent), radio and television assembly
(32.7 per cent), other petroleum products (18.6 per cent) and footwear (11.5 per cent).

Nigeria: Table 4. Index of manufacturing production, 1975-1978 (1972 = 100)

1975 1976 1977 1978

Total index 147.7 182.2 193 220

Selected subsectors

Vegetable oil

Sugar

Soft drinks

Beer and stout

Cigarettes

Cotton textiles

Other textiles

Soap and detergents

Refined petroleum products

Pharmaceutica1s

Cement

Vehicle assembly

35

125

224

178

107

144

611

177

105

148

115

302

iaf

.7

.8

.9

.5

.0

.9

.0

.9

.4

.3

.6

.2

Annual

24.4

88.7

322.1

191.0

128.3

161,0

1 051.8

228.1

128.0

239.8

115.4

698.6

Report and

14

123

303

, 185

122

172

964

328

123

186

117

1 097

.8

.2

.5

.6

.0

.9

.7

.4

.6

.5

.1

.3

Statement of

6.1

118.2

364.9

241.7

128.4

163.2

1 160.3

418.5

135.1

336.3

132.2

1 008.1

Account, 1
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according tc the annual survey of business activities conducted by the Central
Bank, net sales revenue from manufacturing increased by 31.7 per cent in 1978 compared
with 29 3 per cent in 1977, The increase was due mainly to selling price rises for

manv locally manufactured commodities. Costs of production also increased by about
15.6 per cent in 1973 compared with 12.5 per cent in the previous year. The bulk of
the increase in costs was attributable to increases in costs of raw materials, both
imported and locally produced. However, labour and overhead costs, including fuel
and electricity also continued to rise in 1978. The survey also revealed that^the
rato of increase in employment in the manufacturing industries declined from Id.-, in
1977 to about 10.3 per cent in 1978 and that the average level of capacity utilization

declined slightlv from 78.7 per cent to about 7£.4 per cent. The rate of increase in

new investment was 13.2 per cent in 1973 compared to 15.3 per cent in 1977.

(e) Electricity. Total generating capacity increased by 62.1 per cent to

1 729.T megawatts in 1978. The increase was due mainly to the completion of new power

stations at Sapele, Ijora, Oji and Sokolo and the extension of existing stations at
Kainji, Ugbelli, Afam and Ijora. Total electricity consumption rose by 15 per cent
in 1978 to 4.306 million kWh, of which industrial and commercial consumption accounted

for 47.5 per'cent compared with 59.7 and 61.4 per cent in 1977 and 1976 respectively.
Residential consumers took 52.2 per cent of supplies in 1978 compared with 40.1 per

cent in 1977.

The National Electricity and Power Authority (NEPA) had over one hundred development

projects which were either in progress or at the planning stage in 1978-1979.

(f) Construction. Major activities in the construction sector continued to be
in electric power, housing, roads, sea port and airport development projects. Bank
credit to the construction sector rose by 33.4 per cent in 1978.

(g) Transport. Table 5 provides some details on traffic developments in the

transport and communication sector since 1975.

Road transport activity appears to have diminished in 1973. There was a fall in
the number of road vehicles licensed. Over-all performance in rail transport also
fell slightly in 1978 with freight ton-kilometres carried declining by 0.7 per cent
as against an increase of 15.1 per cent in the previous year. Freight revenue from

the railways is also reported to have declined in 1978. A contract was given to Rail
India Technical and Economic Service, an administrative management firm, to reorganize

the railway management system.

Total traffic through Nigerian ports increased by 6.2 per cent in 1978 compared
to the large rise of 67.3 per cent in 1977. Goods unloaded rose by 6.1 per cent In

1978 and goods loaded by 8.9 per cent.

There was a significant rise in domestic air traffic in 1978 with the number of
passenaers carried reaching 1.2 million as against 855,000 in 1977. The expansion was

due largely to more intensive use of the existing aircraft fleet as well as improved

airport facilities.
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Nigeria: Table 5. Selected transport indicators, 1975-1978

1975 1976 1977 1973

Ports

Freight loaded (thousands of tons)

Freight unloaded (thousands of tons)

Railways

Freight (millions of ton/km)

Roads

Registered road vehicles (thousands)

Air transport

Passengers carried (thousands) a/

1

6

977

545 7

894

934 14

727

076 14

792

936

137

408

i 410

260

529

1 623

412

R55

1 612

394

i 217

Source: Central Bank of Nigeria, Annual Report and Statement of Account, December
1977 and December 1978. ~~ ~ "

a/ Domestic air services only.

4. Expenditure and GDP

Between 1975-1976 and 1977-1978 gross domestic capital formation rose at an average
annual rate of 36 per cent. In 1978-1979, however, the rate of growth of capital

formation slowed down considerably to 12.6 per cent. Private and. public consumption
rose on average by 12.4 and 16.8 per cent respectively between 1975-1976 and 1977-1978

but in 1978-1979 the rates of increase were 9.2 per cent and 1.3 per cent respectively.

The resource gap, which appeared in 1977-197S, widened substantially in 1978-1979
indicating that a significant proportion of gross domestic capital formation was

financed from external resources in 1978-1979. Domestic savings, which covered 95.6

per cent of investment in 1977-1978, covered only 79.6 per cent in 1978-1979.

Nigeria: Table 6. Expenditure and GDP, 1975/1976-1978/1979 (millions of naira)

At current prices 1975/1976

Percentage

of GDP 1978/1979

Percentage

of GDP

Private consumption

Public consumption

Gross domestic capital formation

Exports less imports of

goods and services

Total GDP at market prices

12

2

4

20

456.2

622.8

860,8

291.8

231.6

61.6

12.0

24.0 .

1.4

100.0

17

3

10

_ 2

20

168.2

634.5

151.6

066.7

887.6

59.4

12.6

35.2..

-7.2

100.0

Source: Federal Government of Nigeria, Central Planning Office
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balance of-payments

a deficit of M 1,581.3 mi -.

fall in earnings from crude oil

million.

Total i.ports rose bY 15 5 P- cent in
39.1Per cent in 1977. The slowdown in^

^ened deficit in the non-oil sector
^7,046.2 million in 1977 to * 6,033.2

fro. * 547.9 -Uion to . 65S.S

^ following

the year. Capital goods

arterr/^SCntT^
perctnt and consumer goods 27.9 per cent.

*» fall in the value of exports in 1^73
cent in the previous year. The fall !n crude p ol P exports was largely

as cocoa .eans and ru^r.

Nigeria: Table 7. External

, 1975-1978 (nillions of naira)
and balance of pa

External trade

Exports, including re-exports

Imports

Balance

Balance of payments.

Goods and services (net)

Private transfers (net)

Government transfer (net)

Capital (net)

Reserves and related items

Errors and omissions

4 791.6

3 721.5

6 320.8

5 148.5

+1 070,1 +1 172.3

116.9

-66.9

-9.2

115.1

-115.1

-38.8

-89.6

-101.5

3.8

-42.0

235.6

-6.3

7 594.1

7 159.7

— ■

+434.4

-756.7

-114.7

-3.2

6 688.7

8 270.0. a/

152

533

189.5

-2 217.8

-160.7

-12.1

1 114.0

1 345.8

-69.2

_ —

SQUrce: IMF, Tntrrm^—1 ^™ncial Statistics., vol.

a/ Estimate based on IMF DOT f.o.b. data.

No. 11.- November 1979



^he current account deficit of the balance of payments widened sharply in 1978 as
a result largely of the deficit on merchandise transactions. There was some improvement
in the deficit on the services account but the net outflow of unrequited transfers
showed a further substantial increase. The net capital inflow increased sharply to
N 1 114 million in 1973 from S 152.1 million in 1977. This increase reflects substantial
recourse by the Government to external borrowing particularly from the Euro-currency

market during the year.

The external reserves have fallen yearly since 1975 by increasing magnitudes, and

the fall in 1978 was as high as H 1,345.8 million.

However, in July 1979, the international reserves had reached a level significantly
above the level at the end of 1978. Owing to a recovery of oil sports, total exports
from January to June 1979 were valued at N 4,845.6 million compared with N 2,933.1
million for^the same period in 1978. Given the continuation of the_restrictive import
**asures, it is likely that the visible trade surplus was restored m the first half

of 1979.

6. Development aid and external debt

A sluggish world oil market in 1978 reduced revenues from crude petroleum exports

They rose sharply to H 1,114 in 1978.

The level of public external debt rose from M 373.1 million to M 997.7 million in
the year ending June 1978. This anount represented 15 per cent of the total public

debt outstanding at that time.

7. Government revenue and expenditure

Preliminary data on the Federal Government finances indicate that gross fjderally-
collecS revenue for the fiscal year 1978/79 amounted to .7 033.9 f^^ZTenu,
15.9 per cent lower than the N 8,359 million collected in 1977/78 Of the total rev n
collected in 1978/79, appropriations to States counted for I* 2,322.4 million or per
cent as against !* 2,051.4 million or 24.5 per cent in 1977/78.

Total recurrent expenditure after appropriations to States declined by 2,9 per

ZZI ass s-sr r^r^:=-;s p

to external borrowing to finance the over-all deficit.

in the 1979/80 budget estimates, ^derally-collected revenues

increase in the current budget surplus
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Nigeria: Table 8. Government revenue and expenditure, 1975/76-1978/79 (millions of naira)

Federally-collected revenue

Appropriations to States

Retained federal governncnt revenue

Recurrent expenditure

Current budget surplus

Capital expenditure

Over-all deficit

Actual

1975/76

5 856.2

1 717.8

4 138.4

1 981.4

+2 157.0

3 420.7

-1 263.7

Actual

1976/77

Actual

1977/78

7 070.6

1 441.1

5 629.5

2 132.5

8 359 .-0

2 051,4

6 307.6

2 373.3

+3 497.0

4 836.1

-3 934.3

5 627O4

-1 339.1 -1 693.1

Provisional

out-turn

1978/79

7 033.9

2 322.4

4 711.5

2 304.7

+2 406.8

5 224.7

-2 817.9

Source: Federal Government of Nigeria, Central Planning Office.

8. Money and banking

in 1978 money proper rose marginally by 1.7 per cent to N 5,271.4 million from the
level at the end of 1977. This is a sharp contrast to the rates of increase of 38.1
per cent recorded in 1977 and 44.6 per cent in 1976. Including quasi-money the money
supply rose by 5.8 per cent in 1978 following increases of 29.8 per cent in'1977 and

37.2 per cent in 1976.

Unfortunately, the major factor behind the deceleration in the rate of growth of
money supply in 1978, was the contractionary effect of a 52.1 per cent drop in net
foreign assets. On the other hand, net government borrowing from the banking system

rose by H 1,469.7 million or 63.6 per cent in 1978 compared with the rise M 1,758.2^
million in 1977. Private sector borrowing also increased in 1978 by N 1,140.9 million
or 32.9 per cent as.against the rise of N 1,041.4 million or 43 per cent in 1977.

In the first quarter of 1979 net foreign assets increased but domestic credit was
reduced, and there was a rise of only 1.2 per cent in the money supply between December

1978 and March 1979. This represents a marked improvement over the past performance.

Nigeria: Table 9. Monetary survey, 1975-1979 (millions of naira)

Net foreign assets

Domestic credit

Claims on Government (net)

Claims on private sector

Money "...,.

Quftsi-money

Other items (net)

End

1975

3 667.4

-641.4

1 798.0

2 594.9

1 572.4

656.6

3

- 2

3

1

End

197S

395.7

551.0

423.2

752.6

979.2

638.2

2

2

3

5

2

■1

End

1977

961,3

309.2

464.6

184.1

■255.1

295.9

1

3

4

5

2

1

End

1978

419.6

778.9

605.5

271.4

601.7

930.2

March

1979

1

3

4

5

2

1

667.9

441.7

610.4

292.3

672.6

755,2

Source: IMF
International Financial Statistics, vol. XXXII, No. 11, November 1979
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Wages and prices

per oent^d^fTT inCrfSed b* 16"6 Per ce«<= *» 1978 compared with rises of 15.9
per cent and 23.4 per cent respectively in 1977 and 1976. The greatest increases in
1978 were recorded in the prices of clothing, food and transport.

The slightly higher rate of increase in prices in 1978 over 1977 was attributable
to a number of factors. The extension of the list of connodities of which Sportsich Sports
rlZctTTnllTtt Wi? "VT "^ °f gr°Wth °f toestic Production wo"d hive
reduced supplies at a time when demand was rising. Furthermore, there were substantial

lZ^Tl TiSS dUtieS °n SGVEral ^™fa<=™ gd d i th i ?elZ^Trl T.iSS dUtieS °n SGVEral ^™fa<=™ goods and in the prices of fuel?
pricfconSo" " ^^ ^ comoditi- — «l-° removed fromdS

foferesteaint^nrv,rtiOn 7 T^ dUrlng *** perl°d Under review as the Governmentrestraint on wa9es ^a salary increases introduced in 1975 continued in 1978
, some non-wage relief to be worked out by a panel was promised for workers

10 • Employment and unemployment

Registered unemployment increased by 26 per cent in 1978 over the level in 1977
The increase was to a large extent due to the increase in the number of registered "

£SiotlC^01 '"T5 ^ 1OW6r ^^ WOrkerS' ThG "Ration of 2£52professional and executive cadres declined somewhat in 1978. On the whole, the aenerallv

tTtLfOWt£ °f thS eC°nOmy restricted <Vmlngs for middle-level and higher^e! Y
th\m°tO idt di^ributive trade and^onstruction

°f the total ban oof

11. Other social sectors

(a) Education. Since the introduction of universal primary education in 1976,
? ?Cf°]^nro^t has ^creased at a high rate. In 1978 tho total enrolment

bv 19R0 I f TQ Government now h°P^ to make primary education compulsorv
7L * ,TeI!r' alreadv the scheme is running into considerable difficulties
occasioned by the shortage of qualified teachers and the lack of classrooms and teaching

innn-i ^TTT^L /S ^rtSd in the Previous issue of this Survey there are about
,000 hospital beds, 4,500 doctors and 19,000 registered nurs~eTTn~ Nigeria.

h*alth sector is accorded high priority in the national development plan in

esssrt of a network of heaith faciuties d

(c) Housing. In 1978-1979, the Federal Government intensified its efforts to
provide housing. Both State and local government as well as private employees were
requested to involve themselves in the Federal Government housing programme. Every
xirmor organization with at least 500 employees was required to build quarters and
grant housing loans to the employees. Very high priority continued to be given to the
housing sector under the Central Bank's credit guidelines to the commercial and
merchants banks.
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B. MAJOR PROBLEMS

Major economic problems that faced Nigeria in 1978-1979 were the continuing high

rate of inflation, mounting pressure on the external account, imbalances in the

Government budget and continued heavy reliance on the petroleum sector.

As already noted, the consumer price index for all income groups and centres was

running at 16.6 per cent in 1978, or higher than the 15.9 per cent recorded in 1977.

This high rate of inflation was mainly caused by the fact that supplies continued to

be inadequate. Agriculture continued to grow at below its potential rate and

performance-in the industrial sector was generally less satisfactory than in earlier

years.

The balance of paynents which has been in over-all deficit since 1976 recorded

another substantial deficit in 1978. The deficit was due largely to the unsatisfactory

performance of exports especially petroleum as well as substantial rises in imports

which necessitated the adoption of further import control measures to protect external

reserves.

C. INTERNAL DEVELOPMENT POLICIES

Further steps were taken by both the Federal and State Governments to boost agriculture,

Medium- and large-scale farmers were offered additional incentives in the form of fiscal

and credit allowances including investment allowances of 10 per cent in respect of capital

expenditures for plant and equipment, capital allowances for investment in agriculture

and the continuing treatment of agriculture as a "favoured sector" under the monetary

policy guidelines.

For small-scale farmers, incentives were introduced specially designed to provide

assistance in land clearing and preparation, in the supply of improved seeds and breeds!

in the provision of fertilizers, portable machinery and farm implements. Guaranteed

minimum prices for agricultural products were also introduced. Plans were also

announced for the establishment of farming co-operatives as well as the re-organization

of the distribution and marketing of food items through such bodies.

In other efforts to improve the supply situation, all commodities which were under

price control, except for sugar, salt, flour, bicycles, motor cycles, motor vehicles,

milk, matches and petroleum products, were remove;: fron the list of controlled items

and placed under a system of resale price maintenance. Manufacturers and their

distributors were to co-operate in fixing and enforcing prices. The move was expected

to eliminate hoarding and encourage domestic production.

Measures adopted to improve the country's financial balance included a drastic

reduction in public investments and the imposition and tighter enforcement of import

restrictions. However, the import control measures led to shortages of some goods

which went counter to the objective of reducing inflationary pressures.

In the oil sector, the Government raised its share in foreign oil-producing groups

from 55 per cent to 60 per cent and adopted competitive pricing policies.
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PROSPECTS FOR 1979 AMD 1900

^^fif^I!^ "T
^id-1979 there was already^scne^in &^ ^^ bSen effect:j-ve in reducing imports. By
market, for Nigerian oil exnerfprf i-^™^1" ^ ^ountrv's foreign reserves. With the
„,■ . ~, , . *">i«^M:u uu continue to be bunvanf -Fci*- 4-un *-m«*. _.e ■• *-.-»«
significant improvement in the balanpp - yanc ror the rest.of 1979, a

should raise the rate o- grcl. o- r^ r-^^fo^^fro^66*63 f°r the year' This
5,5 per cent achieved in 1973-1979. ±9^-1980 significantly above the
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RWANDA

A. ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT, 1978-1979

1" Introduction

Despite tho fall of coffee prices and transport difficulties which have considerably

hampered exports, economic growth was again satisfactory in 1978° Pood crops were on the

whole goodo Industrial production, though still very small, was stimulated by the high

demand generated by coffee earnings spilling over from I978 and also benefited from ;a'

number of new investments0 GDP increased by 15.2 per cent a,t current prices, against

14,3 per cent in 1977, but inflation was considerably reduced so that in real terms.it may

be that 1978 was better than 1977, though change in the terms of trade effect in each year

must be taken into account. According to the National Bank the rate of inflation of consumer

prices remained around 15 per cent in 1973? but most of the increase occurred at the beginn

ing of 1978 and the end of 1977, ^n& in fact between December 1977 and December 1978,

consumer prices increased by only 4*7 per cent. This reduction of the rate of inflation was

due in part to the monetary policies of the Government which restrained expenditures so that

the treasury was in surplus by the end of tho year. An over-all balance of payments surplus

was a-chieved despite the increase of the trade deficit to 10 billion Rwanda francs against

PRW 2 billion in 1977, Exports fell in 1973 while imports were boosted by increased domestic

demand.

Coffee determines more or less the economic balance in the modern sector in Rwanda since

it supplies more than 50 per cent of exports. The partial recovery of coffee prices in the

second half of 1979 has helped improve economic prospects which were clouded by the complete

interruption of international transport links during February/May 1979 because of military

operations in Uganda, The closure of these links is reported to have been costly to the

country and the increase of oil prices is having an appreciable impact on both the balance of

payments and inflation. The Ministry of Planning is predicting a real growth rate- of 7 per

cent in 1979 taking into account, increased coffee production, but it is probable..that real

growth will be below this figure*

Rwanda; Table 1. GDP by source, 1975 to 1979 (millions of Rwanda francs)

1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 a/

At current prices

Agriculture, forestry and fishing

Mining

Manufacturing

Construction

Transport and comrmmi cations

Commerce

Services

Administration

GDP at factor cost

Import duties

GDP at market prices

Source: Rwanda, Ministry of

25 968

1 054

6 635

2 321

553

7 426

2 356

4 845

51 1^8

1 609

52 767

Planning,

30

1

7

2

8

' 2

S

1

432

300

750

643

655
940

803

448

971

881

3^2

31

l

10

3

10

3

6

68

2

70

527

750

340

150

780

570

770

650

537

145

682

35

l

11

3

12

' 4

8

78

2

5OO

730

490

700

940

360

56*0

330

610

827

437

36

.2

12

4

1

13

4

?
83

3

07

750

Q5.0 .

400

030

000

350

800

170

550

no

080

a/ Projections.
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2° GDP by industrial origin

Agriculture contributes 44 per cent of GDP against 21 per oent for industry )t and the

balance of 35 per cent for services. This distribution of GDP must be considered against the

fact that the rural population is over 95 per cent of the total population of.-the..country. ■

Rwanda is basically an agricultural country with a low level of productivity; and a GDP per

capita which was only 182 US dollars in 1978. The structure of GDP is changing only slowly,

but since 1975 there has been a tendency for the share of agriculture to fall, while the

shares of industry and services has been rising. Most of industry is in the manufacture of

traditional goods, the most important of which are sorghum and banana beers. In 1975, the

manufacture of these beers represented half of the value added in manufacturing. Though

growth-in agriculture and manufacturing has been high (12.6 per cent and 11.1 per cent

respectively at current prices in 1978), the largest growth was recorded in construction and

services. At current prices construction grew by 17.5 per cent and services by 20.3 per cent

3» Selected economic sectors

(&) Agriculture, forestry and fishing. Climatic conditions were good in the first season
of the 1978 agricultural year but in the second season the rains were late and some crops

like beans were affected. Overall, food- production grew, The crops of bananas, roots and

tubers were excellent and in volume terms food output probably increased by more than 3 per

cent. Since the crop area rose by 1*4 per cent, yields increased,. However, this growth is

taking place mainly in starchy roots and banana? while results are less favourable for

protein-rich beans and lipid supplying oil seeds, which are crucial for improving the diet

of the population.

In the period between the crop years 1978 and 1979, "the shortage of beans induced

peasants to consume more sweet potatoes so that a shortage of roots for planting occurred

in 1979 while bean prices rose substantially,

Rwanda: Table 2. Agricultural production. 1975 to 1973

Food production (thousand tonnes)

Cereals ■ ■-. .

JJoota -and -tubers .. - -.,. _

Bananas

Se&ns. and... peas

Oil seeds

Commercial crops (tonnes)

Coffee

Tea

pyrethrum

Quinquina

1

1

20

4

1

1975

219

243

734

210

17

334

000

753

333

Source: Rwanda, Ministry of Agriculture,

■ 197-6

234

1 301

1 820

220

17

20 334

4 976

1 500

187

1^77

251 . .

1 348

1 896

227

20

19 130

5 517

1 136

616 ""

1978

2.54* ...

1 531
2 O4S

220

. .... 21 _

16 496

5 34i
990

695



Coifee production fell "by 14 per cent in 1978. Because of the fall of prices on the

international market, the coffee marketing board was using its reserves to subsidize coffee.

Farmers are taking "better care of their coffee plantations now that the high producer price

is making coffee a profitable operation and they are also opening new plantations0 Increased

production seems likely in 1979° Moreover, important coffee stocks were accumulated at the

end of 197° "because exports by pl.~j.ne uore interrupted,

Tea production fell slightly in 1978 though the cultivated areas increased. Climatic

conditions and inanpov;or difficulties explain this outcome, In 1979* "the producer price was

raised to FRW 9 Per kg from FRW 8 in 1978=- F°r 19791 prospects arc that production will

increase and will bring in incroeiscd revenues since prices have now stabilised on the

international markets=

f^rethrum production continued to fall in 1973, because farmers do not find its

cultivation profitable.. For quinquina, the situation is better since production rose to

695 tonnes, but high transport costs entail a net marketing loss, so that production could

fall if higher prices are not obtaineds

Sugar-cane production is expanding quickly and the rlan objective of 2,000 tonnes of

sugar has already been exceeded. However the quantities produced will remain small because

of the limited land area available for cultivation,

In animal husbandry, the shift observed over a number of years towards small animals

like sheep and goats is continuing since increasing population pressures are inducing

peasants' to turn more pasture into arable land* The cattle population is thus decreasing

as well as the production of dairy products*

Another effect of population pressure is the deforestation of the country where wood

resources are now said to be sufficient for only 7-8 years. A sign of this is the rapid

increase of charcoal prices, which were 90 pjr cent higher in the last quarter of 1978 than

in the last quarter of 1977- On the basis of the last census taken in 1978, the population

is increasing by 3 per curt per year and population density on arable land has reached 334

inhabitants per sq km. The plan for 1977-1981 has adopted the intensification of.agricultural

output per hectare as one of its basic objectives.,

* (b_) Mining, Only wolfrain and cassiterite (tin ore) are exploited with relatively small

quantities produced. Production did not increase in 1978, But prospects are better in

1979 when a plant for the treatment of wolfram is expected to start production at

Nyakabingo s
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R;Jandu; Table 3. Mineral and electricity production 1975 to 1978

1975

Mining

Cassiterito (tonnes)

Wolfr:^ (tonnes)

Electricity

Production (thousand kWh)

Imports (thousand kWh)

Consumption (thousand kWh)

2 274

40 788

l 134

36 600

1976

222

325

45 623

1 881

38 139

1977 1978

2 299-

836

48 416

2 039

2 192

714

35 472

17 430

.Source: National data from Rwanda,

(c) Because of the low level of water in the Lake Bulera, electricity
ed in 1978 bt thk t i

in the Lake Bulera, electricity
production dropped in 1978, but thanks to increased imports from Zaire total consumption
roseby 4*3 per cent, a rate lover than the ],2 per cent average observed since 1970o Most
of the regions are now supplied from the Ntaruka Dam in the north, or the Mururu Dam on the
Huzisi river in Zaire, A third dam is under construction at Mukungwa to supply Gisemri and
the Goma region in Zaire, v

Oil products consumption increased by 13=9 per cent, reaching 37,770 tonnes in 1978, The
quantity, is still small, but nevertheless Rwanda is finding it sometimes difficult to ensure
supply because of transport problems. After the crude oil price rises in 1979, refineries

^ ^TL^ PaSSlng °n thCSG inCreaSGS in ^frov P™^ct prices. The price of gasoline
was FRVJ 31.90 per litre in February 1978 but FRW 44-3 per litre in July 1979.

Wood is an important energy resource, on which rural households rely for most of their

consumption. With the rising population forests are being depleted and unless action is
taken supplies could be damaged substantially.

Peat exists in large deposits throughout the country and methane gas is present in Lake
Elvu. Experiments have already been carried out for the use of peat in the drying of
pyrethrum, and assistance from Ireland has been .ought for the development of the peat
resources. For methane the project vail require cc-operation between Rwanda and Zaire, but
the potential is promising,,

(<*) Manufacturing The sector has benefited from the high incomes earned from coffee
though an inadequate capacity has led to high prices and increased imports. The most
important branch is for food and drinks ™d here beer production increased in 1978 to 63.5
million bottles against 46 million in 1976, L number of nev; projects have either been

completed or started during the year, most of which are import substitution developments or
for processingj>f local raw materials, Three new tea factories have either started
production or are being built, A tin foundry is under construction and a new tube factory
has sorted production The sho9 factory has doubled its production capacity and a soap
factory, a candle factory, and unit for the production of plastic household products have
been completed. A cigarette factory with a capacity of 350 million cigarettes per year is
under construction. J



re^«te the longer tor, several ^ f ff
is for a Portland cement factory vath a capacity of <u,

factories arc also planned,

000 tonnes. More brio*

Th^re is a lack of statistics on road transportation. Internal road

■" to grow though ther, are serious problems over vehicle "^*-»--

in -ir transport the number of passengers handled fell sharply in 1978. The Kano.be
international airport has been improved end its enuipment modernized.irpor

in Uganda early in 1979 ^ the complete interruption of ro^d traffic between

been adding to transport costs in the country.

Rwanda: Table 4- Selected tranrpnrt locators, 19?^ to 1978

0.82
Motor vehicles in use

Bus passengers (million)

Air transport

Passengers (thousand)

Freight (tonnes)

Oil products consumed

Gasoline (tonnes)

Gasoil (tonnes)

— I. i ■■■ ■

Source: National data from Rv-r.

4O Expenditure and the GDP

There are no estates of the structure of doraestic expenditure ^77^1973; Jcwev

previous

12

10

44

448

147

659

2

15

H

46 = 7

418

098

784

8

18

12

60,8

351

088

004

20

12

46

576

678

S^T^^^CSS ^ £*7™ S PubUc c_Ption and «^
capital formation were increasing, Fixed capital formation had reached 12.9 P*r cent

in 1976 against only 7-2 per cent in 1970.

In 1078 the deficit in goods and services has widened since the trade deficit increased

has'again riscn'in relation to GBPO
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Rwanda: Table 5° Expenditure and the GDP,1975 and 1976 (millions of Rwanda francs)

1975 1976

At current prices

Private consumption

Public consumption

Gross fixed capital formation

Changes of stock

Exports less imports of goods and service;

GDP at market prices

41

8

6

-4

230

783

959

292

497

46

10

7

-2

072

202

993

564

979

52 767 61 852

Source: Rwanda, Ministry of Planning,

External trade and balance of payments

is1;. of poffee, tea, pyrethrum, quinquina, wolfram and cassitcrite, In 1978,

exports were affected by the transport problems already alluded but also by the fall in the

of., coffee, total earnings were only FRW 6,4 billion or 25 per cent less than in 1977 =

Imports reached the high figure of PRW 16»5 billion in 1978 increasing by FRW 5-0 billion

over 19771 so that the trade deficit rose to tha record level of FRW 10 billiono Increased

demand boosted imports* Prices ?rere higher with unit values rising by 13»9 per cent in 1978.

As export prices had dropped by 16=2 per cent the teruis of trade deteriorated sharply to

1976 levels.

The trade deficit was translated into a record deficit on goods and services in the

■balance of parents, but increased net transfers and a capital inflow more than covered the

deficit. There was a surplus leading to a further small rise in the international reserves.

Rv/andat Table 6. External trade and balance of payments, 1975 to 1978 (millions of Rwanda

francs)...

1975 1976 1977 1978

External trade

Exports

Imports

Balance

Balance of payments

Goods and services (net)

Private transfers (net)

Public transfers (net)

Capital

Reserves and related items

Errors and omissions

3

9

-6

c

-1

1

872.2

166,6

294 „ 4

035

473

343

646

309

125

7

9

-2

-3

5

1

—3

471.

801.

330°

259

214

273

193

621

195

1

8

7

8

11

—2

6

-2

"1

539 =

367,

O85

464

257

771

135

272

8

5

7

6

16

-10

-13

1

7

4

_

393=1

432.9

034*8

071

300

464

540

334

102

Source: IMF, International Financial Statistics, vol. XXXII, No, 10, October 1979;

National data for trade for 1973.
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6. Development aid and external debt

As shown "by the balance of payments not transfers and the capital inflows totalled morr

than FRW 13 billion in 1978 equal to 16 per cent of GDPo The level of external resources

obtained by Rwanda is very important and all indications are that development aid is increas

ing. Much of the aid is on soft terms since Rwanda is a least developed country, but the

size of the external debt is growing* It Has FRW 7° 6 billion on 30 Juno 197&* As soft

loans have very low interest rates tho debt servicing does not look like creating a problem,

7- Government revenue and expenditure

The coffee boom led. to. a substantial-rise in. revenues in-both-1976 and 1977 and in these

two years surpluses were earned so that cash balances were increased, In 1978 a further

small rise in revenue had been forecast, but the continuing increase in total expenditure

probably meant that a small over-all deficit resultedo For 1979 current revenue is forecast

to rise by 4=8 per cent while current expenditure is set to increase by l8o2 per cent so

that there will be virtual equality in current financial operations,, The capital

expenditure which rises from FRW 1«,1 billion to 236 billion in 1979 v;as due to be covered bo

using existing cash reserves,.

Total current and capital expenditure has risen rapidly since 1975j "the total in that

year being FRW 4.8 billion while in 1978 it rose to FRW 8=9 billion and in 1979 to FRW 11.8

billiono

-Rwanda; Table 7»" ^Government revenue and'expenditure, J97'3 to 1979 (millions of Rwanda

francs) ■ - • . :—-■■ --■■■■■■■

1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

Ordinary budget

Revenue

Expenditure

Development budget

Receipts

Expenditure

Over-all balance a/

4 373-6

4 388-5

„

423.7

-563.3

6 797-1

5 122.5

30.7

775 = 7

540=3

8

6

1

345=6

437.9

39*2

011.8

716.8

8

7

1

794-
821.,

0533

q a a

5

7

3

9

9

2

214.3

214.3

626.5

Source: Central Bank of Rwanda.

a/ After certain other small accounts,.

8, Money and banking

In 1973 the money supply including quasi-money increased by only 6o0 per cent having

risen by 30,8 per cent in 1977- There was a fall in net foreign assets in 1978 and at the

same time net claims on Government were reduced so the rise of 13»4 per cent in credit to

the private sector had only a small impact on the toted money supply. In fact money proper

fell and the rise in savings deposits in the banking system probably had little inflationary

impact o
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in
As at May 1979, money supply has dropped bocause of the lower economic

first cpiarter following the closure of the Uganda border Total domestic

between December 1978 aoid May 1979 from mi 4.57 billion to mi 4.15 Mllio^VTl Per

SSSSga' Table_8. Monetary survey, 197-5 to 197Q (millions of Rwanda francs)

Net foreign assets

Domestic credit

Net claims on Government

Claims on official entities

Clr.ims on private sector

Claims on other financial

institutions

Money

Quasi-money

Other items (net)

End

1975

2 055

2 469

383

1 475

206

5 421

277

895

End

1976

4 544

1 564

403

1 922

169

7 215

325

1 061

End

1977

7 227

410

231

3 636

148

9 355

506

1 841

End

1978
—»i—™

7 028

40

225

4 180

127

9 055

1 396

l 149

May

1979

7 434

345
272

3 437

9%
8 698

1 297

1 590

+ !: international Financial'Statistics , vol. XXXII, No, 10, October 1979
to I977 figures); Central Bc-^ik of Rwanda (for 1978 and 1979)

9» Wages and prices , ... ........

The minimum wage has been FRW 63 per day for the v;hole country since 1976.■ However,

with the high rates of inflation other wages have been revised from time to time, and in

August 1978 government employees were granted a rise of 16 por cent.

The index of consumer prices currently in use is based en December 1976; this index shovs
rates of increase of 7.o per cent in 1976, 11.3 per cent in 1977 »d 14.6 ^r cent in 1978.
The xncreases over th.s period can be related to the impact of the coffee boom on consumer
demand but import prices also rose substantially.

Consumer prices have again-risen substantially in 1979. 'The largest increases have
been recorded in food prices and transport services with prices of local products increasing
mor than those for imported products. The closure of the border with Uganda during the
lirst few months of the year has had some impact on prices while the rise in petroleum
product prices already mentioned has added to inflationary pressures.
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10, Employment and unemployment

A basically agricultural country, with 95 per cent of its population living in the

rural areas, tha main problem in the field of employment is underemployment due to the

seasonal nature of agriculture. According to the 1977-3-981 plan the number of wage earners

v:as 125,492 in 1976, with 102,712 of them in the modern sector. Though the urban population

is still small there is an increasing drift towards the tovms, and the population of the

capital, Kigali, is growing at 9 per cent per year. Rwanda is probably at the stage where

the attractions of life in the .urban areas for the increasing numbers of educated youth will

lead to an intensification of migration to the urban areas at a time when new job opportunit

ies will be insufficient.. This indeed would lead to the emergence of increasing urban

unemployment.,

11. Other social sectors

Gk) BIducation, Enrolment in schools and other educational institutions is increasing,

but the goal of universal primary onrolment has not yet been achieved., According to the

Ministry of Education, the primary enrolment ratio has not increased since 1975" In 1978

it was estimated at 45,6 per cent of the school ago population, improving if compared to

1977 but under the -figure of 47°1 P^r cent obtained in 1973° Other educational levels are

showing a more rapid growth, but ;the numbers involved are still small with only 13,208

enrolled in secondary schools in "1978, iind the 1,744 university students. The relatively

disappointing performance in increasing the primary enrolment ratio is due to a lack of

resources,, The education budget already takes 20 per cent of Government total expenditure*

In: the plan for 1977-1981? an educational reform has been projected whose main thrust

is to. adjust primary education so that most young, people will receive an education enabling

them to-be better farmers, since most of them crjinot hope to find work in urban areas. At

all other levels of education emphasis will be placed on job preparation and strict

selection of the mout gifted for higher studies.

Rwanda: Table 9° Social indicators, 1975 to 1978

1975 1976 1977 1978

Population (thousand)

Education

Primary enrolment (thousand)

Secondary enrolment (number)

Higher enrolment (number)

Health

Doctors (number)

Hospital beds

4 406 4 538 4 675 4 810

11

1

2

386,7

227

470

104

469

12

1

2

401.5"

946

625

109

551

12

1

2

434=5

570

577

181

796

13

1

463-4

278

744

a 0

Source: Rwanda, Ministry of Education and Ministry of Health,
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(b) Health, Major endemic diseases are prevalent due to'a"lack"of'hygiene and poor
nutrition. Only 3,-fc per cent of the population has access to clean piped water for example.

However to combat the health problems there has boon a regular growth in the number of

medical personnel and in the medical facilities available, Rwanda has a school of medicine,

and in addition,-doctors are training medical assistants to enable them to diagnose and

treat common ailments. In 1977, there were 39,000 inhabitants for each doctor, and 3,800

for each paramedical worker. The number of persons per hospital bed was 1,672. The sums

■spent through the central government budget are not sufficient to ensure adequate medical

care, and since a majority of the population is entirely dependent on the public sector for

medical care-, this means that only minimal attention is possibleo However, Rwanda is

receiving significant foreign assistance in health, which amounted to $US 5o4 million in

1977 and covered expenditure in the main hospitals, in providing clean water and providing

assistance for some specific projects. . . , . • ., . ,

Bo MAJOR" PROBLEMS ' ■ ■ ■

In 1978/79 a particular issue that arose because of the hostilities in Uganda was lack

of transport facilities through neighbouring countries. The dependence of the country on

its neighbours* transport systems was made abundantly clear. The fragility of the economy

was further made evident by the impact of coffee price fluctuations. These prices had

increased considerably in 1976 and 1977, &ncL their decline in 1978 badly affected exports.

The country was cushioned from more adverse consequences only because of accumulated

reserves and counter-measures token by the Government.

Beyond the short-term difficulties created by the border closure, Rwanda is facing

various deep-seated development problems. One of these is a low productivity of agriculture.

But more serious in the long-run is the population pressure on a limited land area* This

problem is made more serious by the fact that the farmers have not yet realised its full

implications and axe still behaving as if land was not c. scarce resource.

C. INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT POLICIES . . . . - . . .

In- 1978 t-he- poliey^ was -essentially aimed at preventing any. inflationary- pressure arising

from the accumulated high disposable incomes in 1976 and 1977* The money supply was kept

■under oonuro-ly-by the Government deoreasing its ^indebtedness -towards the Central Bank and

at the same time the groxrth of government expenditure was maintained at the same rate,as in

1978.. A treasury deficit was thus avoided.

The plan for 1977"!981 has been launched. This plan aims at an annual rate of growth

of GDP of 5»9 per cent, with a total investment expenditure of FRW 54 billion. Agriculture

receives a high priority in order to ensure a sufficient and improved diet, higher export

revenues and adequate jobs» To achieve this a start is being made on the intensification

of use of modern agricultural techniques to replace the present ones which are wasteful in

land and manpower. Several basic reforms are being implemented to ensure the plan's success.

These are, a reform of local administration to give more power and initiative to

municipalities at the lower levels, a reform of education to adapt it to economic realities,

and a reform of land utilization to consolidate forms and promote more efficient use.
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The distribution of investment shows that large sums will be spent on the economic

infrastructure since the development of a viable transport system is a prerequisite for

growth.

Most of the plan will be financed either by public external sources (70 per cent) or the
private sector (22.4 per. cent). The direct government contribution will be only 4 billion

out of PRW 54 billion.

D. PROSPECTS

Initially prospects wore good for 1979, despite the temporary border closure with

Uganda,.., These prospects wore made even brighter when coffee prices increased in the second

half of the year. However, despite the measures taken to restrict credit and the growth

in the money supply inflationary pressures were still high in the first half of the year

and this was not helped by the rise in prices of imported goods including petroleum.

It is difficult to gauge the extent of the GDP growth rate in 1979 ^ut it seems unlikely

to roach the 5*9 per cent laid down in the current development plan,
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SENEGAL

A. ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT, 1978-1979

1. Introduction

After the bad crop year 1977/78, during which groundnut production declined by

50 per cent, Senegal suffered an economic recession in 1978 marked by a fall of GDP
at constant market prices of 10 per cent and large budget, trade and balance-of-
payments deficits. Because of the weight of agricultural-based industries, and in
particular the oil pressing plants, and drop in farmers incomes which depressed demand,
industry suffered a fall of 25,7 per cent in production as measured by the industrial
production index. Inflationary pressures again increased although the rise m urban
African consumer prices was kept low because of price controls on the basic commodities,

the most important of which, rice, is imported.

With the return of good rains in 1978, groundnut production rose to 1,157,000
tons in 1978/79, twice the level in 1977/78. This has boosted trade and consumer
demand so that GDP in 1979 is expected to rise by 16 per cent at current market prices
and by 12 per cent at constant prices. Apart from the excellent groundnut crop, the
recovery has been helped by stimulative and other measures taken by the Government,
including raising millet-sorghum producer prices, launching a medium-term plan for
food sufficiency! and tightening the budget. The 1977-1981 development plan has been
revised and total investments reduced to take into account the current economic

situation.

2. GDP by industrial origin

The fall in agricultural production of 12.8 per cent at current prices was the
main 2Lor L th^over-all decline of 5.2 per cent in GDP recorded for "«• ^
is still the most important productive sector providing most of exports and
raw materials to industry as well as creating demand for its products, ^^
production has adverse consequences throughout the economy. Industrial production
measured by its contribution to GDP fell by 7.4 per cent in 1978 but the impact on the
services sectors was more muted. In real terms, all sectors with the «cept«n °£
government services which improved by 1.4 per cent, showed substantial declines m 1978.

Just as the bad agricultural season had adverse effects in 1978 so the good
rains leading to a doubling of the groundnut crop had a stimulative impact in £79.
The increases at current prices were 31 per cent for agriculture and 12.8 per cent for

industry.
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Senegal: Table 1. GDP by source, 1975-1979 (billions of CPA francs)

1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 a/

At current prices

Agriculture, forestry and fishing

Industry

Services

Administration b_/

GDP at market prices

At 1970 prices

Agriculture, forestry and fishing

Industry

Services

Administration b/

GDP at market prices

122.8

97.5

138.9

47.7

406.9

72.3

63.8

110.2

30.9

141.8

106.9

157.6

50.8

457.1

79.2

68.6

116.4

33.1

133.1

122.3

167.3

54.9

477.6

73.5

71.7

118.3

35.8

116.0

113.2

166.4

57.3

452.9

63.9

64.1

104.9

36.3

151.9

127.7

186.9

59.1.

525.6

80.7

70.4

114.0

36.8

277.2 197.3 299.3 269.2 301.9

Source: National data.

a/ Proj ections.

b/ Including household services.

3. Selected production sectors

(a) Agriculture, livestock, fishing and forestry. Crop production is dominated

in Senegal by the cultivation of groundnuts which is the biggest foreign exchange earner

and determines basic flows in the economy. After groundnuts, the most important crops

are millet and sorghum, mainly consumed by farmers themselves. The irregularity of

the weather makes production very sensitive to rainfall variation and in 1977/78 a

drought depressed output of all crops. Groundnut marketings fell from 956,900 tons

in 1976/77 to only 436,300 tons. Cotton production fell also to 37,077 tons from

45,207 tons in 1976/77. Millet and eorghum production was reduced to a lesser extent,

decreasing by 11 per cent to 491,000 tons in 1977/78 against 553,180 tons in 1976/77.

Paddy rice production fell again in 1977/78 to 83,671 tons compared with 112,260 tons

in 1976/77 and 133,800 tons in 1975/76.

The situation was completely reversed in 1973/79 when groundnut production recovered

to 1,156,800 tons and paddy rice production rose to 140,200 tons while the millet and

sorghum crop reached a record of 1,034,600 tons. Groundnuts sold totalled 912,000 tons.

The value of marketings is estimated to reach 99.1 billion CFA francs or more than

double the level of 1977/78.
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Senegal: Table 2. Agricultural production, 1975/76-1978/79 (tons)

-- 1975/76 1976/77 1977/78 1978/79 a/

Millet and sorghum 621 000 553 780 491 000 1-034 600
Paddy rice 133 800 112 260 83 671 140 200

Maize 48 900 52 822 45 459 49 135
Niebe (beans) 24 462 16 400 11 733

Groundnuts (sold) 1 177 600 956,900 436 300 9X2*000
Seed.?9£*:on 38 975 45 207 37 077 33 800
Fish catch 358 800 341 500 353 300

FAO output index (1969-71 = 100) 140 128 97 130

Source: BCEAO: Notes d■information et statlstigues No. 273, juin 1979; Bulletin

de l'Afrique Noire, No. 1023, 7 novembre 1979' national data from Senegal. ~"

a/ Forecast or early estimates.

These very large fluctuations illustrate the constraints on agriculture in Senegal
where the weather is decisive for production. On a long-term basis, the growth rate in

agriculture has been only modest, probably less than the rate of population growth and

a large part of food requirements have to be imported.

While crop production has been erratic, for livestock there is a more general

annual increase in the herds, which have now been restored to the pre-1973 drought

levels. There were 2.5 million head of cattle in 1977, or the same as in 1972.

Fishing continues to grow, even though the growth recorded in 1978 was modest with

a catch of 353,300 tons against 341,500 tons in 1977. The greatest progress has been

recorded in tuna fishing, where catches rose by 25.8 per cent in 1978.

Timber production is low in Senegal and there is a danger of deforestration. The
main forest activity of the Ministry of Agriculture is in replanting and there are

important possibilities in the forests of the southern region of Casamance.

Q) Mini"g- After the advance recorded in 1977, there was a decline of mining

production in 1978 and the index of mining production dropped by 1 per cent. Calcium

phosphate production fell to 1,553,000 tons from 1,596,000 tons and output of aluminium

phosphate to 203,921 tons from 274,510 tons in 1977. A decline was also recorded in

the production of clinker for cement to 47,814 tons after reaching 68,570 tons in 1977,

These developments are mainly explained by a weakness of demand abroad for phosphates

and also by technical difficulties at the main phosphate mine at Taiba. The most

important project under investigation is that of the iron ore deposits at Faleme

while the search for petroleum has been intensified.
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(c) Energy. Energy consumption reflects to some extent the economic down-turn

in 1978". Electricity production grew by 6 per cent in 1978 against 11.5 per cent in

1977, while consumption of oil products increased by 9 per cent against 21.2 per cent

in 1977 for gasoline and gas oil, and by 2.5 per cent only as against 11.1 per cent

in 1977 for fuel oil and diesel fuel.

(d) Manufacturing. Because most of Senegal's industries are linked with

agriculture, the fall of crop production in 1977/78 had an effect on industrial

production in 1978/ reflected in the drop of the over-all index by 25.7 per cent.

For manufacturing industry the fall was more pronounced at 36.3 per cent. The most

seriously hit factories were oil mills. Groundnut supplies fell to only 282,600 tons,

against 816,000 tons in 1977, and the index for output from oil mills dropped to 62.3

against 201.6 in 1977. Similarly affected was soap production because of its direct

dependence on oil supplies. Textile factories suffered from lower cotton production,

but also from the competition of clothing from industrialized countries and lower

demand. The drop in the purchasing power of farmers was reflected in many other

industries. However, some industries performed well, notably fish canning, flour

mills, beer production, tobacco and cement.

Senegal: Table 3. Industrial production, 1975-1978

1975 1976 1977 1978

Phosphates (thousands of tons)

Cement sales (thousands of tons)

Electricity consumption (million kWh)

Oil products consumption

Gasoline/gas oil (thousands of m ) a/

Fuel oil/diesel (thousands of tons)

Index of industrial production (1969 - 100)

Total

Less oil mills

1 801

356.6

380.6

238.9

288.4

1 808.8

395.8

408.1

244.4

2°2.0

1 870.5

328.9

455.2

296.3

324.5

1 758.9

356.8

482.5

323.0

332.7

147.6

147.8

165.0 185.0

152.6 180.2

137.5

159.5

Source: BCEAOs Notes d*information et statistigues. No. 273, juin 1979.

a/ and kerosene.

Some large industrial projects have been postponed or modified because of the

domestic economic situation or changes in the international economic situation. One

such project was the Dakar-Marine ship repair yard which had originally been proposed

because of large ship sailings round Africa when the Suez Canal was closed. The

project will cost CFAF 15.5 billion to implement. Other projects affected are the

Pont Cement factory which will cost CFAF 20 billion, the project for the production

of phosphoric acid and phosphate fertilizer costing between CFAF 12 and 18 billion and

the Kaolack textile complex. The Dakar-Marine was started in April 1979 and the

construction is expected to last until 1981.
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of^hig/^rifiaotoL,^ y6t attraCted ^ industries
onXy two factorieshaTbeen estS isher^th^V^"9 ^^ ^ U* to nowseen established, although others are likely to be developed.

in MFa^f;^^S
Judging from results of the first seven
expanded .strongly compared w"h L"S
imports was due to higher tonnaoes of

a rise in other unspecified L
airport continued Z groW

continued to increase

grOWth recorded in
"* P°rt °f *
the increase in

Wh±le for exP°rts th^" «-

5^
increase on 1977.- The

.ear. Ne. hotels

economy and 1978

visitors Came, a 16 per cent

Senegal: Table^ Selected transport ind^^. ,o,«..in^

Port. oJ.-Dakar (thcuspji-ls of tons)

Goods unloaded

'Goods'loaded

Total

Dakar airport

Passengers handled (thousands)
Freight (tons)

Source: As table 3.

a/ January to Juna only.

4- _Expenditure and GDP

1

2

4

s)

11

bb2

/HI

263

625

m

.2

.U
' —

.2

.8

.0

1

2

1 M

4

13

635

7 92

428

636

153

.6

.8

.4

.5

.0

1

3

5

16

907

133

757.

251.

.1

.8

1

0

1

1

18

49^

691

IRS

Rni

970

.9 a/

.3 1/

2 a/

.9

.0

domestic production and expenditure rose to CPAF 58 l'L%* Cent*hc 'source gap between
of GDP against an average f 5.7 per t n 1W 5 7 ^°" represented 13 per cent
inflow of foreign re=ou-ces Priv.L ™n t 'f11' Thls ?aP was fiHed by a net
terms in 1978 but public consuls C°"SUmpfon declined by 5.8 per cent in current
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Senegal: Table 5. Expenditure and GDP (billions of CFA francs)

At current prices 1975 1976 1977 1978

Private consumption

Public consumption

Gross fixed capital formation

Change in stocks

Exports less imports of goods

and services

GDP at market prices

294.3

61.8

56.6

15.7

-21.5

331.6

67.6

68.8

18.0

-28.9

348.1

73.9

70.3

12.0

-26.7

328.1

78,7

89.0

16.0

-58.9

406.9 457.1 477.6 452.9

Source: National data from Senegal.

• With the recession, domestic savings declined by 17.1 per cent in 1978 accounting
for 10.2 per cent of GDP and only 43.9 per cent of total investment expenditure.

5. External trade and balance of payments

The bad 1977/78 crop led to a big fall of exports which still depend he*£?* ™
.groundnuts and derived products. Exports declined from CFAF 153 bilUon xn 1977 to an
-Estimated CFAF 95 billion in 1978 with most of the fall occurring xn receipts from
groundnut products.

imports also declined but by only about 4 per cent and in consequence the trade
deficit widened considerably to an estimated CFAF 85 billion against CFAF 34.6 billion

in 1977.

Senegal: Table 6. External trade *nfl balance of payments (billions of CFR francs)

External trade

Exports

Imports

Balance

Balance of payments

Goods and services (net)

Private transfers (net)

Government transfers (net)

Capital (net)

Reserves and related items

Errors and omissions

99.

124.

-25

10

62

52

115.

153.

-37.

93

89

96

152

187

-34

.92

.55

.63

95

180

-85

.0

.0

.0

-36.35

-2.06

20.02

18.92

1.01

-1.54

-47.58

3.44

22.01

15.50

3.87

2.76

Sources: BCEAO: Notes d1 Information et Statistics, Wo. 273, juin 1979.

IMF, international Financial Statistics, vol. XXXII, No. 11, November

a/ Very rough estimates based on incomplete data.
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The deficits for goods and services in the balance of"payments have been covered
by inflows of grants (transfers) to the Government and capital; any gap in the over-all
external payments being covered by using accumulated reserves. In 1977 there appears
to have been a small decline in these reserves but in 1978 net foreign assets fell bv
CFAF 22.9 billion. .....? . J

6- Development aid and external debt

Aid is important to Senegal and total grants and loans were estimated at some .
CFAF 70 billion in 1978, or around 15 per cent of current GDP. The largest part of the
aid is supplied by France. Only part -f the aid is in grant form and the balance of
payments shows net government transfers of CFAF 20 billion in 1975 and CFAF 22 billion
in 1976. The figures were probably higher in 1977 and 1973.

The external debt has grown at a high rate and the total was valued at CFAF 103.4
billion at the end of 1978, against a figure of CFAF 66.6 billion at the end of 1975
One characteristic of the foreign debt has been the increased reliance on loans at market
rates of interest. External debt servicing was estimated at CFAF 21.7 billion in 1978
including CFAF 15.2 billion for repayment or': sinking fund.

V. Government revenue and expenditure

In the financial years 1977/78 and 1978/79, budget estimates provided for current
receipts increasing by 12.7 per cent and 16.3 per centrespectively. In 1977/78 current

receipts had been expected to cover the same percentage increase in ordinary expenditure
but in 1978/79 such expenditure had been expected to rise by only 14 per cent, leaving a
small current account surplus. The level of capital expenditure shown in the budget has
varied substantially since 1975 as shown in table 7 and has generally been covered by
borrowing, budget receipts in earlier yaars and some use of accumulated reserves. The
level of current receipts in 1976/77 and 1977/78 was substantially more than the
estimates and the surplus was probably put towards the capital budget.

Senegal: Table 7. Budget estimates, 1975/76-1979/80 (billions of CFA francs)

Current receipts

Capital receipts

Ordinary expenditure

Capital expenditure

Total suns covered by

budget a/

1975/76

84.0

12.0

71.0

25.0

117.3

1976/77 1977/78 X978/79

79.0

40.0

79.0

40.0

149.5 154.0 178.0

1979/80

89.0

18.0

89.0

18.0

103.0

33.0

101.5

35.0

106 ;o

24.0

106.0

24.0

166.0.

Source: Bulletin de l'Afrique Noire, No. 961, 8 juin 1979J No. 1007, 12

a/ Special accounts included.

Juin 1979,



There is little evidence of the Govesnnont having viSv?d the bankinc system to

finance its deficits but as indicated earlier the public debt has risen quite

substantially.

For'1979/80 total ordinary and capital expenditure is CFAF 6,5 billion less than

in 1978/79 in line with the government policy of budget moderation.

8. Money and banking

Money supply including quasi-moriGy has grown faster in 1978 than in 1977, 21.3

per cent against 15.2 per centp despite the fall cf net foreign assets. Net claims on

the Government fell slightly to CFAF 16 billion in December 1978 against CFAF 16.67

billion at the end of 1977 and the growth of money supply in 1978 was due entirely to

a .35 per cent increase in private sector borrowing. In 1977 private sector credit

had risen by 18.8 per cent. This may have been due to a deliberate policy of the

monetary authorities, and it is worth mentioning that the Central Bank extended the

benefit of its preferential interest rates to the construction of low-cost housing.

In the first five months of 1979 the growth in money plus quasi-money was 8.5

per centj a rise of 13.8 per cent in credit to the private sector was offset to some

extent by a further fall in net foreign assets.

Senegal: Table 3. Monetary survey, 1975-1979 (billions of CFA francs)

End

1975

End

1976

End

1977

End

1978

May

1979

Net foreign assets

Domestic credit

Net claims on Government

Claims on private sector

Money

Ouasi-money

Other items (net)

-10.31 -10.70 -12.93 -35.84 -48.78

1.87

106.94

75.17

10.92

12.41

14.01

122.97

94.89

18.76

12.64

16.67

146.05

109.12

21.85

18.83

16.00

197,35

126.52

32.31

18.68

18.80

224.44

137.63

34.70

22.13

Source: IMF, International Fxnancial Statistics, vol. XXXII, No. 11, November 1979.

9. Wages and prices

The official minimum wage remained at CFAF 107.05 per hour or approximately

CFAF 17,128 per month. However,, wage increases other than in the minimum wage are

estimated at 1C per cent in 1978.

The index of consumer prices for African families in Dakar increased by only 2.9

per cent in 1978, but this index is greatly influenced by price controls on essential

commodities like rice. As shown by the index for construction costs, which rose by 11.6

per cent, and the consumer price index for technical assistance personnel, which grew

by 7.4 per cent in 1978 against 6.5 per cent in 1977, inflation probably accelerated in

1978. The better groundnut crop harvested in 1979 has affected the market favourably,

but the increase in oil prices, the recession accompanied by inflation in industrialized

countries and price support measures taken by the Government on behalf of formers are

likely to have some impact on inflationary pressures in 1979. However, the published

consumer price index shov/ed an increase of only 2.6 per cent between the second quarter

of 1978 and that of 1979.
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10 • Employment and unemployment

available data do not allow an analysis cf current trerda in employment and
unemployment although it is clear that the high population growth, Sl S

^ Wf%°f "T ^ h
,

problem^ inWthf%°f "T* ^^ haVC -"tribute* to creating an ^^nf
recession SL- S™" T*' -Pr°SS rQP°rtS indi«te that in 1978, despi^ the
S;^^T^ *" indUStrial ^^^ ^ *"

Other social sectors

ss sssvx: z°£

<£> g^Xth. The health situation is best described by the indicator of life
expectancy at birth which was estimated at 42 years in 1977. This means that infant
mortality is still very high. But continuous progress is beina made not only by
programmes to increase the medical services but also by measures taken to make the
environment more healthy. This is reflected in the large sums allocated under the

rZl w ^ i I r^rOVi?? and extendin9 watGr supplies. The average number of people
per hospxtal bed was 912 in 1977, which shows that Senegal has a reasonably
coverage measured by the normal standard of developing countries.

B. MAJOR PROBLEMS

la^r,»^» ^e T\ agricultural production and its consequences for the economy at
stowed in both T 1SSUS ln 19?S- The recession Produced a largo resource gap which
of ™1 \b°thuthe lncreas^ of the Government's budget deficit and in that of the balaiu*
£l£?r?£; "ry»?ply i^eased at a fast rate in 1978 and domestic credit rose more
IZllr, thai\GDP- A lar36 Part °f these difficulties are of a transitory character and
the economy has returned to a more normal situation as a result of the good 1978/79 crop.

of oroSucMnn f"■ r^ deTSeated Problens linked to the slow long-term growth rate
ttird of XfrJ?*1^ r haS bee" gr°Wing at a lowcr rate than the population and a

Lh,^ ""H?1*/8 "°» imported. Industry has generally performed better than
^t^nCreaSed °utPut has not been particularly rapid. The disappointing
If, thG/COnomy 1S not in "•» with the sums being spent on development and

latest T»rl lnade^uacles and bottlenecks holding up the growth in output. But the
which ™Jr ? ^ t P°°r reSUltS haS been the VCIy erratic nature of the rainfall
whxch makes planning for agriculture a particularly difficult operation.
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C. INTERNAL DEVELOPMENT POLICIES

The Government has responded to the difficult economic situation by drawing on

more external assistance. Funds have been obtained which have helped the country to

face its payments difficulties. A package of stimulative measures has been taken

including a plan.to boost production during the years 1977-1985. This, with the plan

to reestablish budgetary equilibrium starting in the 1979-80 financial year, should

help point the way to more effective growth policies. Planned investment in the fifth

development plan has been reduced to CFAF 390 billion instead of CFAF 410 billion and

much of the reduction has taken place in the secondary sector where the projected rate

of growth of industry has been reduced to 6.1 per cent instead of 7.1 per cent a year

and some major projects were postponed or modified. But funds for agriculture were

increased with the projected rate of growth raised to 4.4 per cent from 4.1 per cent. .

Priorities set earlier for education were maintained and funds for education increased

as well as those for the improvement of the water supply and other health-related

investments.

D. PROSPECTS FOR 1979 AND 1980

-. The year 1979 has been a strong recovery because of the good weather in 1978/79.
The groundnut crop is up to more than one million ton and exceptional results have been

obtained from millet and sorghum production. According to official estimates, GDP will

increase by 16 per cent in 1979 and return in constant terms to its 1977 level. However,

the^problems of the high resource gap reflected in a high external trade deficit and

th$ need for external funds for capital expenditure remain* It is estimated that the,

trade^deficit in 1979 could be around CFAF 60-70 billion. Moreover, the oil bill has ,

increased from CFAF 19 billion francs in .1978 to an estimated CFAF 25 billion in 1979 and

there will be further substantial increases in 1980.

The economic outlook for 1980 depends very heavily on the rainfall during the

period July to October 1979 and the crop that this produces. Reports indicate some

anxiety in the fourth quarter of 1979.
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SEYCHELLES

A. ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT, 1978/79

1. Introduction

The Seychelles economy achieved a relatively satisfactory rate of growth in 1978.

The tourist industry which continues to play a particular part in the countryfs growth
expanded further with a 19 per cent increase in the number of visitors. While these
persons stayed for shorter periods, earnings from tourism increased by 20 per cent or

slightly more than the increase in the number of visitors. Agriculture production fell

in 1978 but fish prices have risen substantially mainly because higher prices can be
obtained by selling to hotels feeding tourists and this should mean that incomes of

fishermen and some traders rose significantly. There were no hew major hotels built
during the year.

In 1978 imports were valued at 402 million Seychelles rupees and exports plus

reexports at Sey. R's 96.1 million. Foreign trade is traditionally heavily in deficit

with much of the deficit covered by tourists earnings and government grants and the
balance by the capital inflow. Statistics on the balance of payments show a small

reduction in the country's foreign reserves in 1978 but the financial statistics show

that net foreign assets again increased. Inflation was lower in 1978 with a rise of 12
per. .cent against an average of 15 per cent in 1976 and 1977.

Results from the first months of 1979 show a continuation of the trends observed

in 1978, that is a rather slower growth of the economy. Tourists arrivals have continued

to increase but a parallel diminution of the average length of stay has occurred. Up to
the end of June, there was a net gain in total external reserves so that the external

payments situation appears to be favourable. The rate of inflation has again fallen, the

rise in consumer prices from January to August was 8.3 per cent against 10.8 per cent in

the same period in 1978= Some important private investments have been started including

two new tourist hotels and at the same time government capital expenditure has grown .
substantially.

The moves taken to combat inflation throughout the developed world in 1979 will

undoubtedly adversely affect the industrialized economies and could lead to some decline
in tourism to countries such as the Seychelles. However the present prognostication is
not unfavourable for continued economic growth in the islands.

2. GDP by industrial origin

Available statistics on GDP are only tentative and must be treated with caution since

they could overestimate real flows. The latest data on GDP by industrial origin refer to

the year 1976. The major event since the beginning of the decade has been the development

of the tourist industry, which has meant that the hotels and personal services sector has

increased its contribution to GDP from 1971 to 18.6 per cent in 1976 and further in 1978

**iile the total tertiary sector including trade, transport and services probably accounted

for more than 70 per cent of GDP in 1978. The tourist boom has led to the development of

the construction industry especially for building new hotels and other tourist facilities

but the contribution of construction to GDP in terms of percentage was actually highest

in 1971. Manufacturing industry including handicrafts has grown comparatively rapidly

since 1971 but its share of total GDP is still small at less than 5 per cent in 1976.
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Seychelles: Table 1

rupees)

GDP by industrial origirtj 1971 "to 1976 (millions of Seychelles

197! Percentage 1971 1976 Percentage

At-current prices

Agriculture, forestry, fishing

Mining

Manufacturing and handicrafts

Electricity and water

Construction

Wholesale and retail trade )

Hotels and restaurants )

Transport and communications

Services .

Total GDP at factor cost'

17.5

0.2

1.1

0.7 a/

16.1

10.4

3.5 .

33.2

21.2

0.2

1.3

0.3

19 = 5

12.6

4.2

40.2

31.0

10.0

3.0

20.0

50.0

30.0

63.0

)

)

b/

b/

52.8

16.2

4.1

35.0

62.1

51.7

111.6

y

y

15.8

4.9

1.3

10,5

18.6

15.5

33.4

82.7 1OO,,O 2O7.0 333.5 100.0

Source: Based on national data from Seychelles,

a/ Electricity only

b_/ Estimates.

Agriculture grew threefold between 1971 and 1976 when measured at current prices,

but the faster over-all growth of the economy has meant that its share of GDP has declined
from 21.2 to 15.8 per cent. Further continuing falls in the relative proportion of GDP

from this sector seem likely in the years to 1979.

3. Selected economic sectors

(a) Agriculture, forestry, fishing. Natural conditions are not favourable for
crop production in the Seychelles where arable land is scarce and distributed xn small
patches. Trees are very common while crop production is limited to vegetables and
fruit with the addition of cassava as a root crop. The main agricultural products are

copra derived from coconuts, cinnamon bark and tea. Figures for these products show an
over-all drop of production since 1971 with the possible exception of copra. Cinnamon
bark production has fallen to 610 tonnes in 1978 from 1,448-tonnes in 1971. These
envelopments have taken place despite the better world prices on offer for these products
and are the result of the difficulty of finding labour, even though there is a significant

level of unemployment in the islands.

Seychelles: Table 2. Agricultural production, 1975 to 1978

1975 1976 1977 1978

Copra (Long tons a/)

Cinnamon bark (Long tons)

Tea (tonnes)

Pig slaughterings (head)

2 860

1 085

180

3 817

2 748

1 153

181

3 724

2 918

799

172

3 996

2 953

610

170

4 468

Source: Republic of Seychelles, Statistical Abstract, 1978

a/ Of 2240 lb.
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Livestock raising is limited .to nigs and-pbultry kept-by households while small
numbers of cattle are found on the larger farms. The numbers of livestock are quite
saaW and.a.large part.of the^meat must be imported.

?i y r°le in the diet' the consumption-per- head being one of the highest
fJjjT- ^ecise figures on fish production are not available but one estimate shows
5,500 tonnes a year. The 1978 household consumption survey suggests a figure of 40 kq
per head per year for fish consumption in the Seychelles^

Government policy is to reduce food imports as much as possible by developing "
production of vegetables, fruit and dairy products. A major fish project to exploit
the resources present in the Seychelles territorial waters is under way. In the first
stage, four ashing bo.ts will fish for tuna and produce an expected 4,000 tonnes a year.
A cold store of 1,000 tonnes capacity is being built. However, the project must be
considered as experimental because of the fishing techniques to be used. Nevertheless
if successful it could double the value of Seychelles exports. Foreign vessels wishing
to fxsJl. in territorial waters are to be required to purchase licences.

* (£* Mininq-' As reported in last year's--survey- this is restricted to obtaining
guano for use as a fertilizer from one of the outer islands. Output has fallen
significantly from 9,400 tonnes in 1971 to 5,300 tonnes in 1977,

(c) Manufacturing. Out of some 50 establishments the only ones which could be
classed as manufacturing units are those producing beerf soft drinks, cigarettes and
plastic products. The rest are very small mainly handicraft establishments. Beer
production continues to increase but the cigarette market shows little sign of growth
Output figures were 3,7 million and 4.8 million.litres of beer in 1977 and 1978 and
22.6 million cigarettes in each year.

(£) Electricity. All production is based on imported oil supplies. These imports
have been rising at 22 per cent a year. Electricity production from thermal plants was
42.41 million kWh in 1978 being 13.3 per cent more than the 37.43 million kWh in 1977;
the 1977 growth rate was 12 per cent.

(e.) Construction. The main boom period in the industry was from 1970 to 1973
but putput.has been on a rising trend since then. Imports of cement were 11,489 tonnes '
In 1976 and 9,757 tonnes in 1978. The current development plan calls for further expansion
and enrployr^ni: :'.n this sector. . .

■-.;■ !£?■■ ..Transport services. This sector has continued its rapid expansion as measured
by the tonnage of imports unloaded at Victoria Port and the number of passengers handled
at Victoria Airport. Growth rates in 1978 were 14.6 per cent for imports and 14 per cent
for passengers (mainly visitors) handled at the..airport.

As indicated in last year's survey the .stock of motor vehicles on the main island
has been growing rapidly since the tourist boom started. There is a substantial car
hire business on the main island.
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Seychelles:. Table_3. Transport
■ 1975 to 1978

■102.8

10.8

112.4

12.3

Victoria Port

linpor-ts (thousand tonnes)

Exports (thousand tonnes)

Victoria Airport

Passengers (thousand)

Freight (tonnes)

_ "

Source:

There were 64,995 visitors in

and while these persons

s^rs r^; -is are ^^^
of the total GDP tentatively —-<■«* *™
earnings in 1978 was 20 per

1977 »nd 1978. Figures for the first

fn ooo visitors to the Seychelles in
cu,wu ^^ ^ ^e ^aj_ as a whoieo However,

Say°of the visitors has been noted.

Seychelles; Table 4. Tnnriffln, 1975 to 1978

132,5

13.0

151

12

or^fJ^ 46 per cent
P h ^ ^ fcourist

fell from 11 to 9.6 nights between

show that there were :

a further grc^rth of 2Q

Arrivals (thousand)

Average stay (nights)
Hotel occupancy rate (per cent)
Tourist earnings (million sey. rupees)

. ■

Source: Republic of Seychelles,

and the GDP

37.3

11.1

55.0

85.0

49.5

11-5

65.0

135.0

54.5

11.0

59.0

173.0

65,0

57.0

208.0

Migration and Tourism Statistics, 1978.

going on private consumption, 21.6 per c.

Spital formation. The share of domest^
resource gap equal to 17.5 per cent

These data are now being revised »»
enveloped and a aajor public project xs ^
generators and a transmission line. Capital

been high for most of this decade.

on

»

o£ ^ al>a the

-s 14 3^p ^ ^ f^

frr ^w hotels are still being
* dam which win have electric

^ proportlon of GDP has
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5. KXtWrnal trade and balance of payments

Merchandise trade is in basic disequilibrium with imports more than four times

the total of exports and reexports. Earnings from tourism help to cover much of the

deficit on external trade account* In 1978 imports were 15 per cent more than in

1977 and reached the high figures of Sey. R's 402 million. Domestic exports were

still very small with a total of Sey. R's 24.7 million but reexports have been growing

rapidly and were Sey. R's 71,4 million compared to 53.4 million in 1977. Exports

consist of only a few products and reexports are mainly of fuel and supplies for boats

and aircraft. Imports consist of most of the items in consumer demand in the islands

and the supplies required for capital projects.

Seychelles: Table 5. External trade and balance of payments, 1975 to 1978

(millions of Seychelles rupees) .

1975 1976 1977 1978

External trade

Exports

Reexports

Imports

Deficit

Balance of payments .

Tourist earnings

Other goods and services

Transfers (net)

Capital (net)

Reserves and related items

Errors and omissions

12.9

22.1

191.4

156.4

85.0

- -150,0 a/

89.0

-27,0

17.9

39.7

290 = 6

233.0

135.0

-229.3

10.3

1O7.6

-30.9

7.3

24.4

53.4

349.7

271.9

173.0

-263.8

22.5

73.7

-25.9

15.5

24

71

402

305

208

-306

19

82

10

-13

-7

.4

.0

.9

,0

.2

.5

.1

.3

.7

Source: Republic of Seychelles, Monetary Authority,

a/ Estimate.

The deficit on goods and services account in the balance of payments including

tourism was Sey. R's 98.2 million in 1978, a rise of 8.1 per cent compared with 1977

The inflow of capital and transfers after allowing for errors and omissions was not

high enough to cover this deficit and Seychelles foreign reserves were reduced by

Sey. R's 10.3 million in consequence.

Over the four years 1975 to 1978 the capital inflow was Sey. R's 357.4 million

which is substantial when related to the GDP of Sey. R's 333.5 million in 1976 and

estimated at Sey. R's 452 million in 1978=
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Dgvelopnont aid . and_ jg ^torn? ^_d/?bt_

Foreign aid has plc/oct th<~- :-,;.;":: r::..'i in :'-::';-■.-■.:-::.J j.^lic investment while foreign

pte funds have 1 een iL^Jcirtani: in the development of tourist hotels. In 1978 net

transfers and tha not capital inflow totalled Soy, R's 101,6 million equal to about

22 par cent oi. t,-.*<■- C..-. . i.io ^-.pital builcjoU was Say. R's 118.3 million and was financed

largely from grants ci\C lo;:::; fr.on obrop.d. However, despite the large inflow of capital

in the 19703 t'io extern*! peblic cebt ir. still medast although service charges and

debt repayments hiives benii iric.voa^irg.

With a rapidly groviriv e^o^c^y and irrreasing aid funds (grants and loans) from abroad,

tho Seychelles Gcvornv:or.v. has boon -\blo to increasa its total expenditure at a particularly

fa::t rate. Fron 1^73 cr^Tar3 3 a policy cf high capital expenditure supported by foreign

3r:3.ns appsars to h?.";o teen purci;:^d.

r^chollcr: TaMe 6. C-;vcrr-'--.Mh r^vsras _rafl_ expenditure,, 1975 to 1979

lions oi; ?:!Vcho.'Llc:; :."';Dns^)

1975 .lC-7t' 1977 1978 a/ 1979 a/

Tocdl recurr^nb rsT^v.i 73.5 107.0 153.1 135.4 283.1

:--::uT-ent e::i:end.^-.u..v:-; .GG..B \>10.2 163.2 191.8 b/ 294.0

5I-'-.vo!opnc_r.'fe Qrrrit".j" 3]-..'/ L'2C6 /l'r)n4 23,3 ■••

c:;V.Gr lo^ivLs 3,5 .' 6.0 5.3
Cnital Gxri-:dituio J3.7 -, - ' 29,7 118.2 c/

reliance -5.3 -n.4 3.4

Source: Republic of ::':.;cv..:..; :, - r::.\.vc:..,...I tJj.,;.,, w. 1978. R&public of Seychelles,

b/ Induces :^Ijic\: c^pit^l i'Vc:?-'";.

c/ Fina-^cod largely fro;;, foreign loans.

Capital eypondltx.re ostiD-i:c- v;;;rc Sey. ^'s 113,2 million in 1978 and probably at a

cc::\pr ralDiG high total in j 970 Luv: in 1979 recurrent expenditure including some minor

capital itenti ro::^ ^:o Key. n'n 2:H iri.llion in the budget estimates in line with the

substantial advance ii: ?;K.Ji*v:"cnt revojius. One reason for the rapid rise in revenue in

1979 has baen a cliift Itg:,: an f.o.b. to a c.i.f. basis in the valuation of imports for

diity purposes. Govsrr^c^t voourront expenditure has risen to finance substantial rises

in expenditure on-sccir..". ficxvi^Oo.

Tlie rir-Q ir. the .^;j-v r,%>;;::y s:l.nco 3--75 is largely due to the growth of domestic

Ci-edit. In 197G itcel": cl.;',i.r;.-: en ths private rector rose by Sey, R's 21.1 million, net

cl;'.:u.i3 en t'?.e Gove>.T.T"?n:. i:v .i.'y, TiV, 6 = 2 r.illjon and there was also a rise in net foreign

erupts ox. Soy, li'j j.7 r;,i.-..l'^:-,
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Seychelles: Table 7. Monetary survey, 1975 to 1978 (millions of Seychelles rupees)

Net foreign assets

Domestic credit

Net claims on Government

Claims on private sector

ffoney

Quasi-money

Other items (net)

End

1975

42.9

End

1976

68.2

End

1977

76.8

End

1978

80.5

8

54

48

54

4

.9

.8

.0

.5

.1

12.1

83.5

67.6

82.6

13.6

10.3

117.0

83.8

96.2

24.1

16.5

138.1

95.3

108.9

30.9

Source: Republic of Seychelles, Monetary Authority.

As a result money rose by Sey. R's 11,8 million or 13.7 per cent in 1978 and

quasi-money by Sey. R's 12.7 million (13.2 per cent). These rates of increase were

below those recorded in 1977 when money and quasi-money rose by 24 per cent and

16.5 per cent respectively.

Interest rates were iraised in 1979 and this has encouraged more money to be placed

on deposit.' There was also a substantial rise in net foreign assets which at the end

of June were 32 million rupees higher than at December 1978. The rise in domestic

credit in the first half of the year wau 8.7 per cent, but the large increase in net

foreign assets led to a substantial rise in the total of money and quasi-money. The

movement of funds into interest-earning deposits has helped reduce the inflationary

impact of the rise in money supply,

9. Wages and prices

Wage rises weie granted in 1973 to many categories of workers. Construction workers

received a rise of 10 per cent nnd this rate of increase appears to have been the common

one for many other categories of workers.

The index ox consumer prices for the capital city showed a rise of 12 per cent

in 1978, lower than in previous yearse but, nevertheless, still substantial.

Unfortunately, the Seychelles has little control over the price of imports which have

a big influence in consumer expenditure. In the period January to August 1979 consumer

prices ros'e by 8.3 per cent compared with 10.8 per cent in the same period of 1978 so

the evidence suggests that inflation is still falling.

10. Employment and unemployment

Despite the high proportion of the population in employment, the unemployment rate

was 6.1 per cent of the active population in 1977 when the census counted 61,878 persons

with 25,947 economically active and 23,339 in some form of employment.
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11, Other social sectors

(a) Education■ There is virtually universal priirary education and the current

growth in enrolments is in secondary education. Some 90 per cent of the eligible age

groups are now receiving eight years of schooling and this period of eight years should

be raised to nine years in 1980. A national youth service has been introduced.

The policy in the current development plan is to create an awareness through

education of a better understanding of developments taking place. Education must also

endow the skills and attitudes required to achieve higher standards of production in

the economy.

The 1977 enrolment was 10,051 primary and 4,208 secondary pupils.

to) Health. Facilities are good and this is reflected in the low mortality rates

in the islands. Policy is to upgrade the preventive health services and the facilities

at the Victoria Hospital. The national health plan in formulation will offer free

services to all residents except those who insist on private care. The programme undefc

development includes the creation of new clinics to improve the geographical spread of

of services throughout the islands.

^£) Homing. It is the main priority of the Government to provide adequate

housing for all the people. There is still a substantial backlog in replacing

unsatisfactory dwellings and creating more dwelling units to reduce overcrowding.

(d_) Social security. As reported in last year's survey a scheme is to be worked

out to offer flat-rate benefits for sickness, invalidity, maternity, pensions on

retirement and survivorship and a funeral grant.

B. MAJOR PROBLEMS

The most important problem to be overcome is that of maintaining a high growth

rate for the economy. The current dependence on tourism to generate higher incomes

has its own danger as movement from the tourist generating areas in Europe can suffer

from stagnant real incomes in the face of higher air fares.

The relatively poor performance in agriculture so far this decade also calls for

means to be adopted to revitalize this industry and diversify the economy away frorc its

present dependence on tourism.

A shortage of qualified manpower means more emphasis on more effective forms of

education at the secondary level.

C. INTERNAL DEVELOPMENT POLICIES

The Government has taken steps to increase agricultural production in order to

reduce the present high imports of food and to reactivate the cultivation of the

traditional export products. There is an important fishery project which, if it proves

itself at the present experimental phase, will have an important impact on the economy.

In the social scene, a first priority is housing with credits being given for new

construction and a programme of low-cost housing development. Education policy emphasizes

the acquiring of skills required in the economy while health care is being given a better

geographical coverage.
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Government policies will mean large increases in capital expenditure. The
1979-1983 programme envisages expenditure of 1,090 million rupees.

Despite the attempts to diversify the economy, growth in tourism is expected
to continue with the target in 1982 of some 100,000 visitors who will require a hotel
capacity of 4,100 beds.

Development strategy aims at remedying the housing situation, improving the
material conditions of all residents, achieving a high degree of self-sufficiency

in food production, making optimum use of available human and physical resources and
preserving the natural environment.

Do PROSPECTS FOR 1979 AND 1980

Growth of tourism has continued in 1979 despite the deteriorating economic

condition in tourist generating areas. Construction of two new tourist hotels has

been started. For the year as a whole an economic growth rate around 6 per cent seems
liiely. For 1980 much will depend on the extent of the recession currently forecast
in the developed market economies. Countries receiving tourists such as the Seychelles
are naturally liable to adverse developments where lower incomes in tourist generating

areas can lead to cancellation of bookings because of higher costs and airfares. However,

any possible adverse effects from lower tourist arrivals could be lessened by the continued

substantial aid inflow. It is not yet possible to make any forecast of the 1980
growth rate.
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SIERRA LEONE

ECONOMIC jiND SOCIAL DEVELOBffiWT,

1, Introdaction

In 1977-1 773, GDP :.t current factor cost ^re oy 9^ por cent, Allo in^ for the ris

in prices of ,,bout 10 per cent during tho y^xi1, in rscl tsr..is GDP ttc.^n^tc..

The visible tr..de &-.? W.& wsti..atc . ,t about 133,6 million l_;on^ in 1>73 This -as

tre.nsl-.,to l inlo -., si:v .bl, current balance -icfieit and another year of over-all balance-of-

paymants difficulties resulted,. The Government has ho,d to resort to substantial u.omestic

ana external borrowing to meet both current ana capital expenditures., Price increases have

been substantial in recent years and significant vugc and salary increases were awarded in

1978

The- prospects for 1979-1980 are for GDP to ri^e in real ter-uis but no major shift in the

external trade front is expected although substantial debt relief fro.a tho Paris Club would

help to fizumce a more significant rate of investment. In any event capital spending for the

I98C OAU meeting is proceeding at a high rate ana the rise in construction activity rill help

to raise real GDP significantlyt

2. GDP by industrial origin

Table 1 provides details on GDP by industrial origin at current prices, The stagnation

in real GDP in 1977-1978 vcas due mainly to tho sluggish performance in agriculture and a

sharp decline in value added in the mining sector, Agriculture, which accounted for 38.7

per cent of GDP in 1977-1978, gre*: by only 2 per cent in real terras during the- year, Mining

aeclin^d by 37 7 per cent in roal terms in 1977-1973 despite the small rise in its

contribution to GDP at current prices

Sierra Leone: Table 1, GDP by source, 1974/75 - 1977/78 (millions of leone)

1974/7? 197i/76 1976/77 1977/73

At current prices

Agriculture, forestry and fishing

Mining

Manufacturing

Electricity z,n<l water

Construction

Wholesale and retail trade

Transport and communications

Other services

GDP ;:.t factor cost

Indirect taxes less subsidies

GDP at market prices

186.1 213,0

76.8 60,/;.

30 0 31 ■ 2

0,'?. 4,7

15^7 17 <'

1j>4 63 4

jl 9 6j-5

263.9

67 9

34-0

3-7

22,1

91.6

70-7

281,7

71-9

40 0

5*4

24-7

101,1

30. A

70,9

y^\. j c

51^7

98

558

0

6

Ill

667

77

■ j

2

0

123-

728

6

8

9

572.7 613*5 7^4-2 814^7

Source; Government of Sierra Leone, Central Statistics Office, Freetown,
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The strong points in thb economy have been the wholesale and retail trade, construction

an. transport and communications which in real terms grer by 13 9, 6.8 and 5,7 per cent

respectively in I977--I/78,

3 Selected|economic sectors

(i~) Agriculture, forestry, fishing. The data given in table 2 are indicative of trends

in the output of the major agricultural products, The production of rice, nhich is the

most important food crop, has increase^ steadily since 1975 following thb upward adjustments

in producer prices and also a reasonably successful progiwonc of mechanized cultivation,

extension services and subsidised fertilizers. The output of most other food crops, notably

cassava, grourdnuts, millet, maiz-j ^nJ. sweet potatoes, is believed to have remained stagnant

in the recent past.

as regaids export crops, available data indicate that the output of palm kernels has

declined steadily since 1975? "that of coffee and cocoa has fluctuated vd^ely and the small

uantities of ginger exported have increased steauily,

Sierra Leone: Table_2, Output of selected agricultural products, 1975-1978 (thousands

of tonn.-.s)

1975 1976 1977 1978

Palm kernels

Coffee

Cocoa

Ginger

484-0 501 0 516,0 531-0

14

7.3

6,4

0 3

37

4

7

0

6

7

■4

31

10

A

0

■ 3

1

,6

0

27-

4

8.

0

2

3

7

6

^ Official aata from Sierra Leone.

The importance of the agricultural sector, as mining declines,is becoming more 'and more

apparent and this is reflected in the greater attention, the Government is now devoting to

the sector In the current agricultural programmes emphasis is not only on the development

of traditional crops but also on non-traditionul crops especially those that .are ^uick-

yiulding and can augment export earnings in the short run. In this regard, an export credi'.

guarant2G an,L insurance scheme has "been sot up to facilitate access to adec-uate financial

and provide protection to exporters,

In addition, efforts arc being directed to thu reform of the land tenure system, the

provision of more agricultural credit, more attractive producer prices and the establishment

of small-scale industries vhich have positive linkages vrith the agricultural sector The

various integrated rural development schemos no\' in operation in different parts of the

country are b:ing us,;d to demonstrate that th^se. measures \.ill have their greatest impact

rhun implanentcd in a planned ana integrate. ,,;anner ■ Three such schemes are now well under

lay One in the. eastern part of the country involves tho production of cocoa, rice on

st.aaip areas anu oil palm with out-grouers around a nucleus ostato- The other, in the north,

concentrates on uplanJ. swaiiipTics: and groundnuts: A third in the north-east of the country

has as its major element the construction of a road to the south along uhich the wide rang.-

of fruit and vegetables 'hioh the region eeems suited to produce could be brought to market,
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Clir-ie cor-iitions hev, ,rcol_,. e-.lensiv; ^vclo^crit of livestock, but the sise of
th, I I. is said to be increasing and is estimate. ,* around 800,000 head. Ho,.ver
^ut^f the "total r.uir^ent for .eat is .till ^ fro... imports. An i.portan element
o"f tl integrate: rural deveXop.ent scho.ee especially ,hos, in the north an, north-e,St of
+,h3 country, is to experiment >dth cattle ranching

The total fxsh catch is ^ti,,.ted at around ^,000 tons Goo. opportunities for off
shore fishing exist an.. th;re are Pl..ns to develop industrial fishing through joint ventures

(b) Mininr Operations . .t the Maraapa iron ore mines Mch ceases in September 1975
,;;r, nSt ^ by 1973 LI the s^.e ti,e th, production of ,i_,,onds h.s continued to
aocline as the easier alluvxal .eposite h,ve beoo.e .epleted Conoe,uently, the ohare of the

mining sector in total value addee declined once again xn 1973

In 1-73-197^ the oatput of dia.;onu.S by th.. diamond mining company DIHINCO fell to
,0,,600 carats froa 380,600 carats in 1977-1978 Purchases of di^oni. under the Alluvxal

hoover ^'-W ^ 38^^^^66 - ^» ^

iS^uS^ i-1 ^iSA^L'^ ^ 764,500 carat,
valuer at Lo 101.3 .million in 1977-1973

Bauxite; Droduotion -as 717,300 tons luring 1978-1979 vhioh represents ,. 4 per cent
Wline over the 1977-1973 level About 673,000 tons ,;ere exported at a total value of
Le 10 8 million in 1973-1979 as against Le 6.6 million for about the same volume xn 1977-1973
The higher values in 1978-1979 -ere dAj to hi-her export prices

Prodvetion of rutile ■ as expecteu to reco.m.nce in 1979 after a gaP of eight years.

Sierra Leone has the -rorld^s biggest ,L,posits of this ,.in:ral. Output is expected l0 oe

10C,000 tons u year

(c) Manufacturing Growth in the m:^ufacturing sector has been slov in the past fe-
yeaxs. Av^lIbTT-^on outnut in physical ter,S sho-n in t,ble 3 indicate that on y th,
.production of boor and stout, spirits, matches ,n,. salt has steauily expanded since 197, The
Production of other items has either .ecline . or re^inx. virtually stagnant. This ,lo,
^te of expansion ha, been largely due to loeer to- an, a lo- er rate of investment m .he

in.ustrial sector especially by private entrepreneurs,

Si.;rra Leone: Table__3 ^ fot W1^

Ci^ott,. (million) ^1 " 1 ,-A 1 W 1 399
Boir and stout (thousands of pilous) ;■: :-'7j - ->->° < lj ^ ..

Spirits (thousands of gallons) 19 ^c -'-• ^;
Maxohe, (gross to.) 18 60, >l ^> ^ ^j ^ ;O,
Plastic foot, ear (thousands of pairs) ' 60^ i\*jj ■ ^J ■
K^ilo (ct4) 11 279 10 679 9 38,;. 13 435

Paints (thousanJ.s of gallons; °■:- Oi '~ ' b/

Salt (thousand of lbs) 6 3;^: 7 163 16 082 9 44^
P^.trolen.,1 proJ.uu-fcs (millions of gallons) 4> ■^i ': ' J

^; BcJili: of Si.rrc-, Lsonc,

a/ 6 months. b/ 1
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(d) Energy, Total electricity generated *as estimated at 130 million to in I978 which
represented an increase of 4 per cent over 1977 compered -ith almost zero groith during the

period 197. to 1977. Dospite th. lo- r..t, of expansion in electricity generate., installed
capacity has increased substantially in the past few years following the commissioning of a

fourth generating unit at the King Tom Station Total install^ capacity is estimated at
around 86, ; Mtf,

All the energy needs for electricity generation and transport are dependent on the
import of crude oil, mainly from Nigeria The imported crude is processed .t the sole

refinery near FrectcTi, The Government has however recently entered into agreement -ith the

Republic of China for the construction of t,o smell hydroelectric power stations at Goma in
Kene:,;a, and at Rup.buna,

(e) Transport services, Both goods loaded an, unloved at the ports she- ed noticeable
increases in 1973 after declining sharply in 1977 As regards air transport, available uata
muicate that international service have expanded steadily since 197J, In 1978 passengers

handled at the international airport reaches 123,1^3 as against 119,967 in 1977 and
107,146 in 1976, Sierra Leone Airuayo is making efforts to exten,: its domestic operations
ana to undertake international flights. Table 4 also provides data on the number of

commercial rood vehicles in use. In recent years, . major highway linking the capital to

the provinces as ,ell as the ,2-mile Bo-Kcnema road ,,r, cc.pl.tea. Ti:o bridges, the l?00 ft
ttengo bridge and the Mano River bridge linking Sierra Loons ,ith Guinea SJaii Liberia

respectively v;ore also completed, At the sam^ tl,, an ambitious feeder road prooramae is
being implemented

Sierra Leone: Table 4. Selected transpor-t in.Licators, 111 }~l-)7Q

1976 1977 1973

Ports

Freight loaded (thousands of tons)

Freight unloaded (thousanis of tons)

Roads

Commercial vehicles in use-(thousands)

Airports

Passengers han.Lled (thousands)

106

374-

7

y

108

366, 1

31

321

0

■7

90.,

420.

j

4

38,

107,1 120.0

38,0

128.1

Source: Bonk of Sierra Leone,

(f) Tourism. The touria;. sector has considerable potential and there are plans to
exploit it In 1977-1973 a total of ^,000 tourists visits Sierra Leone an. gross foreign

exchange receipts -ere Le A, million compare,, vlth Le 3-3 million in 1976-1977, Total hotel

capacity -as raise... to 797 rooms in 1977-1978 un, a nu: boachsi^ hotel is .ue to open in
FreetoMa in ti;.,c for the I98O OAU conference.
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4■ Expenditure and GDP

In the four years since 1974-197J gross domestic expenditure has tended to grou at a
slightly faster rate than CEP Much of the growth in sxpenuiture took olace in private
consumption and gross fixed capital formation, ,-hioh expanded at averag, annual rates of 12 ,-

per cent an, 1J,3 per cent respectively during this period compared vith a corresponding
growth of 11.8 per cent in nominal GDP. Public consumption declines in 197>1>76 but rose
by 20,7 per cent in 1976-1S77, thereafter it maintained the 1976-1977 level in 1977-1978
The net inflow of resources has been high, ^v.ra^ng about To per cent of GDP per annu,
uuring the years 1974-1975 to 1977-1978,

Sierra Leone; Toble^ Expenditure an. the GBP -T Vff h* (millions of loont)

At current prices

Private consumption

Public consumption

Gross fixed capital formation

Changes in stocks

Exports less imports of goods an.,, services

4 76

63

76

!/■

-.)!

,6

5

0

1

o

923.9

76.8

-2,3

-"8 o

624,5
71 2

36 9

17,2

-35.6

677^2

71.4

110

GDP at current prices

. ■ ■ — ii mwiii.

Source; Sierra Leone Government, Central Statistics Office

The ratio of capital spending to total GDP ,^ 1>7 per cent in 1974-1975 but averse,
13.1 pur cent xn the succeeding three veers ^iis r-+« nf p r, V i ^
p.rrpr, + , , ..n _ ,, A „ to ^ J"llis r&/t<i 0± 1-- Pcr cent is not sufficient to
gon.rttte a GDP growth rate of .nore than 3 to A per c-nt a year.

5- External trade and the balance of payments

The external trade figures for 1973 were not complete as this Survey, .as prepaid
Prelx,xnary forecasts by the Bank of Sierra Leone had indicate, thaTlx^rts JL i^r^^e b,

jrof^hr^



Sierra Leone: Tabla 6 External trade and balance of poymentsT 137-,-1078 (millions of
leone)

1975 1976 1977

January to

June

1978

External trade

Exports

Imports

Balance

Balance of payments

Goods and services (net)

Private transfers (net)

Government transfers (net)

Capital

Reserves and related items

Errors and omissions

104,9

167.6

-62,7

-66., 3

2,2

7 3

/;2 1

19-4

-4 7

109

171

-62

-14

- 5

6

27

?9
-j

*3

■3

0

4

.6 ..

r-t7

L-;0

206

--66.

-66.

..5.

17-

23-

22,

--1,

3

3

0

8

4 ..

5

3

1

7

103

125

.21

•9

,6

7 .

IMP» International Financial Statistics, vol XXXII, No 11, November 1979,

The visible trade deficit expected in 1978 would have heen translated into a substantial

deficit in the goods and services account and a further deterioration in tha-ovBr-all balance

of payments- uould have'been contained by substantial accumulation of payments arrears and

refinancing Figures show that the level of the country's nut foreign assets fell by Le 16.j
million in 1978

6, Developnent aid and external debt

Because of the size of the current account deficit, Sierra Leone is dependent on the

inflow of foreign resources. Net transfer receipts rose from a total of~Le So million in

1975 to Le 11,7 million in 1976 and there uas a large increase in 1977 to a total of

Le 22,9 million, In 1978 they are estimated to have risen further to Le 23 million

Apart from recourse to debt rescheduling, the Sierra Leone Government has been forced

to contract short-term debts through comraerci,J and banking channels at market rates with

relatively short maturities to finance the completion of on-going development projects.,

Consequently the external public debt, which reached Le 179-9 million in June 1977, increase

further to Le 29O..3 million a year later in June 1978 . About fo per cent of the total

external debt outstanding in 1973 "as in the form of suppliers' credits and contractor

finance and 28 per cent comprised loans from international development' agencies■
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7 Government revenue an expenditure

In 1978-1979, oar-rent rv.vunue receipts dropped "by 3 per cent. At the r.ama time

currant expenditure expanded by about '-) por cont ...n~ inv^stm^nt uxpuiiditure tripled The

over-all budgetary deficit thus deteriorates significantly in 1^78-l;79 to Lo 103 4 million

The bulk of this deficit '.r.,s finance:- by borrowing fran the domestic banking system Net

claims on th.: Government by th. banking system rose by Le 63.52 million in the year to

June 1979

The 1979/80 buigot provides for a tot.-l recurrent expenditure of Le 248 6 million of

■■hich Le 79.million is for public debt charge Recurrent revenue is estimated at Le 162 y

million Thj current .eficit of Le 8>,7 million will bj financed mainly from domestic an:,

foreign borro.:ing Ecti^tes for project disbarccment^ \ hich totalled Le 77 ^4 million, have

already been ruvis^d up-ards as the cost of projects relate^ to the 1930 OAU conference hav

lBjd"' The over-all "budgetary position in 1979/80 ^oul ■ thus be extremely difficult.

Sierra Loonj: Table 7 Government revenue and expen/.iturc, 197 j/76-1978/79. (millions of

lcone)

Recurrent revenue

Recurrent expenditure

Current surplus or deficit

Capital expenditure

Over-all deficit

Public debt at end year

Ext ernal

Internal

1975/76

96 9

119 2

-22 3

33 9

-61 I

261 8

179*S

82 0

1976/77

118 3

113.8

34 4

-38.9

280 .,1

179-9

100.1

1977/78

178 7

194.0

-15 3

;,i-3

-36 6

463 3

290.3

17'j-o

1978/

173.

211

-33

6^

-103

356

294

261

'79

3

A

1

J

4

0

9

1

Source; B.--nk of Sierra Leone,

8 . M°n?y jffl

Since 197!J money proper and. ^uasi-money have risen steadily and substantially, the

former averaging an annual rate of increase of 21 2 per cent and the latter 31--9 P^r cerrt

between 197.) -nd 1978-

Monetary expansion in the past few years has been ^ue largely to movements in domestic

credit since net foreign assets have generally had a contractionary effect on the money

supply Government borrowing froiii the banking system has been particularly important *\
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claimson Government havo ris.n at fairly rapid rr.tos to reach Lo 182 4 million at en^ 1978

l!;'bTainS; LU ^° 7 "iUllon ^ -^ ~^ of 197;; Friv^e sector borrowing had a weak n,
of.ecx botvreen 197;, ^d 1977 vlun it res, only :,o_ntly In 1970s however, tr-re ras
riso of about 39 per cent

In the first seven months of 1979 mon,tary expansion, measured ty ..onuy :

:as xO per cent The main factor vex inoronsod Govcrniiiont borrowing..
uasi-money

^225, (millions of leone)

End End

1976

End

1>>77

End

1978

July

197S

Not foreign assets

Domestic credit

Not clai.iis on Govcrnraont

Claims on official entities

Claii.iB on private sector

Money

Quasi-raoney

Other items (net)

2 28 -14-12 -1,80

36

G

41

60

31

20

67

6>

14

23

■ 32

61

107

0

43

72

39

34

27

,8.:,

72

10

83

■ yJ

119

3

46

84

j>1

3;

71

. 30

-Tj

Aj

77

,36

132

6

64.
107.

71-

j?

38

07

91

^3

86

93

209

3

71

124

.91

66

49

.23

-36

.30

..01

98

Source:- IMF, International
vol., XXXII, No 11, November 1979.

ag

In 1978 substantial t ago and salary increase oro ai;ardec\ i,'hich resulted in Government
budget disbursements for personal unoluaen-Ls, Pencio:is ,.n... v^gos far in excess of those
appropriated in the 1978/79 estimates, Salary increases for civil servants ranged from
5 per cent in tho higher socles to 2j per cent in the louer scales.. Daily uagte rates verc
raised by an average of 46 per cent. The over-all increase for expenditure on personal
emoluments after these awards amounted to La 6,7^3,439 or 17 per cent

The wages and salary increases of 1978 wore effected against a background of strong
inflationary pressures. The FreetoT.-n consuiaer prices index rose by 13.. 6 per cent in 1977
an^ again by 10 per cent in 1978

10 oyiaent and

Available data on employment in establishments vlth six or more workers, indicate th^t

at the en of 1977 thore ^.ere 6C?872 people in '^ployment. This represented a 3 per cent
drop over the 1976 figure of 62,745

Information on unemployment is based on registered unemployment vhich bears little
relation to the total numbers actually unemployed but ihich can nevertheless give boric
indication of the trend in unemployment, Registered unemployment rose from a monthly
average of 16,286 in 1977 to 16,635 in 1978



11, Other sociali sectors

(^) Education The number of pupils in primary schools increased 'by 4 per cent to

in 1977-1978^ Primary school enrolment is rstill less than half the eligible number of

pri.iio.ry school age population,

Secondary school enrolment rose by 6-8 per cent to 53,897 in 1977/1978 compared "ith

50,435 in 1976/l977 However, the number of students at technical an.-, vocational schools

Iroppeu to 8...0 in 1977/1978 from 1,6^0 in 1976/1977 '<hile enrolment at university colleges

x-as 1,^71 in 1977/l>78 compare! 'dth 1,602 in 1976/1977

(b) Health-, In I978 there ;rere i\6 Hospitals, vrith about 4,000 beds, l\ health centres,

133 clinics zsno. .dispensaries and a large number of medical care, maternity and treatment

centros. There 'ore 107 doctors giving a doctor-population ratio of 1 to 39)558

Rural health is being emphasised and the health centres form the backbone of the

Government rural health programme. A fully established health centre should have a medical

officer, dispensers^ nursts, midvives and a public health te<_u,i;

B. MAJOR PROBLEMS

Sierra Leone' s current major problems stem mainly from the substantial deficit on current

account leading to severe difficulties in containing the gap in the over-all balance of

payments Net foreign ass its verc negative in 1978 but showed some reoovery in 1979 In

the absence of loan offers on concessionary repayment terras, capital expenditure on projects

--ith -generally longgestartion periods has of necessity had to rely on short--term suppliers'

credit or contractor finance The consequent increase in the l ebt service buruen has severely

constrained current budgetary operations and the current budget deficit has increased at a,

very rapid rate accompanied by deficit financing fro,ii the domestic banking system

Co INTERNAL DEVELOPMENT POLICIES

In 1979 Government submitter a letter of intent -■for another stand-by credit arrangement

TTith the IMP. An understanding vas reached by T<hich no'no*: contract for suppliers' credit

that -..ant counter to the objectives of economic stabilization Tould.be enterea into - It ;-as

hoped that, vdth IMF backing, another round of negotiations vjouIu be opened with the Paris

Club of creditors and it kuc also hoped that a further a&bt relief amounting- to between

Le 30 to Le '.10 trillion T-puld be secured.

Budgetary pressure in 1979-1930 \o,s expected mainly from projects related to the holding

of the summit conference of the OAU in 1930 The original budget provisions for these

projects amounted to Le A'J -uillion. This figure has since been revised to Le 148 million,

A statutary ceiling of Le 100 million for OAU related expenditure hac nov; been imposed and

there is a ban on any supplementary provision for outlays not appropriated in the-current1

Do PROSPECTS FOR .1979 AND 1930

There shoula be a substantial increase in capital formation in I979-I98O as debt relief

funds become available for investment expenditure Houever, given the expected sizo of

deficit financing, the rate of inflation should be higher than in I978-I979. Some expansion

in-peal-GDP-is in prospoct mainly from increased activity in the construction and allied

sectors.
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SWAZILAND

A. ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT 1978-79

1. Introduction

The markets for Swaziland^ two main export items sugar and wood pulp were depressed in

1977 and real growth in Swaziland suffered a decline and there was some impact on the

general level of economic activity. However, the growth prospects for 1978 were improved

partly because export proceeds for almost all items increased (except iron ore) but mainly

because of the Government's commitment to raise the level of public sector investment by

over 70 per cent in 1977/78. Investment expenditures were planned to rise even further in
1978/79 so as to provide the necessary stimulus to generate higher incomes and employment
opportunities. The rise in investment expenditure has necessitated an increased volume of

imports resulting in the trade deficit rising to 60 million Emalengeni in 19780 The deficit

for 1979 could be even largero Fortunately the large trade deficit recorded in 1978

coincided with a rapid increase in revenue arising from the customs union agreement and this

coupled with the large capital inflow has more than covered the deficit for goods and

services leading to some increase in the country*s external reserves.

There was a large rise in credit to the private sector in I978 but the Government's own

activities led to an increase in its net deposits in the banking systemo Inflation in

Swaziland is strongly influenced by what happens to prices in the Republic of South Africa

as most consumer goods are imported. In 1978 price rises were substantial-

In 1979 especially in the latter half of the year, prices for free-market sugar have

risen quite strongly and this can have a beneficial influence on that part of Swaziland*s

sugar output which is sold outside areas of special agreement. There may be little benefit

in 1979 itself but for I98O export earnings from sugar should rise significantly especially
as the third sugar-mill is due to be commissioned in June.

2, GDP by industrial origin

Official national accounts estimates of gross domestic product at factor cost for the

periods after 1976/77 are unavailable, and since these data have already been presented l/
they will not be reproduced here. However, based on the 1976/77 estimates, the most

important sectors in the Swazi economy are agriculture and forestry, and manufacturing

industry which accounted for 30.8 per cent and 21O4 per cent respectively of the total GDP

measured at current prices-

3<> Selected economic sectors

(&) Agriculture and forestry. The commercial agricultural sector of Swaziland is
primarily concerned with the production of sugar cane, cotton, tobacco, citrus fruits and

pineapples for the export market; the forest industry is important as a supplier of timber

l/ See; Document E/CNo14/697/Part II, 14 February 1979, Survey of Economic and Social
Conditions in Africa Part II. 1976/77 page 253.
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19TB «. P^on of .

continued to fall as farm6rS switch d to

In the sume year, sugar cane from 20,600

rr/tr;;

is^o staple £-0**.

wi,h the produotion figare

as high as 74,400 tonnes in 1976.

Swaziland: Table 1. n^rnial agriouit^i promotion, 19T> to lj

Sugar cane (thousand tonnes)
Citrus fruit (thousand tonnes)

Seed cotton (tonnes)

Wood used for sawlogs and

pulp wood (thousand m3)

1

Source: Official data from Swaziland

75 Per cent of «.. total

hectares is offororted *ith

area is

932 1 111

t^er

Zlo used for mining and structural
33 million en.alengeni or 20 per cent

from the previous year

.
and Em 6.4 million from meat and meat products

Due to the exhaustion
of the medium and high-grade orse at Ngweuya on the

cent in 1978 compared to 15=4 por cent m 1977

iron ore have released capacity on the line to the coast.

The output of the major minerals is shown in table 2,
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Swaziland: Table 2, Output of major minerals,. 1975 to 1978 (thousands of tonnes)

1975 1976 1977 1978

Iron ore

Chrysotile

Coal

sbestos 37-6

126=9

935-9

39=3

126a

1 440,9

129.0

1 265-9

36-9
166O2

Sourcex Swaziland Government Central Statistical Office and the Monetary Authority

(c) Manufacturing- Activities in this sector mainly involve the processing' of primary

"prd3.u5fs""'su"ch" as-sugar and wood pulp in addition to meat processing, cotton ginning, fruit

canning, fertilizer production and a bakery, A third sugar mill which is currently"under

construction is expected to be commissioned in Juno 198Oa

Apart from sugar whose production rose 10 per cent to 247*803 tonnes in 1978 figures for

the 1978 production of other manufactures are nob available*

During 1978 the National Development Corporation of Swaziland (NIDCS) provided Em 4,24

million in loans to finance a number" b'f projects* This was an increase of 55 P^r cent over

the amount provided in 1977»

Wood pulp is a major product,. What is known is . hat capacity at the Usutu wood pulp

plant was doubled earlier this decade but operations in recent years have been influenced

by the relatively poor prices on offer- The area under tirrber would allow for some further

rise in processing capacity-

Swaziland^ Table 3* Production of selected manufactures, ,19.7^ to

Sugar (thousand tonnes)

Molasses (thousand tonnes)

Sawn timber (thousand m )

Citrus canning (thousand tonnes) a/

1975

211.5

£2,8

92,6

9=0

1976

208.3

65 = 8

94-9

17*5

Sources Swaziland Government Central Statistical Office.

a/ Fruit used,

b/ Estimates.,

1977 1978

226nO

69=2 b/

98=4

13*3

247
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(d) Electricityo In 1978, the consumption of electricity decreased "by 1=7 per cent

reaching 200,7 million kWh compared to the level of 204.1 million kWh in 1977 and 172,4

million ldJh in 1976=

(e) Construction, Growth in this industry has been rapid in recent years in the earlier

period duo to increased private sector investment, but lately due to a much enhanced level

of public investment= Total employment in the industry has been growing of an average

annual rate of about 4 per cent since 1975 reaching a total of 3,6lO employees in 1977-

(f) Transport. The construction of the alternative 94 km rail route to the sea, through

South~Africa, linking Phuzumoya on the existing lino with Golela, was completed in November

1978 at an estimated cost of Em 26.5 million. This new link is expected to result in total

railway traffic of 1 million tonnes by 1980 primarily through the exploitation of the

extensive coal reserves located near the new link. However, the complete cessation of iron

ore railings which hod at one stage reached nearly 3 million tonnes is also expected in 198O,

There was little improvement in the total road network in recent years, with the length

of main roads remaining virtually unchanged at 1,484 km. However the Government has

embarked on a road improvement programme and the Third National Development Plan envisages

the improvement of ten main road sections totalling in all about 300 km at an estimated .

cost of Em 30-3 million,,

(e) Tourism, Since 1975 the total number of tourists to Swaziland has been falling from

the record level of 149,917 in 1975 to 128,285 in 1976, 120,156 in 1977, and 117,204 in

1978- This decrease has been primarily due to economic recession in South Africa which

provides the majority of tourists to the country. The development of the tourist industry

in areas outside Mbabane and the Ezulwini Valley area has been hampered by the limitations

of the existing road network, but the current road improvement programme should help to

overcome these difficultieso

In 1979 the South African economy began its recovery, a recovery generated by the

expenditure of high revenues obtained from gold-mining and this could lead to a recovery

in tourist arrivals as roc:.l incomes rise onca again in that country,

4* Expenditure and the GDP

Lack of up-to-date statistics makes it difficult to comment on the disposal of GDP.

However, based on empirical information, it seems that the share of both government

consumption expenditure and gross fixed capital formation in total GDP has risen in 1978

with the latter accounting for well over 20- per cent of GDP, The net resource inflow into

Swaziland is substantial as is well illustrated by the trade deficit which stood at a level

of Em 60 million in 1978,

5, External trade and balance of payments

Imports valued ci.f, rose to Em 226=50 million in 1978 compared to Em 195°33 million

in 1977, an increase of 15,9 per cent. On the other hand, exports rose much more modestly

from Em 160 million to Em 166 million during the same period.

In 1978, three products sugar, wood pulp and asbestos accounted for Em 59.6 million,

Em 27ol million and Em l8o2 million respectively of the total value of exports. In each
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case there uas an increase in export earnings from each product in 1978 but these export

realizations had been higher at Em 80 million for sugar in 1975 and at Em -39.6 million for
wood pulp in 1976O . ■

Swaziland's total import bill has risen rapidly since 1976 with the 1978 total some 72
per cent higher than in 1975 = A substantial part of this rise in imports has been due to
price rises but it also emanates from increased consumer and investment demand. Imports of
fooa item, has continued to increase and this trend is unlikely tc be reversed while cash
cropping can produce higher real incomes than the cultivation of food crops for subsistence.

_ The deficit for goods and services in the balance of payments is estimated at Em 55,08
in 1978 having been only Em 4.58 million in 1977* It is difficult to comment on the size
of thismovement but adverse developments in the balance of payments have been offset by an
increasing inflow of capital. In particular, the capital inflow is'estimated at Em 58.02

.million xn 1978 compared to Em 4-29 million and Em 10,09 million recorded in 1976 and 1977
respectively,, y' '

Swaziland: JableJ, External trade and balance of payments,1975-1978 (millions of
emalengeni) '

External trade

Exports

Imports ciif b/

Balance

Balance of payments

Goods and services (net)

Private transfers (net)

Government transfers (not)

Capital

Reserves and related items

Errors and omissions

1975

145.72

131-59

14*13

39-48

1.02

10.00

-2.45

-30.35

•17*69

1976

168.40

174=08

1977

159.86

195-33

-5*63

24=08

1,61

11.23

4-29

-24.16

-17*05

-35-48

-4.58

1,40

■-1&-.-36

10.09

-18,62

-6.64

1978 a/

166=02

226.50

-6O.48

-55.08

1-17

30.94

58,02

-12.31

-22.73

■ Source: Swaziland Central Statistical Office (for external trade). The Monetary
Authority of Swaziland, (for balance of payments).

a/ Provisional estimates. ,..■.-. ... "

b/ Value includes customs duties, excise and sales taxes paid,

Not£- The relationship between the deficit for external trade and the net balance for
goods and services is very different in 1978 than for earlier years and suggests that some
revisions will be made to the series in due course.
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6O Development aid and external debt

The balance of payments figures show that net unrequited transfers on government account

rose to Em 30=94 million in 1978 compared to Em 13,36 million in 1977- These net transfers

have trebled since 1975=

In 1978, the Government's total debt amounted to Em 123 million (including foreign

indebtedness of parastatal bodies) of which domestic and foreign debt accounted for Em 33

million and Era 95 million respectively. The figure of external public debt was not high at

this time but could increase fairly rapidly in line with the effort being made to raise

capital spending in Swaziland's public sectorD

7° Government revenue and expenditure

According to revised estimates recurrent revenue exceeded recurrent expenditure by Em 45

million in 1978/79 and this surplus may be compared with the surplus of Em 34°67 million in

1977/78- This current surplus in 1978/79 has been used towards capital expenditure which

had been estimated at Em 89 million. The balance required to finance this capital

expenditure would have been obtained largely from external loans.

Government current expenditure in Swaziland has risen substantially since 1975/76 but as
indicated above financing these operations has presented no real difficulty and the

recurrent surplus has generally been increasing and has been used towards the higher level

of capital expenditure^,

In 1978/79 revenue including grants increased by Em 19 million and approximately 87 per

cent of the total revenue estimated at Em 96 million came from three major sources. Customs

union receipts accounted for Em 54.2 million while taxes on income and sugar levy

contributed Em 24.0 and Em 5.9 million respectively. The level of budgeted government

capital expenditure in 1978/79 was almost'six times that of 1975/76. The sum of Era 89

million includes-the Government1 s -ahar-e in the third sugar mill aad this alone accounts

for a high proportion of the total.- The sugar mill itself was expected to be commissioned

in mid-1980o

Swaziland* Table" %' 'Government -revenue ~and expenditure, 1975/76 to 1973/79
(millions of emalengeni)

1975/76 1976/77 1977/78 a/

Revised

estimates

1978/79

Recurrent revenue and grants

Recurrent expenditure

Recur-rent surplus

Capital expenditure

Net lending

Cash surplus or deficit

Financed by:

Domestic sources

Net foreign borrowing 0/

70 =

31.

35

05

56,

39.

61

98

82,

48.

96

29

102o

57.

00

00

39.

14.

0o

30

35
27

16.

22O

0o

63

66

65

34°

32.

0,

67

37

49

45=

.89.

0o

60 " " "

00

45

24.18

-29,68 b/

5.50

-6,68

10.28

-3.60

1=81

-6.15

4=33

-44-45

-0.30

44-75

Source: The Monetary Authority of Swaziland Annual Report for the Financial Year

1978-79.
a/ Provisional,, b/ Net increase in cash balances and after domestic borrowing

operations, c/ Balancing item but mainly foreign borrowing.
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8. Money and banking

Since its inception in 1974j the Monetary Authority of Swaziland has gradually assumed

a larger role in domestic monetary affairs,, In its efforts to encourage overall economic

production, the Authority continued its easy money policy stance during 197$/79»

At the end of December 1978, net foreign assets had reached Em 121.30 million, an

increase of Em 9=59 million over the previous year; they have since declined to Em 1O9<>26 „

million by the end of March 1979° The build-up of external reserves towards the end of

1978 is mainly ascribed to the receipts of revenue under the customs union agreement. In

line with the high government expenditure on capital projects, foreign reserves were expect«c

to be further depleted in the latter part of 1979- Claims on the private sector at

December 1978 had risen by 50o6 per cent over the level of December 1977- The continuing

rapid growth of credit to the private sector is mainly ascribed to the expansion of

economic activity in Swaziland* Meanwhile, the Government continued to maintain a high

creditor position with banks throughout the year and in 1978 its net deposits in the banking

system rose from Em 38=55 million to Em 44°36 million^

Money supply narrowly defined which now includes an estimate of the rands in

circulation rose to Em 5%2 million in December 1978 but declined to Em 49-9 million in

March 1979- Between 1975 and 1978 money supply including quasi-money rose at an annual

average rate of 21,8 per cent, a high rate of expansion compared to an estimated GDP growth

rate which was probably in the region of 5 per cent a year in real terms. However, as

indicated earlier prices in Swaziland are heavily dependent on South African developments

so only part of the gap between money supply growth and real growth in GDP was Swaziland's

cwn contribution to inflationary pressures in the countryo

Swaziland: Table 6= Monetary survey, 1974 to 1979 (millions of emalengeni)

Net foreign ..asset5..

Domestic credit

Wet claims on Government

,Claims .on .private sector

Money

QuasiMnoney

Other items (net) .... . . ._

End

1575

.75-12

-34.37

. 45-01

39-25

38.15

3,35

End

1976

89=34

-32.55

46O62

45-47

48=40

9-55

End

1977

111=7.1

-38,55

49-53

44-99

61=48

16=21

End

1976

.121.30

-44-36

74-64

55-23

77-95

18.41

• March

1979

109.26

-38-06

71.19

49-94 *

74-H

18.34 ^

Source; The Monetary Authority of Swaziland, Quarterly Review, March 1979.

9- Wages and prices

During 1978, the rate of increase of the cost of living index was reduced with a rise

of 10.7 per cent for the low income earners compared with 16.5 per cent during 1977- The

cost of living. ' index "for middle and high income groups rose by 8,8 per cent-during 1973

compared to 8=0 per cent in 1977- ■■ * "
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The increase in wages for the three years ending September 1978 for semi-skilled and

unskilled employment has bean averaging about 20 per cent per year with minimum wages as

at September 1978 in Maasini and Mbabane starting from Em 65 per month for semi-skilled
employees and from Em 50 P^ month for unskilled employees.

The nominal minimum wages generally have tended to exceed the rise in the cost of
living thus leading to increased real earnings. The greatest real wage increases accrued
to workers in the sugar and building and construction industries, while in the motor and

engineering trades real wages appear to have fallen.

10

There was a 7*4 ver cent increase in total employment from 66,225 in 1977 to 71,141 in
1978, Most of the increase occurred in the construction sector where employment rose by
3,828 or 94 per cent, These employees were mainly engaged in the building of the third

sugar mill, the rail link and various road projects.

Employment in mining and quarrying declined by about 16 per cent (from 3,086 in 1977 to
2,607 in 1978) due to the closure of production activities at the iron ore mine in Ngwenya,

11 •' Other social J£2£_

(a) J^oa±ia£0 The increase in the numbers enrolled in primary and secondary schools

has been substantial since 1970. The enrolment figures for 1978 show increases of 4.0 per
cent and 6.3 per cerd in primary and secondary schools respectively# There were 100J00

pupils in pr/mary and 20,584 students in secondary education in 1978 compared to 96,835

pupils and 19,359 students respectively in 1977-

The Government ha-, taken steps to reorient the educational pattern towards practical

rather than academic pursuits and practical courses have been included in the curricula of

some schools to prepare students foi- rural occupations or for vocational training.

(b) Health, Jn 1977 there were 10 hospitals of which 7 belonged to companies or were

otherwise p7ivltely-omed= The number of hospital beds had increased in 1977 *>y I84 over the
1976 figures of 1,301 wxi.le there was an increase of 3 doctors and 6l qualified nurses over

the same period. In 1?,'7 there were 37 doctors and 367 nurses registered in the country-

Most of the health facilities are concentrated'in the Hlollo and Manzini districts which

account for 1,156 of the total hospital beds, 7 of the total hospitals and 267 of the total

qualified medical stafy-Tf

B. MAJOR PROBLEMS

Swaziland is fortunate that its problems are relatively minor, the economy is continuing

to expand at a fairly rapid rate but this in itself has accentuated the shortage of

qualified and experienced Swasi nationals for higher and middle-level posts. The widening

gap between imports and exports has been covered to date by increasing receipts of

invisibles from abroad; grants, capital and earnings under the customs union agreement but

for the future there should be a r^-icy of capital expenditure related to the extent of the

foreign borrowing necessary and tho results anticipated in terms of increased output and

exports.,
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C INTEtQ^J3EV"EL0PMENT POLICIES

The Third National Development Plan covers the period 1978/79-1982/83. The overall
objectives of the plan include economic growth, self-reliance, social justice and stability
GDP is planned to grow by 7 per cent per annum while agricultural production, manufacturing
and the mining sectors will increase at average annual rates of 6,5 per cent and 7,0 per
cent respectively, As regards agricultural production, the plan postulates a higher

proportion of cash cropping, the extension of the rural development programme to cover 60
per cent of traditional farmed Swasi Nation land, the provision of inputs and self-

sufficiency in maize and livestock production. In manufacturing, employment creation ie
emphasized as a major policy objectives and it is planned to create 6,200 new jobs to bring
the total to 15,000 in this sector by the end of the plan period.

With a view to strengthening the Government's administrative capability, the plan

envisages vigorous pursuit of a policy of indigenization of tho civil service. Furthermore,

the plan aims at spreading economic opportunities and social services more widely among the

rural population. The involvement of the rural population in decision making and the spread
of universal education and health services are envisaged.

The capital expdnditure covered is Em 412.7 million at 1978/79 prices. Planned invest

ment in the economic infrastructure accounts for 57 per cent of the total outlay. Among

the major projects planned to be launched or completed during the third plan period are the

new sugar mill, the extension of the rail and road networks and the development of a new

coal mine the latter due to come into operation in I98I.

The plan is ambitious and the high annual rate of capital expenditure will test the

country's ability to implement all the projects envisaged. The capacity of the country's

domestic construction industry is still relatively small and many projects will have to be

implemented using external contractors thus reducing the benefits to the economy.

D, PROSPECTS FOR 1979 AND I98O

A continuing high level of development expenditure in 1979 will provide the necessary

stimulus for ,higher incomes and employment opportunities. The trade deficit worsened in

1978, £*id for 1979 end I98O this deficit should stay at a relatively high level as imports .

will be related to the high capital expenditure and higher economic activity. However, the

hardening of sugar prices in late 1979 should help exports in I98O especially as sugar output
will be higher in that yeara

The current development plan is expecting an average annual growth rate of GDP of 7 per

cent a year. This rate is realizable on average in 1979 and I98O-,
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TOtllSIA

A. BCaiavIIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOHvHIT,-1978/79

!• Introduction

Despite unfavourable conditions i

1976 from the low growth recorded in 3
cent compared with 4.3 per cent in 1977

create*future wealth has again increasea.

.eriod 1977/^ -U

oi 5.2 ^ cent from
io financine the. rose significantly;

to

A restoration of migrant e^loyment ha, helped

labour market*

■*..■■'

2. GDP by industrial origin

Over-all CDP rose by 8.9 Per cent
8.C per cent after the sharp fall mxnus

groKing over-all by 9 P« "^^
the textile industry and the fall i
its value added at constant prices by
5,1 per cent growth recorded in 1977-

saving and hi6her job create,

relieve the pressure on the doraestic

per cent

For 1979 based on the ^
12-2 oer cent in manufacturing,

^ fro, cohere,.8.6 P- f

cent

reSi s£res

r^culture

) observe^ ^

^ manufacturing sector increased
9?£ or more than double the

in w ,

GDP will originate in agriculture,
and natural gaS, 21.0 Per

^er cent from services

^e^ ffllen significantly and
of each of the other sectors ^ent
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Tunisia ; TableJL. GDP by, sourcej 1J275, to 1979 (million of dinars)

1975 1976 1977 197G

Forecast

1979

At current prices^

Agriculture, forestry and fishing

Toning and quarrying

petroleum and natural gas

Manufacturing

Electricity and water

Construction

Wholesale and retail trade

Transport and communications

Services including tourism

Total at factor cost

314.1
51.2

115.6

152.9

25.9
123.0

333.0

82.6

325.6

1 520.9

336.6

26.2

115.6

-1C2.7
27.0

141.0

365.3

97.4
361.9

l 654.5

335.0

25.5

129.7

209.9
33.2

160.0

400.0

123.9

412.7

1 G29.0

385.9
23.6
146.2

.247.9

3G.7
103.5
455.0

143.0

4S6.4

2 111.0

405.5

28.7
198.6

294.1
49.5
200.0

507.4
168.3

557.9

2 418,0

At constant pricey

Agriculture, forestry and fishing

I/ianufacturing

Other industry

services

Total at factor cost

237

111

159

626

• 1
o

•U

.7

252.6

134.5
157.9
666.6

230.1

141.3
171.0

701.9

24S.O

156.2

1G4.2

765.6

252

170

199
322

.4

.1

.6

.9

1 135.5 1 211.6 1 244.3 1 355.0 l 445.0

Source: National Data from Tunisia,

3. Selected economic sectors

(a) Agriculture forestry and fishings There was a good recovery of agricultural

output in 197o, the rate of growth reaching 8.6 per cent against the fall of 9.7 per cent

in 1977, because of good spring rains. Cereal production improved rising to 9.5 million

quintals against only 6.7 million in 19778 There were also significant increases for

olives, from 425>OCO tonnec to 625,000 tonnes, citrus fruits from 160,000 tonnes to

220,000 tonnes and for vegetables, with the exception of tomatoes.

In 1979 it is likely that crop production will rise by only 1.1 per cent, because of

a near stagnation in cereal output, while olive production will not be over 400,000 tonnes

and substantially lower than in 1978. 'JMle the weather was not bad, rainfall was not

really sufficient to produce an above—average crop.
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Tunisia % Tablej|« rVnrfm.t^on^c^f select ed a^ricultural,^rop3t 19'fg

(thousands of tonnes)

Forecast

1975 1976 1977 1S7G 1979

Cereals 1 ?75 1 C50 670 950 950
Tehees 236 ' 250 320 260 300
Citrus fruit 131 &> ^ ^U xo3
Olives 46G 870 425 625 400
Table grapes HO 111 S4 b° 92

Source: National Data frcra Tunisia,

The fish catch was 54^900 tonnes in 197^ or slightly more than the 53,700 tonnes of
1977, In 1973 a production of 60,200 tonnes was expected but lower than the planned

target of 73,700 toxmeso

(b) I-Iinines Apart: from ^etro3eums the most important product is phosphate rock*
The fatl irTpEosphato prices resulted in a decline in output frcn the sector as a whole
excluding petroleum of 3,6 per cent in 197&. In 1979 the prospects are better^with a
forecast growth of 11.3 r- ^ cent xn 1979 itself and one of 27,1 per cent in 19o0P because

the effect of the large investments now being made,,

(c) Petroleum and natural ?£&z The rate of growth in 197$ measured hy value added
to GDP at constant trices waTTT^ per cent which was a lower rate of growth than in .1977
and despite a ris« of 13^ per oant in crude petroleum output. Profitability was reduced

because prices in real ^ermc were lower on world marketss The hardening of the oil market

in 1979 is expected to lead to a higher growth rate in the industry' of 11,7 per cent a
Crude petroleum production is forecast to rice by 9,1 per cen+- to 5*4 million tonnes, the

highest level recorded to date?

Tunisia: Te.blft__3c Mineral production? 1975,to_l£7^. (thousand tonnes except for

natural gas

Forecast

1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

Crude petroleum « 4 600 3 710 h 350 4 950 5 400
Natural gas (million mJ) 2C0 213 230 285 330
Crude phosphates 3 456 3 294 3 6l4 3 712 \ 100
Iron ore 6H 511 352 339 370
Lead 17.7 l6c5 l63l 12OC l6c0
Zinc ' 13.7 12,5 12»4 13.4 l6a0
Fluorspar 33.9... ...34.5 20*9 . 33,3 37-0
Salt 233 326 337 t*o

Sources National Data from Tunisia.
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Output of refined products was forecast to rise to 1.4 million tonnes in 1979
an increase of 20 per cent over 1970. At this output level it would have been the
highest ever recorded,,

(d) Manufacturings The volume of index of output showed a rise of 0 per cent in
197o after U.2 per cent in 1977. Measured by value added at constant trices there was
an increase of 10.5 per cent in 197C, or double the level of 5.1 per cent recorded in
1977. This very satisfactory performance in 1978 was achieved despite some fall off in
theri^xtile and chemical industries both of which were affected by protectionist measures
in EEC countries making exports more difficult. However, the food industries and those

producing construction materials, mechanical and electrical products all performed well.
A somewhat lower rise of 3*9 per cent in value added is forecast for 1979* but this could
be followed by one of 12a8 per cent in 1980.

Electricity consumption rose by 17.5 per cent in 1977 and 15 per cent in 1978; a
growth of 14.5 per cent was expected for 1979. Lost production is thermal and is fed
by natural gas6 Capacity is expected to rise by a further 300 l&J in 1980 when a new
power station is completed at Sousse. Electricity production was 1,331 million fcWh in
1977, 1,537 million in 1978 and 1,760 million kl/h in 1979.

_ fe) Constructions Growth was higher in 1976 than in 1977 (7.8 per cent against
5.o per cent) because of the large number of houses being built. In 1978 the number of
new dwellings rose to 22,000 from 21,200 in 1977 and the total is expected to reach
2b,000 in 1979o In i960 the number of new dwellings will reach 33,000 most of them being
dwellings for lower income groupso

I) foansport services: There was another year of high growth in 1978 with GDP
value added rising by 11.9 per cent after an increase of H.C per cent in 1977. For 1979
and 19o0 growth rates are expected to be lower although still substantial.

Tunisia; Table 4. Selected transport indicators, 1975 to 1979

1975 1976 1977 J97S
Forecast

1979

Passengers handled

(thousand)

Ports

Freight loaded (thousand
tonnes) ;

Freight unloaded (thousand

tonnes) 4 758

Railways

Freight (million tonne Ion) 1 2&3

Airports

2 420

4 320

5 529

1 277

2 562

4 394

6 565

1 339

2 54S

4

6 SCO

1 373

2 806

1 580

Source; National Data from Tunisia.



The data Piven in tabled shows that all transport sectors have developed fairly
^ since §75 with kthe highest growth recorded for freight unloaded at the ports

Tourism: This plays a very
xn the economy

or8lU^of S.1 per cent in

the number of vj-sxtora _*ose xo
■cue "™u - - ,-£ , T 1Q-2 yer cent more than m 1977*

^ ana tourist income at 206 .illion

dinars.

4» Expenditure and the GDP

by

Total expenditure rose at constant prices by 10=2 per cent **j£
9 per cent so there was an increase in the resources gap to be filled by a

Zh£ of goods and services, Di 19?C net Sports of goods and services
dinars equal to 13.G Per cent of GDP at market prices compared with lol,8
and 12^5 per cent in 1977 <>

Tunisia.-
^ of dinars)

^tnet

dinars

At constant prices

1975

85lPrivate consumption 85le2
Public consumption 198o5
Gross fixed capital formation 393.4

Change in stocfe I8o9

Total && at market prices 1 288,6

976

949.4
216.0

3U.9
13.0

1977

033.6

241.6
J62.6

1978

.1^.7
267.3
3&7.O

12°5

Forecast

1979

214.4
290.6

426.0

1 456.0 l586.O 1 695.0

SoorceV National Datcx from

The increase in private consumption expenditure in 197& was 10.2 per cent and of
public consumption expenditure was 10o6 per cent, both figures being higher than the
increase in GDPO Total investment expenditure also nose-by l0o2 per cent and at jyy«S

million dinars was equal to 25.2 per cent of GDP, 3h 1978 less than half the total
investment undertaken was financed domesticallys the savings ratio being only 11.7 per ceni

of GDPo

For 1979 the forecast at constant prices is for a slightly reduced net import of goods
and" serVices in terms of proportion of GDP, the percentage is reduced to 13-5 Pej.0®1*
while investment expenditure accounts for 24*7 per cent of GDP0 This continued h^gh
proportionate expenditure on investment is help-ing sustain the high growth rate of the

economy o
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5» External trade and balance of payments

In the two years 1977 to 1978 imports and exports both grew substantially- but as in
each year the increase in the value of imports was greater than for exports, the trade

deficit widened from 318.4 million dinars in 1976 to 419.9 million in 1978, In this last
year exports rose by 15»9^?er cent in value and imports by 12,7 per cent with totals of
46l«8 million dinars and CCl.7 million dinars respectively*

The forecast for 1979 is for the value of exports to grow by 30 per cent and of

imports by 20 per cent. However, despite this much more substantial rise in exports the
trade deficit would increase to 4^2 million dinars.

The major exports are crude petroleum, textiles, olive oil and phosphate products.
Crude petroleum exports rose to 171.7 million dinars in 1978 despite a fall in the average
price, textiles and leather exports rose substantially to 101,9 million dinars, olive oil

increased to 36«5 million dinars but there was no rise in exports of crude -ohosphates,
superphosphates and phosphonic acid taken together. The sharp increase in crude petroleum
prices in 1979 plus higher tonnages should have led to export earnings from this product
rising to 295 million dinars.

Imports in 1978 included capital equipment valued at 282 million dinars while consumer
goods cost 173 million and foodstuffs 109 million dinars j raw materials and semifinished
products were valued at 245 million dinars.

The balance of payments in all years shows a large deficit for goods and services and
this deficit of 295«5 million dinars in 1978 was more than covered by the net inflow of
earnings from migrant workers and a net capital inflow of around 230 million dinars, The
foreign reserves increased in this year after falling in 1977, *

gable^6» External trade and balance of payments. 1975 to 197? (millions'of dinars)

1975 1976 1977 1978
Forecast

1979

External trade

Exports

Imports

345.6 33G.3 398,3 461.8 600,0, a/
656.7 7gat5 mu? i m&Q

»3S4,2
«-*■

WHJLH.t.iJJ J.! J*i . U_.

Goods and services, (net)
f^ivate transfers - (net)

government transfers, (net)
Capital (net)

^ and related items

& minims

§4,7

93,7

Source: National Data from Tunisia (for 1979)
Statistics, vol. XXXII, Mo. 11, November 1979.

jfrteriiat:lpna3,

a/ Estimate based on 6 months figures.

b/ Adjusted to include most of the errors and omissions.
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60 Development aid and external debt

The major financial inflows into Tunisia are from public and private loans; in 1977

public loans were valued at 97»8 million dinar and private loans at 122«2 million; gifts

and public transfers were worth only 20.3 million. Public loans fell in 1978 to 84o9
million while private loans increase to 186.7 million dinars, gifts and public transfers

were reduced to 13c6 million*

This emphasis on loans has meant that the external debt has been rising substantially

and in 19/9 :~he totals for public sector debt and private sector debt were 69202 million
and 474-^4 million dinars respectively, the debt service payments being equivalent to Ile4
per cent of current external earnings. This ratio has been rising and is forecast at 12

per cent in 198Ou - .

7o Government revenue and expenditure

There was a net improvement in the situation of public finances in 1978* Revenue was
higher than expected because of improved tax collection and the rise of petroleum revenueso

Th^rc was a surplus on the ordinary budget, of 146.3 million dinars, compared with the 120

million provided for in the budget estimates3 over—all revenues increased by 19J per cento

The higher surplus from current operations, made it possible to finance locally a higher-

proportion of capital expenditure0

In 1979 because of high, oxX prices, and better tax collection it was expected that

ffcn'rxij.^y^i, ulll not have been necessary to borrow what had been forecast on external

markets j ■ .

Tunisian Table 7* Government revenue and expenditure, 1975 to 1979 (millions of dinars)

. Forecast

1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

o,2ol

. 76o9

-28.0

104.9

101*5

249*0 \

-42*6

205^9
318.2

-3*5

146-3

: 205.9 ■
350,2

2.0

195-0

., 380.0

nil

Current revenue 36l*7 394.6- 473.2 564.2 675*0
Cvrrnnt expenditure' '269.6 2&9i7 357*4 417o9 A80a0

Current surpJua

Othcr -c.yi.tcl receipts

Capital expenditure

Over—all surplus or

deficit

Other capital receipts ■. ■. . , ■

Domestic ioanc 24,8 48o2 76.2

Increase in e.7rternal public

de'-jt oc. ... 108.5 a/

Sovrce-; National IXta from Tunisian

. a/. External resources and borrowing from money market.
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The sura of the current budget surplus plus domestic loans was 235.9 million dinars in

1978 providing 67.4 of the funds required for capital expenditure of 350,2 million dinars*

The increases in both current and capital expenditure over the last few

years have been falling so that in 1979 current expenditure forecast to rise by 14.9 per

cent and capital expenditure by 8,5 per cent. In this year a rise of 19O6 per cent in
current revenue had been expectedo

8. Money and banking

There was some recovery in net foreign assets in 1978 and at the same time domestic
credit rose by 17.2 per cent so that these two factors both had an influence on the money
supply. Net claims on the Government rose from 144.7 million to 178.4 million dinars
while credit to the private sector increased from 888.5 million to 1,005.4 million dinars.

The rise in kmoney proper was substantial at 23.6 per cent and including quasi-raoney
the increase was 17*8 per cent.

Tunisia: Table S. Monetary-survey, 1975 to 1979 (million of dinars)

End End Emd End July

1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

Net foreign assets 145.72 129.52 IOO.7S 114.03 91.42
Domestic credit

Net claims on Government 69»51 124.80 144.74 178.43 204.30
Claims on private sector 674.72 763U4 £88.45 1005.39 1 O5G.7O

rk>ney 475.42 513.77 575.69 6S8.il 697.40
Quasi-money 192;42 258.49 300.33 361.56 398.44
Ixjng-term foreign borrowing a/ 108.50 112.94 120.71 144.38 153.61

Other items (net) 113.62 132.55 103.81 107.18 104.97

Source; IMF, International Financial Statistics. Vol. XXXII, No. 11, November 1979.

a/ And counterpart funds arid Gbsrernment lending funds.

Thus in 1978 the rise in money supply was substantially in excess of the increase in
GDP at constant prices so this would have had an inflationary impact.

Between December 1978 and July 1979 there was a fall in net foreign assets of 22,6
million dinars and rises of net claims, on the Government and private sector credit of

26.9 million or 14*5 per cent and 53*3 million dinars or 5*3 per cent respectively. Money
including quasi-money rose in total by only 4.4 per cent so in this period the increase

in money supply was in line with the rise in GDP at constant prices and was not inflationary.

9. Wages and prices

Consumer prices rose by 6.2 per cent in 1978 compared with increase of 6.6 per cent
and 5.4 per cent in 1977 and 1976. However, after those three years of only moderate price
rises, the index in the third quarter of 1979 was 9 per cent higher than a year earlier.
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I farther 8 per cent for non-agricultural workers.

10. Employment and unemployment.

while iob creation in the non—

. Other social sectors

(a) Education

197& against 11 per ce'nt in 1977.

The nu.ber of university students is growing very ^

abroad reached 41,500 in 1979. Other enrolment totals were
258,500 and higher in Tunisia itself 30,500.

(b) Health: :

after the completion of several hospitalsand other

faculties in

(c) Housing

The construction of housing for less poured eateries ^££Z%
number of dwellings being buil^^e^afof noSin^ units substantially is having a
in 1979. This emphasis on raising the total ol housing™
considerable impact on employment in the construction industry.
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(<|) Income distribution

In 1978, lower wages and salaries were increased at a faster rate than for those in

the higher salaried groups. All persons whose income do not exceed the minimum wage were

exempted from tax and for other groups the tax collection was improved thus having a

direct impact on the real distribution of income. Indirect methods to assist the lower-

income groups include more training more job creation and more housing*

B# MAJ03 P8OBI£F.'i3

Three main problems have faced the economy in recent years these are:

(i) The trade deficit and the terms of trade deterioration;

(ii) The difficulties facing agriculture;

(iii) The contraction of foreign concessional aid.

"Tie trade deficit worsened in 1976 despite higher exports. There was some softening

of the attitude of EEC towards Tunisian exports of olive oil and textiles, and this market

is stit. by far the most important for the country's exports.

Despf.te important investments, the performance of agriculture is disappointing and

food self-sufficiency is still not yet in sight,, In the three years 1977 to 1979, the

rate of grcwth of agriculture has dropped by 1.6 per cent against a projected increase in

the growth late of 0.5 per cent* This situation was due mainly to the weather, but

potentialities are not fully exploited and yields are still too low*

C. IKTEHNAL BEVELOR'ENT POLICIES

Measures have been taken to stimulate exports so that the annual rate of expansion

of export earnings stays at around 17*5 per cent or even increases. At the same time,

steps have been baleen to reduce imports by levying special taxes on series of secondary

consumption products and to encouraging agriculture production.

In this latter respect reform has been extended to 10,000 hectares of public

irrigated land and at the same time agricultural credit has been made more easily available.

In 1979 a special commission was established to investigate the problems of agriculture.

To reduce the need to borrow abroad domestic savings have been increased through

better tax collection leading to greater revenue receipts, through limiting increases in

Government current expenditure and restricting both public and private consumption in

general. In 1979 thanks to higher petroleum prices, domestic savings were able to finance

75 P6i* cent of investment.

D. PROSPECTS FC?, 1979 TO 19C0 : :

In 1979 growth should be around 6.9 per cent in real, terms, and in 1980 according to
latest projections around £ol per cent. Investments should increase to 940 million dinars

in I960 so that the planned objectives would be achieved at a rate of 95 ?er cent in the



first three years of the current plan. The investment ratio should rise, and in 1979

employment creation in noiXLgricultural sectors will be about 43»OOG. In 19^0 projections

indicate that the growth rate of 8.1 per cent for GDP should result from a 10tl per cent

rise in agricultural production against the increase of only 1.1 per cent in 1979* The

investment rate will be equal to 29»2 per cent of GDP. Domestic savings will finance

73.2 per cent of the investment of 940 million dinars and further 43fOOO jobs outside

agriculture will be created.
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UGANDA

A.. ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT, I978-I979 "■ ■ ■

1• Introduction .

Th'e damage and widespread looting in the latter part of 1978 and the first
quarter of 1979 had devastated much of the monetised sector of Uganda's economy.

Economic activity in sectors like commerce, industry, and external trade came

to a standstill during the duration of the war and for some months after. During

this time, there were virtually no deliveries of coffee - Uganda's major export

and foreign exchange earner - to the Coffee Marketing Board. Even the movement

of the Board's stocks to export markets was severely curtailed.

The trend in the economy continued to be that of a shift from monetary to non-

monetary production due mainly to the overvalued exchange rates which dampened export

prices for the export commodities as compared with domestic prices for consumer

goods. For a large part of the 1978/79, most industries were closed and the
production of commercial crops like cotton, tea, tobacco and sugar was disrupted.

For example, it has "been reported that in many of the cotton growing areas of the

country it was not possible to plant cotton.

Owing to the high liquidity in the economy coupled with the war conditions

and a continued scarcity of goods, inflation rose even higher in 1978/79.

Official estimates show that the cost of living index (i960 = 100) drastically

increased from 1,133 points at the end of 1977 to 1,546 points at the end of 1978

for the low income group; from 794 points to 1,172 points for the middle income

group and from 508 points to 658 points for the high income group. It is hoped

that with the introduction of a new currency in October 1979 and the stringent

fiscal measures that the government is likely to take together with renewed

importation of consumer goods, the inflationary trend could be arrested. However,

it will obviously take a considerable time to reverse the adverse price trends -

possibly not until most of the producing units in the country have again atarted

to produce at considerably higher capacities than at present.

The balance of payments in 197& showed a deficit on the goods and services

account of 982.1 million Uganda shillings as compared to a surplus of Ug Shs 585.5

million in 1977 (revised figure). Given the very difficult post-war economic
conditions in Uganda and the need for massive importation of goods but a lack

of foreign exchange it is difficult to comment on what is possible in 1979 but

the situation will continue to be extremely difficult and possibly critical.

■It should be noted that much statistical data relating to 1978/79 was

not available at the time this survey was prepared because of the disruption due

to the war. Most of the estimates on which most of this survey is based were

worked for the- Commonwealth Team of Experts who were commissioned by the Government

to make a special study of the economy.

2. GDP by industrial origin

No national accounts figures are available beyond 1976/77* However, on
the basis of measures such as the volume of the major types of agricultural and

industrial production, electricity consumption and investment activities it is

roughly estimated that there was a significant decline in total output in 1978.

Table 1 below gives the change in the production of selected major products between

1977 and 1978.
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Uganda: Table 1. Output of selected major products, 1977 and 1978

Product Unit 1977 1978

P rimary

Coffee a/
Cotton

Tobacco

Tea

Sugar

Copper*

Manufactured

Cotton and rayon fabrics

Blankets

Paper

Soap

Matches .

Cement

IIOOB.

^ipe^phosphates
Corrugated iron

WaTagi

Sources National data

thousand tonnes

" bales

11 tonnes

11 U

11 '1

11 If

sq» metres

thousand

thousand tonnes

" "

thousand cartons

thousand tonnes

thousand

" tonnes

II IT

" litres

from Uganda.

157.0

73.3

2.4

15-2

11.4

2.3

16.6

253.0

1.6

1.2

10.0

73.0

375.2

1.2

2.0 ■

■ 526.0

121.0 ■

60.0 b/

1.5
10.9

12.0

2.3

30.3

165.0

1.3

- 1.2

8.0

30.0

333.0

nil '

0.8

420.0

a/ Recorded official figures only

b/ Rough estimate only..

3' Selected economic sectors '

(a) Agriculture, forestry, fishing. •• Subsistence agriculture has shown

remarkable resi^iejioe to the generally unsatisfactory economic conditions in the

country in recent years. However, ;-1978' does not seem to nave been a 5ood year.

The recorded output of coffee is estimated to have dropped again from 157,000 tonnes

in 1976/77 to 121,000 tonnes in 1977/78' or by 23 per cent. Actual production

estimates which attempt to take account of the smuggled quantities show a drop

of 19 per cent from 208,000 tonnes in 1977 "to about 168,000 tonnes in 1978. Indication

for 1978/79 are that coffee production will drop further from the 1977/78 level
since the major coffee growing regions of the country experienced the sharpest

and longest fighting of the.war. In addition many of the coffee handling

co-operatives suffered severe physical damage to their structures and transport

vehicles-

Cotton growing and processing was also adversely affected in 1978 by the

1978/79 conflicts in Uganda which exacerbated the already serious problems in the

industries. It is expected that in 1978/79 the volume of the cotton crop will

be particularly small owing to the fact that as a consequence of the liberation

war, no cotton seeds were dressed for planting and even the seeds that were

available could not be easily distributed.
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T, v ""ij *■

E

in

th. present government Has i^t^iS P^iSf!

and ti^alreadfve^fh-'., Pr°dUOtion of m°st manufactured goods decreased in 1978
^ J y S «feroapaoity utilizati id
eadfve^fh-., UOtion of m°st manufactured goods decreased in

exoeBton i^, J y * S «feroapaoity utilization increased. The very few
to 8?3 tonnes in 1Q7°8 V°?°? Bh°Se fr»tetl- «« f™n> 681 - tonneTL T9
second Ster of ?J?9 amounted^tn ^^ f8* °f WM°h Were loOted in
as co^pLed to J ^JLoT^uaie^e? e n
p:rcenfto40' ^ f" b6erS' et°''per cent to 40 per cent between 1977 and 1978.

Production of cement showed a very drastic fall in iQ7ft =+ 1, 4.*. ^ ^
cement factories in the country At ZJ.Z rt ? I , 97 °th the two maJor
tonnes, only one-tenth ofT fin nnn ? * °rkS °Utput was onl* 16'5"O
of produciL ft hL rll ?' ? Per annUm that the plant is °apable

for 1980 could be better t^aTin Sfpait ^^3 Ttl^tl^ th
emphasized that much foreign financial ,,V+I ^ It should, however,

if panda's industrial -.-Sr^^^.^t^d':?1^1?^1 *«

the ZL 'ot SiriSion^in 19°^" ^nT^11" *"" "*"***
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Uganda: Table 2. Electricity statistics, 1?71-19?8

Installed capacity (MW)

Simultaneous maximum demand (MW)
Percentage of demand/capacity

Source: The Rehabilitation of the Ugandan Economy, June 1979-

Units generated (million ktfh)

(£) Sgnaort. Ugaf ""ered shortages

internal transport network <«* °" 1£ **™
Corporation has been making efforts to

d 14 ^^^T"^

™ oapacity to haul main-line
it P ordered. These are

Government has also been giving serious
^L/t utes Presently a

trains and 14 ^^t^Tof^ ^Government has also been giving se
expected to arrive by the end of 9 f,. ^ ^Lort/export routes. Presently a
consideration to the diversification^ ^e import/expo ^ ^ vic

floating dry deck is under l^f2etZr^^rrfes to work on the lake will
and it is expected that some of the lour new

soon be commissioned.

Xnternally ,he road transportation capacity

state although the war damage to the roads ^d ° p workshops

4- Expenditure and the GDP

aere is no data available for the expenditure on GDP beyond 9 o^
indications are clear that investment continued to ^°^1°n£';'000^t, net fixed

rT:r
1977 estimated level of 7 per cent.

Uganda: Table 3. Expenditure and the GDP,

—MI.I. I ■

At current prices

millions of Ugandan shillings;

GDP at market prices

Total consumption

Gross fixed capital formation

Change in stocks

Imports less imports of goods

and services

140

-144 -0.9 -1.3 349 1.3

Source: Based on National Data from Uganda,
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5. External trade and balance of payments

The coffee boom of 1976 and 1977 enabled Uganda to run a trade surplus in

those- two years. The balance of payments surplus on the goods and services account

was Ug Sha 377.8 million in 1976 and Ug She 585-5 million in 1977. However in

1978-.the-balance of this account was in deficit of Ug Shs 982.1 million. Table

4 below summarises the balance of payments trends from 1975 to 1978. Exports of

coffee which, in 1977, accounted for over 90 per cent of the export earnings, declined

in-volume terms in 1978 which when coupled with the relative fall in prices,

brought down the total value of exports in the year. The value of exports in

1978 amounted to only Ug Shs 2,332 million as compared to Ug Shs 4,103 million

in 1977. The external trade prospects for 1979 are for an extremely difficult

year. The country requires massive importation of both capital and consumer goods

but the volume of coffee exports will almost certainly be lower than in 1978.

(millions of Uganda shillings)

External trade

Exports

Imports b/

Balance

Balance of payments

Goods and services (net)

Private transfers (net)

Government transfers (net)

Capital

Reserves and related items

Errors and omissions

Source; IMF, International

1975

1 902

1 527

+ 375

~ 510

- 25

119

- 54

204 -

266

Financial

1976

3 006

1 424

+1 582

343

- 48

64
■- 141

4

- 222

Statistics

1977

4 884

1 992

+2 892

584
~ 38

■' 16
- 226

- 208)

- 128)

, vol. XXXII,

1978

2 700 a/
. • ■

. • *

- 982

- 68

45- '
480

525 0/

No. 10,

October 1979- Bank of Uganda (for 197^ balance of payments tiguresj.

a/ Estimate based on coffee experts,

b/ Excludes many official purchases and also unofficial trade which has been

extensive. ■ ■ . .

0/ Balancing item and mainly payment arrears.

6. Development aid and external debt

Data on the actual level of the public external debt as at the end of 1978
is not available. However, it is estimated that the external debt rose fairly

substantially despite some repayments in 1976 and 1977- Available estimates on

debt charges on external loans show that the principal, interest and service charges

due for payment in 1979/80 will be of the order of Ug Shs 274 million. - ■
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Given the very difficult economic circumstances that Uganda faces massive
aid is required-"before the economy can be re-estahli.ahcd at the pre-1972 leTCl.

7- Government revenue and expenditure

The budgetary out-turns for recent years show that thero has" "Seen a persistent

?O*.'de?i(?i? financin^-' ©ffioial estimates issued at the beginning of the
fmaneial-year showed that the accumulated deficit on recurrent and capital

account was-about Ug Shs-7, 619 million/ It is certain that these deficits were
much higher hy .April 1979.

Between 1976 and:1978 there was a rise in recurrent revenue which spurred more
government expenditure. Because of the hostilities in 1978/79 expenditure rose
even more rapidly. •

-,0-70/^eJVS aS yet n° revised budget for 1978/79 and the position of the
1979/80 budget is not clear. Nevertheless it is unlikely that the Government
will be able to keep its expenditure to within the levels of revenue. For
197o/79 the original budget estimates had heen for a recurrent revenue of
Ug Shs 4,769 million and recurrent expenditure of Ug Shs 4,638 million. The
capital budget expenditure had teen set .at Ug Shs 3,450 million, but sources of
financing-this sum was not clear. Earlier surveys in this series covered the
record of government expenditure in the'1970s.

8- Money and banking

The monetary aggregates show that the deficit financing activities of the
Central Government leading to large increases in the money supply persisted in
1978. Total domestic credit rose from" Ug Shs 8,389.5 million at the end of 1977
to Ug 6hs -10,538.2 million at December 1978. Out of these totals Ug Shs 5,575,1
million-and Ug Shs 7,352.0 million repectively were net claims on the Government.
The private-sector-credits rose more slowly from Ug Shs 2,814.4 million at
December 197/ to Ug Shs 3,186.2 million at the end of 1978. ^ The actual currency

Uganda: lable g. Monetary survey, 1977 to 197Q (millions of Uganda shillings)

December December ' March

1977 1978 1979

Net foreign assets 107.0 254.9 263.7
Domestic credit '(total) 8 389-5 10 538.2 11 463)2
Net claims on Government 5 575.1 7 352.0 8 257)2
Claims-on private sector 2 814.4 3 186.2 3 206^0

Money- supply

Currency in-circulation 2 889.1 3 531.2 4 007 6
Demand deposits 2 897.6 3 519.8 3 800*0

Quasi-money 1 614-2 2 294.3 2 440)0
Other items (net) 1 096.0 1 447.8 1 479 3

Source: Bank of Uganda.

in circulation rose by 22.2 per cent from Ug Shs 2,889.1 million in 1977 to
Ug Shs 3,531.2 million in 1978. Money and quasi-money increased by 26.3 per cent
to reach Ug Shs 9,345 million. The table above summarizes the developments i»
money supply and factors affecting money supply in Uganda in ^977, 1978 and the
first quarter of 1979.
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Towards the end of October.1979? "the government introduced a new currency-

with mephanism which seemed to point to more stringent credit policies* The

effects of the change have not yet been felt but it is anticipated that the liquidity

in the economy will be drastically reduced!

9» Other social sectors

The-data available for the social sectors have been limited for recent years

but information on wages and prices, employment and unemployment, education, health,

housing and income distribution was given in last year!s version of this survey \J*

(bJ Education, The deterioration in the Ugandan school system since 1972 has
been relatively small affecting mainly quality rather than quantity. An Education

Review Commission issued its report in December 1978 and recommended among other things

moves towards more universal and practical education, more efficient use of

existing facilities and greater resort to non-formal education,

Qi) Health. The health services in Uganda are provided through 46 government
hospitals, 26 missionary hospitals, and a few private hospitals. The total

number of beds of these hospitals is about 11,600. In addition there are 102

government health centres and 59 dispensaries. The health services have been

declining in standard mainly because of lack of foreign exchange and an exodus

of skilled personnel. While there were about 1,650 doctors in 1970, the figure was

as low as 620 by mid-1979. In addition much hospital equipment was looted

immediately after the 1978/79 war.

B. MAJOR PROBLEMS

In aiidi"WLon to the tremendous damage done during and after the war of liberation

Uganda has recently experienced a wave pf lawlessness especially in the urban areas

which has hampered the return of the country economy to some degree of normalityf

The major economic problem in Uganda at present relates to the scarcity of goods

on the market - both imported and locally produced. This needs urgent attention

especiaU-y if the currency introduced in October 1979 is to attract any degree of

confidence. For adequate oupplies to be available very large sums of foreign

currency are required to effect the necessary purchases abroad.

The--second-major economic problem relates to an urgent rehabilitation of the

domestic production units, including industry and agricultural processing facilities.

Cash crop farming must be rehabilitated in order to supply domestic and export

markets. This- requires an adequate programme for the provision of agricultural

inputs and incentives, the latter, being related to restored confidence in the

currency. In .the industrial sector, the Government has formulated a quick but well

co-ordinated programme for rehabilitation and the restoration of better capacity

production. What seems to be of particular importance is the reconstruction of

the damage caused by the many years of mismanagement of the Ugandan economy and the

lack of spare parts which brought, many factories to a standstill. Indeed, these

state of affairs have to be rectified.

Document E/CN.14/697/Part II, 14 February 1979-
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The transport infrastructure is also a major problem especially as regards the
external links. Of particular importance are the procurement of transport equipment,
adequate repair and maintenance facilities and the repairing of the transport networks.

C. INSESNAL DEVELOPMENT POLICIES

' The new government has outlined its broad, socio-economic development policies.
In general it is postulated that the Government will follow a mixed-economy policy.-
,uth the private sector being encouraged to take part in the development of the country
either by itself or with the participation of the public sector. There are, however,
some specific areas where the Government will retain full control. It is envisaged
that co-operatives will be encouraged wherever possible,

D. PROSPECTS FOR 1979 Al^ 1980

Uganda's prospects in 1979-19*30 do not at present seem bright. The country,
as already outlined, is facing tremendous economic problems. However, the Government
is doing all it can to improve the economic outlook and performance and with
substantially expanded external assistance programme, the country would attain

some degree of dynamism and self-reliance by 1980c

The magnitude of the reconstruction and rehabilitation of the Ugandan
economy in 1979 and 1980 is tremendous. First there is the urgent task of
restoration of physical damage and the replacement of identifiable depleted material
assets e.g. transport equipment, buildings, factory materials and e™^t etc-
There is also the necessity for incentives and increased inputs for the large number
of small producers especially in the agricultural sector for in the short-run,
these are the units which are likely to bring about the swiftest productive results.

No data is available on the magnitude of funding which will be necessary for
the reconstruction period. Nevertheless some measure in the form of macro-projection £/

shows that an enormous effort is needed. If some positive *?K?™f**1**™ " fl
1979/1980, it can be hoped that coffee production could reach about 185,000 tonnes -
half-way between the estimated production of 1975/1976 of 161-167 thousand tonnes
■Ar>a nf 19^6/1977 of 206^-211 thousand tonnes including xn earn case estimates 01

smuggled quantities. Cotton, the second major export, could in I9S0/198I be raised
to a humble 150,000 bales. It is not likely that output of tea could be restored
from the 1978 level of 11 million kilograms. Similarly the restoration of copper
from the zero level of 1979 would only be feasible if there is a very vigorous
rehabilitation programme. These estimates of export commodity output would imply
that the total possible export earnings in 1981 would be around *US 650 million m .„■ fy
1979 prices. For: 1980 it is unlikely that export earnings would exceed <puS 490-

While the export earnings are likely to be very low, import requirements are

almost certainly going to be large. If it is assumed that in 1980?>in addition to
recurrent requirements, imports equal to four months recurrent requirements will
be required to restock inventories and that as economic activity is restored in
recurrent import needs will rise by about 10 per cent, the likely orders of
magnitude of recurrent import requirements in 1980 would be over *US 630 million
and about ^US 520 million in 1981 . Alongside the restoration of the flow of
commodities, there is a short-term need to physically rehabilitate the productive
capacity of the economy. This would require an estimated foreign exchange element

2/ Based on Report to UNCTAD in Pursuance of UNCTAD V Resolution 122 (V)
"The Comprehensive New Programme of Action for the Least Developed Countries - The

Case of Uganda", Brian Van Arkadie.
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In the capital cost of the programmes of about &US 575 million in 1980 and

iJiUS 535 million in 1981.

Thus, in 1980 the likely commodity trade gap is of the order of JUS 770 -
SUS 715 million and in 1981 the gap is likely to be between ^US 385 million and
JUS 415 million. In general, a two-year reconstruction programme to get Uganda s
economy moving would require external finance of the order of magnitude of tfUo 1,050-
1 -250 million. It should be noted that a substantial part of the required
finance is needed in forms which would allow a restoration of normal trading on as

flexible a basis as possible-
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UNITED REPUBLIC OP CAMEROON

A. BCONOMIC AND..SOCXftlt. DEVELOPMENT 1 978-1 979

1. Introduction . .

During the financial year 1977/7® economic growth remained high, the increase..
of GDP at current prices being estimated at 19.3^ per cent, with an increase at

constant prices'of 5 to 6 per cent. The^implicTt'GDP deflator was 13 per cent- ...
This was due to" a strong recovery of agricultural'production and of cash, crops in,

particular. Cocoa production was 115,'QOO tonnes and coffee production reached 90,000

tonnes'"or"Tf per .cent more than in I976/77-. -Though'"ihere was sorae.islow-dqwn .in,._ .. :

construction due to the ending of some large projects',. industrial .gEow.th. wha's_._..,'...

strong.aJKL the level of investment in the economy was-at a level equal to 2O..pehr

cen't-of ffitf*;" In 1978/79? projections :made by the Ministry of Planning shov;^""".": ■ ■■.;
lower growth of GD? at current prices, 13.1 per cent compared with 19.3 per cent

in 1977/78. This is due to the decline of agricultural exports arid to' a'>,reduction
in investment activity necessary to avoid a further worsening of the external

payments balance. However, the projected growth in *&• rate of GBP at constant

prices Would be-similar to that of 1977/78. ' The rate of consumer prices i&flatio*

fell in 1978, exports prices declined because of a fall in coffee prices but .'•;■*-. ■;

import prices continued to rise leading to some deterioration in the terms.of

trade. ' ■ ■-" ■■ ■ -■■■ - ■'■

country^-s external trade balance de1;eriorat.ed sharply in 1978-.with a ■

doubling of the ..trade deficit, because of "the surg.er" in imports following the 1977

coffee boam. The ovei>-all balance of payments worsened with the deficit reaching'...:.!..

around 11 billion CPA francs as reflected in the-.fall in net foreign assets fromL■■>-.■■'

a negative CFAF 4.20 billion to a negative CPAP 15.47 billion. - ;;

As shown by the new budget for the fiscal year 1979/1980 and the projections " "'"
drawn up-by the Ministry of Planning, a major effort will be made to control the

growth of imports. The growth in public investment has been kept at a low level

and at the same time several measures have been taken to boost exports (by-, , ■' ■' '

rescinding export taxes) and reduce imports. Growth is expected to remain 'at ..."

about, the same rate, .GDP at current prices growing in 1979/80 by 14 per cent against

13.1 percent, in 1978/79. .. . .-■■;,•

2. GDP by industrial origin ...

There,has been no large change in the industrial structure in recent, years.

Between 1.975/76 and 1978/79, tjhere was a drop in the share of'agriculture from-
35*6.per cent of GDP at factor cost, to 34-4 per cent,'while the share of industry ■

rose from 16.'9 percent to 17-1 per cent and that of services fro;m: 47.$;per certt". •;;'i\

to 48-5 per cent in 1977/78. There was a strong growth at current price's in
agriculture,-.while the growth of the- industrial sector was more-.modest chiefly because

the construction sector grew by only 10.4 per cent against 47..6 per cent ,in thet*^1 " -■■■■■

preceding year. This was because some major public works projects had been

completed. At current prices manufacturing grew at a higher rate than in 1976/77:

16.9 per cent against 14-3 per cent. The highest growth rate was in services, 25.1

per cent compared with 19*3 per cent for the GDP as a whole. In 1978/79,

according to the projections, the rate of growth of agriculture was lower than the

preceding year, but there was a high rate of growth in mining because of the

beginning of oil exploitation.^ Manufacturing continued to grow rapidly, and

in construction the^e was no increase, value added growing by only 2.4 per rent
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United Republic, of Cameroon!

1 billions of CFA francs)
L GDP by industrial origin, 1975/76 to 1978/79

At current prices 1975/76 1976/77 1977/78 1978/79 a/

Agriculture, forestry, fishing 220.8

Mining 2.1

Manufacturing and electricity 74-2

Construction : 28.6

Commerce 107,1

Transport and communications 55*^

Services 132.0

259.7
3.2

84.8

42.2

126/9
57.7

167.8

305.4
4-2

99.1
46V6

154.1

65.9
209.9

347.0

8.0

117.1
47-0

173.8

79.0

236.2

GDP at factor cost 619.9

Import duties 32.9

GDP at market prices 652.8

742.3

• 43.1

785-4

885.2

54.6

1 008.1

67.5

939.8 1 075.6

* Source: Cameroon: Direction National de la Statistique et de la Compt^bilite"
Economique, , . ■

bJ Projections.

at current prices meaning a decline at constant prices. The services sector was

expected to grow by only 12.5 P©r cent at current prices' in 1978/79, a_low rate

compared to recent years. ■

3. Selected economic sectors

(a) Agriculture, forestry and fishing. Practically all crops recorded good

results in 1977/78.There was a drop in'the cereals crop, but for roots and tubers

and plantains, which are the most important food crops, production increased. The

combined cereals, roots and tubers, and plantain production was more than enough

to cover the food needs of the population. According to the FAO production index,

total food production increased by 2.6* per cent in 1978 and the increase since

1970 has been 20 per cent or 1.8 per cent yearly on the average in real terms.

The cash crops which had been disappointing in recent years -we-re---very ■

good in 1977/78. This was the result of higher producer prices and of vigorous
stimulation policies. The cocoa crop reached 115,000 tonnes against 84,500 tonnes

in 1976/77, and the coffee crop 90,000 tonnes from 80,889 tonnes. There was also

a higher production of palm oil, up to 47>OOO tonnes against 37,483 tonnes in

1976/77* Cotton- production dropped, however, because of'unfavourable climatic"
conditions, a situation experienced in other countries of Equatorial Africa. Banana

exports increased to 90,000 tonnes in 1978. In 197^/79 further efforts were
made to increase cash crops, A special programme for the use of insecticides 'and

other inputs costing in all CFAF 10.2 billion has been launched to assist coffee

and coooa production. The price of cocoa to the producer was raised from CFAF 220

to 260 per kg. ■ ' . ' "

A concerted effort is being made to diversify production through several

agro-industrial projects. . .; ■
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to 19 77/

Food crops

Cereals

Roots and

Plantains

Groundnuts

Sugar-cane

Commercial

Cocoa

Coffee

Cotton

Palm oil

(thousand tonnes)

tubers

crops (tomes)

1

1

1

2

1

19
11

40
-i O

974/

743

213

070

*

109

283
148

043
200

75

.2

.a-

-5
r >

.1

1

1

2

94

79

49

2>9

915/1

073.
835.

343.

172,

230.

745

175

462

374

6

4

8

2

1

6

1976/77

4

2

84
80

47

37

865,

501.

254-

241,

500

889
766

483

.8

.2

tt,

,6

,1

4/ /D

1977/78

4

2

115

90

40

47

80^,

530,

401,

187.

000

000

682

000

-

.6

.1

,6

,2

.9

Source: United Republic of Cameroon: Ministry of agriculture.

The cattle herds were reduced during the 1973/74 drought and they are now
slowly recovering. Presently the main problem is the transportation of animals
from the cattle breeding regions in the north to the main markets in the south.

Though there is now a railway linking Garoua to Douala, it is still considered by .
cattle owners to be more economic to use the traditional method of walking the

animals to the.south, even with attendant large 'weight, losses. Cattle ranching .. ■■
is being developed and two modern slaughter-houses are being built in Douala.

Since.1975/76, there has been some stagnation in the production of logs -
which remains at around 1.3 million cubic metres a. year because of transport
difficulties...... Also the. external market has been sluggish. While exports are

still encountering str-ong competition from South-east Asian suppliers, the volume
of wood exports in "t 977 and 197b had reco.ered to the level of 1973 and 1974.

It is government policy to increase the proportion of wood being processed locally

to a minimum of 60 per cent of the logs available. The implementation of large
projects like the Cellucam Factory for paper pulp which will start producing

from 1980/81 at a capacity of 122,000 tonnes will considerably increase local
wood transformation.

(b_) Mining. This is still very small accounting for less than 1 per cent of
GDP but if is growingfast since oil was discovered at Kole-Marine off the coast.
In the first-half of 1978, 400,000 tonnes of oil were produced and production for
the whole of the year could have been ever 1 million tonnes, The growing importance

of oil production is seen by the fact that in the 1978/79 budget there was a '

forecast for revenue of CFAF 4.5 billion from oil royalties and taxes. Oil

exploration is continuing and two other deposits have been identified. ' " "

(c.) Manufacturing. Production at current prices is growing fast as shown by
GDP data for 1977/78 and 1978/79- Large projects are being implemented or will
come on stream soon, among them the expansion of ALUCAM whoss. aluminium capacity

will grow to 80,000 tonnes from 50,000 tonnes? the paper pulp factory of CELLUCAM
which will cost CFAF 60 billion and have 122,000 tonnes capacity; a pertroleum

refinery at Victoria with an initial capacity of 1.5 billion tonnes to be raised

later to 2 million tonnes and a plywood factory (CuCAM). The growth of industrial
production has been helped by strong domestic demand but is generating a demand



for energy. The lack of sufficient water in the Sanaga river reduced hydro—electric

generation and led to a fall in_the production of aluminium "by ALUCAM, Two.

hydroelectric dams are "being builtjone a\. Song—Laulou with a capacity of 288

megawatts and the other or.s at Iagdo, The completion of the paper pulp CJ3LLTICAM

factory will substantially increase manufacturing production of Cameroon which

will also "benefit from the development of the oil refinery.

(d) Construction. Value added increased "by 10 per oent at current prices

in 197V78 and for 1978/79 a growth of 2.4 per cent is projected. This is due to
a deliberate policy to diminish public investment in order to lower the growth of

imports and contain the balance of payments deficits. However, important projects

still being carried include the modernization of the railway line between Douala' .

and Yaounde, the increase in capacity at trie port of Douala and many new roads.

4» Expenditure on GDP

In 1977/78. there was no visible change in the structure of expenditure

relative to the preceding year. Only expenditure grew faster than GDP so that

the -external- d-efieit increased from the equivalent of 2.4 per cent to 3.2 per cent

of GDP. Other elements remained stable in proportion of GDP. Gross fixed

capital formation in particular stayed high at 20.8 per cent of GDP as in 1976/77-
The projections made for 1978/79 show a worsening of the external deficit to
5.7 per cent of GDP and though fixed capital formation remains practically unchanged

at 20.9 per cent, there is an increase of private consumption to 73.6 per cent

of GDP against 69.3 per cent in- 1977/78 while public consumption declines to 9.3

per cent from 10.3 per cent.

United Bepublio of,Cameroon; Table 3* Expenditure and the GDP, 1975/76 to

'197&/?9 (billions of

At current prices

Public consumption

Private consumption

CFA francs)

1975/76

74,5

477.1
Gross fixed capital formation 118,8

Increase in stocks

Exports less imports of

goods and services

GDP at market prices

Sourc e: As table

a/ Projections.

3-0

-20.6

652.8

1.

5. External .trade and the balance of

1976/77

82.0

540.8

163.5
18.3

-19.2

785.4

paymen ts

■ 1977/78

96.7
650.8

195*4
27.O

-30.1

939.8

1978/79 a/

99.6

791.9
225.0

20.0

-6O.9

1 075.6

Exports increased in value by 5,1 per cent in 1978 against a rise of 41 -6 per

cent in 1977. The low rate of increase was occasioned by a fall in realisations

from coffee due to lower prices despite the rise in cocoa prices. At the.same

time imports increased strongly mainly as a result of the spending boom generated

in 1977. They rose by 23-3 per cent to reach CFAF 237.25 billion so that the. .

trade deficit worsened to CFAF 55."55 billion, easily the highest on record. . . ..
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United Republic of Cameroon: Table 4. External trade and the -balance of

payments, 1975 to 1978 (billions of CFA francs)

1975 1976 1977 1978

External trade

Exports

Imports

Balance

Balance of payments

Goods and services (net)
Private transfers (net)
Government transfers (net)

Capital

Reserves and related items

Errors and omissions

101

128

.87

.10

122

145

.03

.96

. 172

192

.85

.40

181

237

.70

.25

-27.23 -23.93 -19.55 -55.55

-33.93

-9.13

10.37

20.49
12.86

-0.66

-28.10

- -7.62

13.69
21.01

1.84
-0.81

-18.67

-7.17
8.72

16.98

0.73

-0.59

a * •

. * •

Source: IMF, International Financial Statistics: vol. XXXII, No. 10, October 1979

This record trade deficit in 1978 would, have meant a deficit on goods and services
account of about CFAF 55 bdllion which was covered partly, byire* transfer receipts
by the Government and a capital inflow but there was also a fall in net foreign
assets of CFAFT1.27 billion. Although part-of the. rise..in .imports would have
been due to higher imports of capital equipment the Government has since taken steps
to control imports' and stimulate exports to ensure a better balance in future years.

6. development aid and external debt

Available data show an increasing flow of aid to Cameroon. In the period
1970-77 Cameroon has received in public aid from DAC countries, an amount equal
to &US 467.8 million with a total resources inflow from these countries and
multilateral organizations reach of *US 1.1 billion (or about CFAF 250 billion).

Such a large inflow of resources has led to a substantial rise in the

country's-external debt probably, .to a level of about ^US 600 million m 1-978 or

some CFAF.144 billion. _

7. Government revenue and expenditure ;

The budget for the year 1979/80 provides for revenues amounting to CFAF 186.6
billion without new taxes, some taxes on export being in fact rescinded to.
stimulate exports. The increase in revenue of 12.9 per cent is smaller than
in 1978/79 and has led to some moderation in the growth of expenditure. Ordinary
expenditure has been raised by 13-8 per cent and investment- expenditure by -11.-1..

per cent.

For 1979/80 a total of CFAF 23 billion is expected from abroad towards the

investment budget. .
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The monetary-aggregates..shown later, indicate that government net deposits

in the banking system have increased since 1975 indicating that the resources- ■

required for public sector investment in this period have been obtained from
dome st'ic "sources or foreign"borrowing but without recourse, to deficit financing.. _

ifreft Re-public of Cameroon: . Table 5-. .. Government revenue and expenditure 1975/76
to 1979/80 (millions of CFA francs)

Budget estimates_ , ■ 1975/76 1976/77 1977/78 1978/79 1979/80

Receipts

Ordinary expenditure

Investment expenditure

100

80

19

000 .

600

400

128

90

37

000

905

094

137
98

38

000

457
543

1

1

65
13

51

245
816

428

186

129

57

600

447
152

Source;. National data from Cameroon.

8. Money .and banking ,

Money'supply including quasi-money rose more slowly in 1978 than in 1977.
Qr by. 15,7'per cent against 38.5 per cent, because the increased deficit in the
balance of payments produced a large fall- in foreign assets, while domestic credit

*:to: the economy grew less rapidly: 26.5 per cent against a high 40.6 per. cent

in 1977.

United Republic of Cameroon: Table 6. Monetary survey, 1975. to 1979

(billions of CFA francs)

Snd End End End May

1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

Net foreign assets 0.36 -1.65 -4.20. -15-47.. -2.19

Domestic credit '■ . ,e-

Net claims on Government 7.26 -2.27 -7-44 -17-37 -41.35
Claims on private sector 111.44 142.49 204-59 266.82 285-72

Money 76.04 ■ 94-57 126.63 H6.94 151.84
"uLi-money 29.64 37-91 56.87 65.36 g.g
Other items (net) . 13.36 6.09 9-47 21.69 23.09

Source: IMF, International Financial Statistics: vol. XXXII, No. 10,

October 1979- -■- . .

In the first five months of 1979 there was some improvement in net foreign
assets and an actual fall in domestic credit as net deposits by the Government
in the banking system rose substantially. Thus money and quasi-money recorded
an -increase of only 3-4 per cent in this period which should have a beneficial

impact on inflationary pressures.

9. Wages and prices

On 1 July 1978 the salaries of civil servants were raised'.-while in the

private sector increases in wages from 4 to 13 per cent were granted. ■ Family

allowances were raised to CFAF 1000 per child.
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Frices increased less rapidly in 1978, "the consumer prices index growing by

12.4 per cent against 14-7 per cent in 1977- In April 1979 the consumer price

index was at the same level as in December 1978 showing that inflation has

temporarily abated.

Bo MAJOR PROBLEMS

A serious problem early in 1979 was the worsening of the trade deficit

but latest data suggests that this problem has now been brought under control.

economic infrastructure is still deficient in many ways and is a major constraint

on-the development of agriculture since food cannot be easily moved to towns from

the producing areas. A lack of sufficient hydro-electric power has impaired

growth in certain sectors of manufacturing industry but two large projects are

expected to change the situation for the better.

However, the numerous large projects being implemented under the current

development plan are expected to improve the facilities available especially in

transport and power generation.

C. INTERNAL DEVELOPMENT POLICIES

The Government has recently made a commendable efforts to stimulate agricultural

production and in particular cash crops which were declining in recent years.

Producer prices have been raised, subsidies granted for the purchase of the

necessary inputs, while extension services have been developed and special programmes

introduced.,

A major programme has been undertaken to develop and extend the economic

infrastructure including for example the modernization of the railways, the building

of important roads and the extension of the capacity of the port.

Cameroonian entrepreneurs have been encouraged to go into industry and not

to confine themselves in agriculture and trade, while foreign investments in

industry have continued at a high level. The list of large projects now being

implemented points to success in the policies being followed.

D. PROSPECTS FUR 1979

The slow-down in public investments to contain the balance of payments, may

affect the economy in 1979 but with capital formation continuing at a relatively

satisfactory level together with higher production possible in many directions the

prospects for the year as. a whole are at least for a continuation of recent growth

rates. In any event production of crude petroleum in significant quantities ensures

that the net expenditure on imports of oil products will be considerably reduced.

Figures to May 1979 suggest that inflation is rapidly being brought under control

and there has been a distinct improvement in the level of the country's net foreign

assets indicating that the management of the economy has been greatly strengthened.

This sounder basis for the economy should produce good results in 1980 but

much will depend on export realizations and no delays in completing current projects.
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. ■ UPPER VOLTA

A. ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVHOPMMT, 1978-^9-79

1* Introduction

in 1978 than 1977

per cent in- 1977 but^on^o^^r cZV<nTojV ™Tr*nt prices rose fey 21.6
is more difficult. It is probable that "growth of GwTt^^^ °onstant prices
4 per cent in 1978 having been rB hi -r':,? 7 rc ■? -■ *\c°nstant P-ic^s was around

Exports and imports both declined, in 1Q78 PTT>n,+o vA
Of CTDTiFl 1 -i ~\r & r*n 4-+ *, ,„ ~U J. n ' * C-A-PO-T XS DeCaUS e Of 1 nVPT1 mi +nn +

POpS -Llke cot^^ but the external trade rlpf^u ^m^«^ h, ° ST -u ? pUt
high. The balance of

^^2of 30.6 per cen/in ^iftlTTlTst £ 3T9 P-^t'i S^^" ^ "

"pbn ^..therefore a Jo^ rat, of ^tHr GD" T^f? "S P°liOy °f «»™»
However, the" expansionary policy ha- lef+o I °Uld be rec°^ in 1979.
Fibres for the first thLe Months of 1Q7Q °CnComita;it ^w*h of domestic credit,
of inflation.' °f 1979 show a wntiauation of a very high rate

^Lr^^e^s^tJnSr^ric:^ 97only 6 per cent in 1978 aea^nst%Ta 11 /^T:L^^e &<™ at current terms by
against 14.3 per centin ^,\lLUl CTa o"!977' f^turing ^ 9.6 per cent
of 53 per cent in 1977. Import and cllt I * againSt the Ver? hiBh level
1978 compared to 11 erce. ^197 communications increased by 6.5 per cent in
cant and 14.5 per cen/resp'tively977' ^ CSrV1°eS ^ gTOWth ra*8B were 12-2 P-

^. .^b,v_aource1L_i225_^1228, (billions of CPA francs)

Agriculture, forestry, fish^ .00 >,« k -■ ■
Manufacturing^ " 17 0 ^°'^ ^*° o3.2
Construction gg g*^ 21'9 24-0
Commerce . 'o 4/J 6,4 _ 8.7

Transport and communications 8*8 Q*7 ■ ?^'I 32'1
Services ' .o'o O^A 10-8 11-5
OBP at factor cost ^ r|^ ^2^1 .,25.7
Indirect taxes (net) Lff| 1Wi ^ 165'2
GDP at market prices feffif

Source; ECA estimates,

a/ Includes mining and electricity

2/ Probably und3rstated.
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Because of the- lower growth in the. agricultural sector in 1978 relative to the

other sectors, its share in the GDP' fell but it should have recovered in 1979. with
the much better'season. The economic structure in 1979 probably remains little.■

different from what it was in 1975 when agriculture's share of GDP was 43 per cent,

the secondary sector :21 per cent and services 36 per cent. The corresponding

figures in 1.978 were 38 per cent for agriculture, 20 per cent for the secondary

sector and 42 per cent for services,

3- Selected economic_sec tors

(aj Agriculture, forestry, fishing. The most important food crops are cereals,

mainly millet and sorghum. Maize and paddy are also produced but only in snail

quantities.. In 1977, there was a strong recovery from the decline suffered by

food crrips :in'T976 and the harvest of millet and sorghum reached 1,170,000 tonnes

or enough to cover the food needs of the population. During 1978, rains were not
sufficient in some areas and the c^op is reported to have been less than in 1977*
but no reliable figures are yet available. Because of the lower f.iod crops the

Government 'requested and obtained emergency food aid, but the shortfall was

modest and was estimated at no more than 1 no, <V)0 tonnes.

The most important coir-iercial crops are cot con and sheanuts both being^g

for export alongside groundnut"? and sesame. Cotton production fell in 1977/78
becau'se 'of unfavourable weather, but recovered in 1978/79 to a level near that
recorded in' ,197,6/77 i.e. around 55,000 tonnes. The production of sheanuts was

very high in 1977/78, 56,650 tonnes against 32,4'^ tonnes in 1976/77, but no figures
are yet available for 1978/79*

Allowing for largo variations in output due to the climate, the trend in th«

growth-r-ate is probably less than 2 per cent a year. The efforts of the authorities

to increase production have had only limited success to date. It is currently

projected.'that the deficit in cereal output related to consumption will continue

in the ..1980s. The fi^ht to increase food output has- to contend with harsh natural

conditions in many areas while the most fertile lands continue to be closed to man

because of river blindness.

Production (thousand tonnes)

Millet and sorghum

Maiae

Paddy rice

Marketings (tonnes)

Shelled groundnuts

Seed cotton

Sheanuts (karite)
Sesame seed ■

1974/75

■ 987
70

39

18 063

30 563

4 912

4 035'

1975/76

1 130

80

39

13 100

50 695
- 48 500

1 764

1976/77

872

60

40

4 733

55 253
32 400

3 192

1977/78

1 170

97
48

1 781

38 043

56 653

1 711

Source:' BCEAOs' . Statistiques economiques et monetaires, No. 274 Jillet 1979.

National data from Upper Volta.



(b) Mining There is virtually no cnrreni mining production in Upper Volta,
but there are important deposits of phosphates, manganese, nickel and other ores.
mTve arerTfeveral Projects under study among them mining of manganese deposit of .
^mbao. This would require the construction of a railway to ship out the ores.
Ihe cost of the project is very high estimated in 1977 at 52 billion CFA francs.

,(S) ^erar. Households use wood as fuel but most energy in the modem sector
is delved from oil products. Consumption of .such products grew ty 13 per cent in
1978 against 17.2 per cent in 1977. Electricity production showed the same trend, '

litY Th ? ! °f 4'8 Per °ent in 1978 °o»P*red to nearly 17 per 0#ni la m\ There
are two hydro electee dam projects, one on the Black Volta at Noumoiel to\e built
as a joint project with Ghana which will produce 300 millions kWh a year and allow
lor the irrigation of 25,000 to 30,-00 hectares; the other on the White Volta at

^^^ilVr1^e *' fl0 f ^ ^ *** and legate a
(d) Manufacturing. The growth of manufacturing has been rapid as shown by

national accounts data and by data on energy consumption. In 1978 there was a

slowdown of the growth of manufacturing industries because there was less processing
of cotton in particular because of lower output in the 1977/78 season. Most of
the manufacturing industry is confined to-food and crop processing and textiles
and its growth is constrained by the small internal market, high capital costs and
the high cost of energy. A lack of skills and entrepreneural ability in the
indigenous population has some impact on the introduction of new industries in the
country. However, there are presently many projects being studied and the Government
is actively encouraging manufacturing investment. Among the most important
projects under consideration is one for the construction of a cement factory using
the limestone deposits near Tambao. . The capacity would be of 180,000 tonnes and the
surplus over the present consumption of about 70,000 tonnes in Upper Volta would be
exported to Mali, Nigeria and the Ivory Coast.

Upper Voltas Table 3. Indicators of industrial activity, 1975 to 1978

1975 1976 1977 1978

Energy

Oil product consumption a/ (thousand m^) 56.5 74.8 85.9 96 4
" " " b/ (thousand

tonnes) 22.8 25.6 27.5 31.8
Electricity production (million kWh) 53.2 59.7 69.8 80.2

Manufacturing

Cigarette production (million

packets) 20.5 21.0 25.0
Sugar (tonnes) . 6 000 1(5 121 20 800
Edible oil (tonnes) 2 300 2 118 3 100
Matches (million bo^es) 40.0 45.3 51.0
Shoes (thousand pairs) 1 53O 1 703 1 2S1*

Source: BCEAO: Statistiques economises et monetaires, No. 274,
National data from Upper Volta.

a/ Petrol, diesel fuel, paraffin. b/ Fuel oils.
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: f s

by 11.7 per cent in 1978 after rise of 13-1 per cent m ^9[(.

U^er Volta: Table 4> Selected transport indicators, 1975 to 1978

Consumption of oil products

3
Petrol (m ) 3
Diesel- fuel (m■)

Railways - -- ■ ,

Freight (thousand tonnes) i^i*D 3*1 '

Qua^adougpu-Airport -

Passengers handled (thousand)

Freight (tonnes)

Snurce! ECEAO: .Statistiques eoonomiques et mcnetaires, Wo. 274, fillet 1979.

a/ Part estimated.

4. Expenditure and the GDP

: Ta^le_5. , ^enditur. ^n, tM ODP. 197^ to 1978 (billions of CFA francs)

T 1975 1976 1977
At current prices ' >m-> -^

" 7~ 117 8 122.1 152.1 166.8.
Private consumption 1 ?o g g 19.9 23-5
Public consumption '4-u . g

Gross fixed capital formation 29-5 J»-4 J( 6,8

Change in stocks ■ // ^ 17 c'c pTaI 237.7
Total domestic expenditure 166.9 1.75-5 21^'1 .. ^

fSports less_ imports of g

goods and services _J^ {-U^ ^^

Total GDP at market prices 126..8 130-^

Source: EGA estimates.

view of the rather doubtful nature of the growth rate in 1978 ii^ is not
h h in the pattern o ^penditure^n

077 m view of the rather doubtful
pSprSte to comment in detai! on the chan.es in the pattern o

^^ r^^" 3??J -r 25.4 per-cent of
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GDP but financed almost entirely by the inflow of foreign resources. Consumption

expenditure has.been higher than GDP every year since 1975 and in 1978 was 2 per cent

more which is similar to the experience in 1977. The import surplus in 1977

and 1978'was at a. level equal to 27-5. per cent of GDP, in 1976 it had been 27

per cent. ■

5. External trade and balance of payments.

Hie value of exports fell in 1978 mainly because cotton exports were reduced.

Imports declined more than exports in value so that the trade deficit was reduced

to some extent but it still recorded the very high figure estimated at CFAF 36 billion

with exports only covering one quarter of imports. The basic balance of payments

showed a further deficit in 1978 despite a continuing substantial net inflow of

transfers both private and public.

Upper Volta: Table 6. External trade and balance of payments, 1975 to 1978

(billions of CFA francs^

1975 1976 1977 1978

External trade

Exports . .9.37 12.69

Imports -32.39 34.42

13-61

51.36

12.00 a/

48.00 a/

Balance -23.02 -21.73 -37-75 -36.00 a/

Balance of payments

Goods and services (net) —37*51
Private transfers (net) 6.94
Private transfers (net) 31-30

Capital 6.88

Reserves and related items 1.52

Errors and omissions O.87

-36.32

8.72

19.24

8.24
1.22)

52.00 a/

8.79

22.97
10.00 a/

10.24 V

Source; IMF, International Financial Statistics, vol. XXXII, No. 10,

October 1.979. BCEAO, Statistiques econoraiques et monetaires, No. 274, juillet 1979

a/ Order of mangnitude estimates only,

b/ Balancing item.

As a result of the fall in international reserves over the four years to

1978, net foreign assets held by the banking system were negative at December 1978.

6. Development aid and external debt

As shown in the national accounts, external resources are very important

since they have contributed 27 per-cent of expenditure in the economy^ in ,the three

years 1976 to. 1978. i&ternal aid has been at a high level since the drought

years but there was a fall in 1976 from the high figure of CFAF 31.3 billion-in

1975. Despite some recovery net Government transfer receipts were CFAF. 23 billion

in 1978.

The external debt of the state and guaranteed by the state had risen to

CFAF 37.1 billion at the end of 1978 compared to CFAF 14-2 billion in 1975. Debt

service charges are shown as CFAF 2.2 billion in the 1979 budget- estimates, probably

1.8 billion of this is for the external debt and as such it represents a high

proportion of the earnings from exports.
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7 ° Government revenue and expenditure

The Government budget has increased at a fast rate since 1975 in order to stimulate
economic growth as well as attempting to meet demands for more social services.

In 1978 itself the original budget was in equilibrium with expenditure only 10.5 per
cent higher than in 19.77- In 1977 a capital budget had been introduced covering

expenditure of CFAF 7 Million compared to CFAF 3.9 billion in 1976 but in 1978
capital expenditure was reduced to CFAF 4.4 billion.

8, Money and banking

Monetary statistics show that the Government increased its net deposits in th?

banking system in 1976 and 1977 but there was a substantial decline in 1978 of .

CFAF 4-45 billion indicating that cash balances had been used to help finance a higher
level of expenditure.

Upper Volta: Table 7. Monetary survey, 1975 to 1979 (billions of CFA francs)

End

1975

End End

1977

End

1978

April

■1979

Jet foreign assets

Domes tic. credit .

JTet claims on Government

Claims on ^private sector

Money

Quaci-money

Long-terra foreign borrowing

Other items (net)

15-91 12.64 -1.30 2.38

-4-92

21-59
22.50

1.82
A 1 £j

4.11

-6.95
32.41

27.-56

4.00

4,43 - —

2.07

-7.74

45.75
30,78

4.79
.... 4,90

f'7/

3-32

-3.29

54.81

34.40

8.12

j * cq.

2.50

-2.89
55.62

37.57

8.49
■5.38

Source: IMF, International Financial Statistics, vol. XXXII, Ho. 10, October 1979

The fall in net foreign assets between 1975 .and 1978 has already been

commented-on and this fall which was particularly strong in both 1977 and 1978 had

a negative;effect on.the money supply. However, domestic credit to the private

sector rose by 41 per cent in 1977 and further by.20 per cent in 1978 and whilp tho

rise in 1-977 coincided with some small increase in Government net deposits in the
banking system* in T578 there was a fall in such deposits which fu ther increased
the money supply, ' ' ' . ■■■

Money plus quasi-money rose by 19-5 per cent in 1978, a substantial rate of

increase compared to the increase of 12.7 per cent in 1977 but much lower than tha:t

of 29.5 per;centL-recorded in 1976. However, the average increase over the threr "

years to 1^78 >as<, been more than 20 per cent having its own impact on inflationary '
pressures in Upper. Volta.

In the first four months of 1979 money plus quasi-money rose by a further

8,3 per cent indicating little change from the average of the previous three years.
'The major influence in this period was the increase in net foreign assets.
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9. Wages and prices

The minimum wage was not chane-eri -in 1Q77 ,-,>, mva
per hour for 40 hours a week bu 7n 1070 9?7 9?8 Wlth a rate of CFAJP 72
per hour. ~ " * 6k *** in 1979 xt was increased by 25 per cent to CFAF 90

have rS^pi^TS^rW8d«J the* f*^ *" * ^^ '^ in Ouagadougouwere 32.9 per cent in 977 la I the/lrs^ garter of 1979. The increases
1978 to March ^^T^ ' 5 P °8nt in 19?8 and 13'2 Per cetlt f«» December

10' - Employment and unemployment

3,438, ssr ■JoToSj^ns.'^^ is^^t^^r'restimated at
many workers emigrate to the Ivory Coast to find^ork!
^ 1 • Other social sectors ■ ■

r"
of students at university had reached 3 loo in
this level had been fastL ^"T'S^^

Voltai

continued. The number

-§> Social indicators, 1975 to 1Q78

Primary enrolment

Secondary enrolment
Higher enrolment

Primary enrolment ratio ■($>)
Hospital beds
Doc tors

Nurses

150 000 150 538

20 459

3 200

14

171 506

Source: National data from Upper Volta.

terms 0,

B. MiJuB PBOBLEMS

make ifdiftfc^ftxt difilcuit to
*** relatively poor soils over most of the country
fast growth in agriculture which would be the key to



rapid economic development. As mentioned earlier river blindness effectively closes

off the fertile valley areas to agriculture. The fact that a large proportion of

the male labour force is forced to find work outside the country reflects the

difficulties in obtaining a reasonable return from agriculture in the country.

High transport costs and a still embryonic transport system aceentuate

inflationary pressures by making it more difficult to more supplies from the

country side to the towns and to produce crops profitably for export.

It is hoped that the continued complete dependence on external aid for capital

development is a temporary phenomena. There is little evidence that there could be

any appreciable change over the next few years leading to domestic savings being

generated to finance investment.

The absorptive capacity of the economy is still adversely affected by the

continuing very low enrolment rate in primary education. There is a serious lack

of skills in the population at large.

C. INTERNAL DEVELOPMENT POLICIES

A new development plan was formulated to cover the period 1977 to 1981 but
has not yet been released by the authorities. In the circumstances of Upper Volta,

priority in development is being given to agriculture and control and mastery of

water resources. One report on the distribution of investment for the plan covers

a total of CFAF 374 billion with 21 per cent for agriculture, 38 per cent for the
infrastructure, 30 per cent for industry and 11 per cent for social services. With

no domestic savings the plan has to be financed in its entirety from foreign

sources.

One large project in the plan is the Tambao manganese mine and its railwaywhich

as reported earlier in this survey requires an investment of CFAF 52 billion. Apart

from this railway project, the emphasis in the development of transport is to

strengthen links with neighbouring countries as well as improving movement of goods

within the domestic economy.

D." P&JSPECTS FOR 1979 and 1980

The rains in the second half of 1979 have been good and this will boost food

production in 1979 and commercial crops processed in 1980. A continuing high level

of investment expenditure is helping to stimulate the economy. The growth rate

of GDP at constant prices should be higher in 1979 than in 1978. For 1980 the rains
will be crucial but in any event a continued high investment effort will serve to.

diversify the economy and to reduce the high dependence on the agricultural sector.

In the early part of 1979 inflation was continuing at a high rate and unless

this can be abated by suitable monetary policies it will act as a restraint on

economic growth by discouraging export crops and encouraging imports thus leading

to difficulties over the balance of payments. ■
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ZAIRE

A. ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT, 1978-1979

1. Introduction

Since 1975 the economy of Zaire has been in a depressed state as a result of the
prevailing low prices for copper and various internal problems. GDP has declined in
real terms and in 1978 t^ere was ng recovery. At current factor cost, GDP rose by 34 7
per cent-in 1978. In real terms, however, this represented a decline of 2.6 per cent

since the implicit GDP deflator was running at 37.3 per cent which compares with the
rise in the consumer price index for Kinshasa of 57 per. cent in 1978.

The continuation of the policy of import restraint has probably maintained the
surplus in the trade nalance and has helped ease the balance of payments problem
somewhat in 1978. The foreign exchange crisis has" persisted, however, and Zaire entered
into another round of negotiation with major creditors for a rescheduling of its debt
obligations.. Recourse continued to be made to central bank borrowing to finance the
budgetary deficit and the money supply continued to increase at a fast though reduced
rate in 1978.

A three-year stabilization programme was announced in 1979 which gives priority
to agriculture, transport, energy and mining. Efforts continue to be made to improve
the efficiency of public administration and management. :

The outlook for 1979 and 1980 is for some recovery to begin in 1979 and to continue
into 1980 as the effects of the rise in copper prices in 1979. and the impact of the
stabilization programme begin to be felt,

2. GDP by Industrial origin

Table 1 providG3 details on GDP by industrial origin. With the exception of public
administration and construction which increased in real terms by 2.4 and 2.1 per cent '
respectively in 1978, all the ether sectoral components of real GDP registered declines
in 1978. Agriculture which .accounted for 28.3 per cent of total value added in 1978 fell
by 5.2 per cent in real terms, mining by 4.7.per cent and manufacturing by 4.9 per cent.

Zaire: Table 1. <^L\J^Sjoy^^ ___m8 (millions o." Zairos)

At current prices

Agriculture, forestry, fishing

Mining

Manufacturing

Electricity, etc.

Construction

Commerce, etc.

Insurance and banking

Transport and cczamaiications

Public administration

Other services

Total GDP at factor cost

Source: EGA estimates.

1975

344.7

130.7

158 a0

10.2

101,7

229.8

64.2

142.3

271.2

123.2

1 586.0

1976

659.4

145.4

191.1

11.6

167.0

338.4

82.6

177.7

353.5

201.2

2 332.9

1977

840 = 0

151.2

249.1

15.5

241.0

526.1

115.7

207.1

416.4

286.6

3 049.3

1978

1 162.2

156.4

330.7

19.1

320.7

637.9

196.3

268.8

628.8

387.9

4 108.8
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3. Selected economic sectors

{a) Agriculture, forestry, fishing. The level of agricultural output in Zaire

has remained virtually stagnant during the past two decades. In 1978, there was

widespread flooding in the Shaba province. At the same time a long period of drought

occurred in the region of Bas-Zaire. Food crop production in the country as a whole

was estimated to have declined by 3 per cent between 1977 and 1978. Some food shortages

persisted in most urban centres and in some rural areas and Zaire had to import large

quantities of essential foodstuffs in the following tonnages: rice 95,000 tonnes;

sugar 18,000 tonnes? meat 16fOOO tonnes; salted fish 17,000 tonnes; and wheat flour

105,000 tonnes.

As shown in table 2, with the exception of coffee, the production of all industrial

crops registered declines in 1978.' Coffee output reached 90,000 tonnes in 1978 after

falling by 15 per cent to 78,000 tonnes in 1977. Exports of this crop were valued at

98.6 million Zaires in 1978.

Zaire: Table 2. Output of major agricultural products, 1975 - 1978 (thousand tonnes)

1975 1976 1977 1978

Coffee

Seed cotton

Palm clusters

Groundnuts

Maize

Rice paddy

Cassava

Sugar cane

Bananas

Pineapples

Rubber

Logs

82.5

54.1

1 155.5

318.0

506.4

204.8

11 844.1

813.0

1 697.4

363.3

28.7

158.5

91.7

51.4

i 134.2 ■;■

329.3

513.5

212.3

12 229.6

833.8

1 741.6

37O.0

31.9

162.2

78.0

. ° .

...

319.5

509.6

213.6

12 138.9

. a .

1 433,1

. o .

30.0

yo.o

• • •

...

306.6

499.9

213.3

11 778.9

...

1 405.0

• . •

25.7

o • a

Soutcg: Commisariat General au Plan du Zaire, and various sources.

The livestock population suffered only slightly from the drought of 1978. No major

change occurred in the total holdings of cattle, sheep, goats, pigs and poultry which

were estimated in thousands in 1978 at 1,145.0, 719.6, 2,636.2, 677.6, and 16,859.6

respectively.

Fishing is important in Zaire but the industry lacks adequate equipment. The

total fish catch from the lakes and rivers reached 194,400 tonnes in 1978 compared

to 194,100 tonnes in 1977. Deep sea fishing is passing through a difficult period

in Zaire with production down to 1,302 tonnes compared to 2,362 tonnes in 1977. The

level of the deep-sea fish catch in 1972 had been 15,290 tonnes.
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Q) Mining. The mining industry which is still an important sector of the

economy is going through a difficult phase. At the root of this malaise are various

factors but of particular importance are the lack of-power and spare parts, the ageing

of mines, inadequate human resources, physical difficulties in the evaluation of products

and a general degradation of equipment. The 1978 disturbances in Shaba province aggravated

the situation and in that year despite the slight rise in prices the declining trend

line registered in the output of the major minerals continued. This is evident from

table 3 below. :

Some substantial known reserves of important minerals await full exploitation.

These include the rich copper deposits at Tenke-Fungurume where there are reserves of

50 million tonnes of 5 per cent copper and 0.4 per cent cobalt. Rich iron ore deposits

are known to exist in Haut-Zaire and there are indica tiona of gold, monazite, diamonds

and bauxite in various regions.

Crude oil production was begun in 1975, and in 1976 output reached about

9,000,000 barrels. In 1977 and 1978 technical problems at the main offshore wells

caused production to drop to* &,.754,518 barrels and .6,604,127 barrels respectively. Some

30 million US dollars was spent in 1978 to surmount these difficulties and it is hoped

that.in 1979.production of crude will recover.

Zaire? Table 3. Mineral production, 1975 ~ 1978

Copper ('000 tonnes)

Cobalt •

Diamonds (1000 carats)

Zinc concentrates ('000 tonnes)

Manganese ore ('OOO tonnes)

Gold (kg)

Cassiterite (tonnes)

Silver (tonnes)

Crude petroleum (*OOO barrels)

Source: Commissariat General au

(c) Manufacturing. Performance

1975

495.9

13.6

12 810.0

141.6

308.5

327.7

6 386.1

71.3

25.5

Plan du

in the

1976

11

2

5

. 9

443-9

10.7

321.0

125.5

182.2

686.0

318.1

76.9

075.1

1977

11

2

5

a

Zaire and previous

manufacturing

479.7

10.2

103.0

t <• a

...

4O2.9

094.3

. . .

754.5

1978

414.8

11.9

10 600.0

* a ♦

. • •

. . .

4 375.0

. o.

6 604.1

ECA surveys.

sector is strongly linki

to the level of production in both commercial agriculture and mining. Since these

latter sectors have been very sluggish over the past few years the manufacturing sector

has not performed satisfactorily. Apart from an inadequate supply of raw materials,

industrial plants have also been faced with problems of lack of spare parts and fuel

shortages. It is estimated that most plants are operating at around 30 per cent of

their installed capacity. The demand for domestic manufactured goods exceeds supplies

by about 50 to 60 per cent.
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Table 4 provides acme details on manufacturing output in recent years. Sugar

production rose by 6 per cent in 1978 but the level of production in 1978 at 57,000 tonnes

was lower than the 63,000 tonnes realized in 1975. The present local demand for sugar

is estimated at between 90,000 to 100,000 tonnes annually. Another important product,

cement, showed a reduction in output of about 3 per cent in 1978. The high point of

770,000 tonnes of cement production attained in 1975 has not been regained since. Beer

production rose by 15.2 per cent in 1978 but there was a drop of 6.8 per cent and 8.1

per cent in the output of other beverages and cigarettes respectively. The assembly of

cars contracted by 19 per cent but that of lorries and other commercial vehicles

increased by 25.2 per cent. .

Zaire has the largest forest reserves in Africa but these remained underexploited.

In the year under review three new enterprises to tap forest resources and a wood

processing plant at Maluku were established. These could harness what is generally

considered as Zaire's second most important resource after copper in the years to come*

Zaire: Table 4. Production of selected manufactures, 1975 - 1978

1975 1976 1977 1978

Sugir (thousand tonnes)

Cigarettes (billion units)

Beer (million hi) 2

Grey cloth (million m )

Printed fabrics (million m

Shoes (million pairs)

Tyres (thousand pieces)

Cement (thousand tonnes)

63

3

4

.0

.9

.8

..

45.8

5.9

4.5

72.1

73.8

5.0

53.8

3.1

4.3

69.1

69.3

5.1

57.0

2.9

4.9

97.3

49.8

3.2

770.0

180.5

534.0

202.2

489.0

135.0

474.7

Source: National data from Zaire.

(d) Electricity. Total energy needs are met by imported oil, hydroelectric power

and fuelwood. The mining sector makes the greatest demand on energy supplies. In 1978,

with activity in the sector at a low level,, total electricity production registered an

ever-all decline of 2.8 per cent, or from 4,073.7 million kWh to 3,956.2 million kWh.

The rates of decline were 2.9 per cent in hydroelectricity production and about 1.9 per

cent in thermal electricity production.

In December 1978, the production and distribution of all electricity in Zaire was

entrusted to a sole public corporation the Societe National© d'Electricite (SMEL).

Important energy development projects are now in progress. These includes phase II

of the Inga hydroelectric complex, the high tension line linking Inga and the mining

region of Shaba, and the improvement of distribution to other centres. When these

projects are completed sometime around 1981, a number of high-energy using activities

will receive an added boost from the availability of low-cost electricity and the

surplus capacity could encourage some large new industries to be developed.

(e) Construction. Value added in the construction industry appears to have risen

slightly in 1978 after a period of steady decline for "three years. Cement sales rose to

437,400 tonnes in 1978 which represents an increase of 2.1 per cent over 1977. However,

severe shortages of reinforcement and metal roofing material were felt as a result of

the sharp drop registered in the imports of these items largely attributable to shortages

of foreign exchange.
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(£)'. Transport services. The available data indicate that freight traffic by
^^ and railways expressed in tonne-kilometres registered declines in 1978. Total
goods traffic at the. ports of Matadi and Kinshasa declined by 8.9 per cent during the
year that is from i,122,600 tonnes to 1,021,800. tonnes.

The transitional plan to 1981 gives high priority to the improvement of the roa<3

systems. This would greatly help in speeding up economic recovery in the country.

<£) Tourism. In 1978 the number of tourists entering Zaire was 25,632 which '

represented an increase of 4.5 per cent over 1977 and an indication that the industry

is beginning to pick up after the sharp: drop to 18,942 in 1976. Some major steps,were
taken in 1978 to reorganize both travel services and tourism in the country with the.,

introduction of two new laws regulating activities in this sector. - . . .... '',

The new international airport of Kisangani was opened in November 1978.

raised to four the number of_international airports in Zaire,,
This

4. Expenditure and the GDP

The proportion of GDP going to gross fixed ..capital formation has decreased sharply.

in recent years in favour of consumption. Whereas in 1975" gross fixed capital formation
accounted for 26.4 per cent of gross domestic expenditure, by 1978 this proportion had

declined to 16.9 per cent. At the same time consumption expenditure, particularly private
consumption, has been increasing at a high rate and in 1978 accounted for 85.2 per cent

of total expenditure. The rate of domestic savings has consequently been declining.

Zaire: Table 5. Expenditure and the GDP, 1975 - 1978 (millions of Zaires)

1975 1976 ±977 1978

At current prices

Private consumption

Public consumption

Gross fixed capital formation

Changes in stocks

Exports less imports of goods

and services

GDP at market prices

1 124.3

458.4

487.7

-223.0

1 569.0-

J 529.2

650.3

-89.8

-160.5

2 132.7 .:

- 763.9

7O5.6

40.0

-239.0

\-*:-2 897.7 :

944.1

76O.5

37.8

; -131.2

1 847.4 2 677.8 3.403.2 4 508.9

Source: ECA estimates.' , :. ■. . . ■ t ■■■< ■

5. External trade and balance of paymerits . ■ ■ > .

The value of exports and. imports both fell in 1978, exports more than imports and

the trade surplus was reduced to Z,217.5 million from ZO324,.2 million. Copper exports

were reduced from Z.344.3 million to Z.322.7 million but earnings from cobalt and

diamonds increased while those from coffee and petroleum fell. Total exports were

Z.778.2 million and imports Z.490.7 million. The fall in the .volume of imports must

have had its own impact on the performance of important sectors of the economy. /'",..'
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Zaire: Table 6. External trade and balance of payments, 1975 - 1978 (millions of Zaires)

1975 1976 1977 1978

External trade

Exports

Iioports

Balance

Balance of payments

Goods and services (net)

Private transfers (net)

Public transfers (net)

Capital

Reserves and related items

Errors and omissions

432.4

452.4

-20.0

-326.8

-31.4

58.4

211.4

71.4

17.0

747.

546.

20O.

■ a m

CO*

o • o

C « b

3

6

7

346.

522.

324.

...

9

7

2

778 =

496.

277.

2

1

5

Source: IMF, International Financial Statistics, vol. XXX, No. 12, December 1977

and vol. XXXII, No. 10., October 1979. (Balance of payments converted from United States
dollars).

In 1978 Zaire's international reserves decreased by 3.5 per cent from the level

reached in 1977. The reserves in 1978 were however still substantially higher than in

1975 when the balance of payments registered a very large deficit.

However, when measured in terms of net foreign assets the effective reserves were

-Z.65.7 million at the end of 1978, a small improvement on 1977 but below the level of

1975 and 1976. In any event the monetary statistics show import prepayments (liabilities)

as high as Z.511.4 million at December 1978.

6. Development aid and external debt

There is little information on external aid but there arc indications that growth in

capital inflow, which was severely constrained in 1976 and 1977, began to pick up again
in 1973 following the inception of the stabilization programme.

Zaire's external debt increased by 12 per cent from-$US 3-54 billion at the end of 1977

to $US 4.01 at the end of 1978 of this total about $US 3.24 billion had been disbursed by

the end of 1978 against $US 2.6 billion at December 1977. The greater part of these

obligations were contracted between 1973 and 1975 to finance various manufacturing, transport

and power projects. A considerable proportion of the debts of this period was also

incurred at high interest rates in the Euro-currency market. In 1978 the debt service

burden was reported to be about $US 475 million and was projected to vary very little from

this level-during the years to 1982. At the same time disbursements on existing commit

ments were expected to be much lower than in the past, These facts led in 1979 to another

round of negotiations with creAitorcountries for a programme of debt rescheduling that

vould be more wide-ranging than the one agreed to in 1976 when a grace period of three

years was granted on 85 per cent of the debt service charges outstanding as at June 1976

along with debt repayment for the second half of 1976 and the whole of 1977.
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7. Government revenue and expenditure

The over-all budgetary deficit which has been a permanent feature of Zaire's public

finances since 1973 persisted in 1978. It amounted to Z.555.9 million in 1978 against

Z. 309.6 million in 1977. Government has increasingly been dependent on borrowing from

the domestic banking system to finance the bulk of the deficit. In 1978 net claims on .

Government by the banks rose by Z.492.9 million compared with the increases of Z.353.2

million and Z.379.4 million in 1977 and 1976 respectively.

The increase in the budgetary deficit in 1978 is accounted for by the substantial

rise (31.2 per cent) in current expenditure against a rise of only 6.6 per cent in

revenue. Capital expenditure also increased by 16 per cent in 1978. The energy sector

accounts for the largest proportion of capital expenditure. In 1978 its share was 38

per cent, compared with 36.3 per cent and 30 per cent in 1977 and 1976 respectively.

The share of investment expenditure going to agriculture rose significantly in 1978 to

15.5 per cent from 2.5 per cent in 1977 while the proportions for transport and public

works declined from 9.6 per cent and 14.9 per cent respectively in 1977 to 5.2 per cent

and 10.7 per cent in 1978.

Zaire: Table 7. Government revenue and expenditure, 1975 — 1978 (millions of Z&ires)

Revenue

Recurrent expenditure

Capital .expenditure

Extrabudgetary operations

Financing required

Source: Department

8. Money and banking

(net)

of Finance,

1975

404.8

501.8

94.3

+25.5

-165.2

Government

1976

458.0

625.6

135.6

-45.8

-349.0

of Zaire.

1977

655.

892.

103.

+30.

-309.

2

5

2

9

6

1978

698.

1 171.

119.

+36.

-555.

4

0

7

5

8

In 1978 money proper expanded in absolute terms by Z.592.6 million which represents

a rise of 56 per cent in one year. With quasi-money included the growth rate in money

supply in 1978 was 53.7 per cent. The corresponding rates of growth for money proper

and money defined to include quasi-money were 55.7 per cent and 20.7 per cent respectively

in 1977.

_ The rise in money in 1978 was due more to the substantial expansion in domestic

credit, than to any increase in net foreign assets. The latter has been negative since

1975.. Domestic credit as a whole expanded by 35.6 per cent in 1978 compared with a rise

of .42.3 per cent recorded in 1977. Credit to the government sector proper advanced by

42.5 per cent in 1978 while that to the private sector rose by 24.4 per cent. Private

sector credit went largely to agriculture and commerce in 1978.



The rapid ra-.- ut exp^ion of rho men :y supply 1* ~hc past few ycers has adversely
affected prices and as discussed below some high rates of inflation are being experienced,
These in turn have put undue pressures on the domestic currency and black market
activities are still common inspite of a devaluation of the Zaire by about 5.0 per cent

in January 1979.

Figures for the first four months of 1979 show little improvement in the monetary

factors underlining the inflationary pressures in the Zaire economy.

Zaire: Table 8. Monetary survey, 1975 •• 1979 (millions of Zaires)

End

1975

End

1976

End

1977

End

1978

Net foreign assets

Domestic credit

Net claims on Government

Other public sector

Claims on private sector

Money

Quasi-mor.ay

Import prepayments

Other items (net)

-50,6

426.8

35.8

283 = 1

463.0

89.1

41.4

102.3

-50.7

806.2

28.8

356.2

680.0

99.2

103.7

258.0

-72.7

159,4

29.3

507.1

058.8

181.7

313,5

69.7

-65.7

1 698.7

15.7

631.0

1 651.4

255.1

511.4

-137.0

April

1979

-93.0

1 867.6

9.3

760.8

1 824.4

264.3

535.6

-78.6

Source: IMF, International Financial Statistics, vol. XXXII, No. 10, October 1979

9. wages and prices

Information on wages has not been available since 1974. But there is reason to

believe that real wages have been severely eroded by.inflation in the past few years.

The rate of increase of the consumer price index for Kinshasa in 1978 was lower than

the 69.2 per cent recorded in 1977 but at 57 per cent it was still extremely high. The
prices of foodstuffs rose by 63 per cent, those of clothing by 58.4 per cent and housing

and other items by 14,3 per cent in 1973=

ID. Employment and unemployment

Information on employment trends is not available. The growth in population in the

face of stagnant or declining GDP would suggest that job creation has not been adequate

and unemployment has obviously been spreading in the urban centres.

Judging from the data on public finance, the number of persons in public sector

employment increased by 8.2 per cent in 1978.



11. Other social sectors

(a) Education. Enrolments for the 1978/79 schooler

^^^ Bbs
,456 doctors were practising in Zaire. The average doctor/

afthLfor; 1 doctor for every 17,015 ^^^JT^^t

£SiHsra-KSrHSisirs-
to 1 doctor to every 14,835 people in 1979.

epidemics broke out in various regions in 1978.

B. MAJOR PROBLEMS

!„ 1978, the major problem which ^ve plagued .aires sincere substantial

to copper prices in 1975 ^.™>>i?*™*±A "the L o ^ti- of interest

economic progress

e^d^ulatir defstic currency Respite a series
of large devaluations.

as a result,

to

s sar^rsr= s
activity constitute yet another problem area.



C. INTERNAL DEVELOPMENT POLICIES

A stabilization programme covering the period 1979-1981 has been launched to

redress the economy. The programme makes provision for a total investment of Z.3r75O

million and is primarily directed to agriculture, transport, energy and mining. The

production of both food and industrial crops is to be encouraged to eliminate food

imports and to provide the factories with much needed supplies. The transport infra

structure is to be rehabilitated to facilitate the evacuation of export products. As

regards energy, efforts will be directed mainly to the Inga-Shaba high tension power

line which when completed in 1982 would greatly relieve the inadequacies of power in

the mining region. The programme also lays stress on the rehabilitation of the various

mines and some important considerations are given to education and health.

Since 1978, efforts have been made by the Executive Council to improve the

efficiency of public management and administration. There has been a move towards

further decentralization and a greater control of the activities of state organs.

D. PROSPECTS FOR 1979 AND 1980

■A modest growth in the economy can be expected in 1979. Copper prices have been

substantially higher for the year as a whole and should have brought some benefits to

the hard-pressed economy. Under the stabilization programme with the backing of the IMF,

Zaire has started to control the allocation of its foreign reserves and maintain a

close watch on public finances. As a result of the programme another debt rescheduling

time-table has been agreed to by major creditors; some new lines of credit have also

been opened. The impact of these should be felt in 1980 when further recovery should

take place.
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ZAMBIA

A. ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT, 1973-79

lo Introduction

The performance of the Zambian economy remained disappointing for the most part of 1978
d b l 05 t gainst a

The performanc

The real gross domestic product at 1965 prices increased by only 0.5 P^ cent as against a

fall of 2.9 per cent in 1977= The modest improvement in 1978 is largely attributed to the

agriculture and mining sectors whose output increased by 1.7 and 4=3 per cent respectively.

The rates of price increase were very substantial although they had started to moderate

significantly towards the end of the year. Average prices for copper exports unproved

slightly in 1978 over the corresponding period in the preceding year but failed to bring

marked improvement in the country's balance of payments position mainly because of the

disruption of the transportation system which resulted in the accumulation of a large stock

of refined copper between tho-mines and the ports. World inflation continued to be high

thus exerting an upward pressure on the prices of essential imported commodities.

In an effort to deal with the difficult economic situation, Zambia concluded a

stabilization programme with the International Monetary Fund which came into effect in

March 1978. Under the two-year agreement, the IMF will provide Zambia v;ith financial

resources in foreign currencies amounting to the equivalent of 325 million Kwacha (SDR 317
million),, The stabilization programme is aimed at restraining the growth in domestic

demand of both the public and private sectors, This is to be achieved by limiting the
deficit financing of the public sector and by setting a lirait on commercial bank lending to

the private sector. In addition, a 5 per cent limit on increases in wages and salaries

was to be instituted. On the foreign trade side, payments arrears which were inhibiting

the inflow of imports and which were contributing to domestic price rises and foreign

exchange shortages were to be progressively reduced. In addition, it was agreed that the
Government should take measures to allow state enterprises to change their pricing policies

for their products so as to make them self-sustaining and to minimize their reliance on the
banking system and the Government budget to meet their financial requirements. As regards

the rural sector, it was agreed that the Government would continue to raise prices to the

farmers and would have these prices announced ahead of time to allow proper planning.

As this report is being compiled, Zambia had met nearly all the above criteria and good

progress has been made towards fulfilling the programmes objectives by the end of 1978.
Consequently, the Government was able to draw from IMF some K 132=4 million (SDR 148.75

million) in the course of 1978 ■>

In 1979 the price of copper has recovered substantially so that average wholesale prices

were 92 per cent higher in January to July than the average for 1975 and 37 per cent more
than in 1978. However, physical transport problems appear to have made it difficult to

export all the copper on offer so that the general improvement in the economy and the

balance of payments has again been delayed,
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2. GPP by industrial origin

i;;lP^ove.ment.._in *tile level of economic activity during 1978.

Estimates of gross domestic product (GDP) show that at current prices there was a 13«9 per

cent increase in 1978_over the 1977 level (sec table _l) but in_real terms (at. constant

prices) this represented a mere 0u5 per cent growth during the year. The implicit GDP

deflator shows a 13,3 per cent price increase in 1978O ''■■ -

Measured at 1965 prices, the contribution of mining to GDP increased slightly from'22*9

per cent in 1977 "to 23.7 per cent in 1978 but at current prices the contribution remained

at 12 per cent as in the previous year, This stagnation in the contribution to current GDP

vras a reflection of the decline in copper sales from 670,000 tonnes in 1977 to 582,228

tonnes during 1978 despite the price rise of 7.2 per cent which occurred and despite a

production fall of only 0.6 per cent.

The relative share of agriculture, forestry and fishing and the manufacturing sectors

in constant price GDP have also aeon increasing and in 1978 they accounted for shares of

14 = 2 per 'cetifand-9,9 per-cent- compared'to" 13.9 percent and 9,3 per cent respectively in

1977- However, in the agricultural sector, growth was hampered by unsatisfactory weather

conditions arising from heavy and prolonged rains which caused extensive damage to crops.

Particularly disheartening was the performance "of~ the'-construction" sector where output

at constant, prices, declined by 13,9 per cent with a consequent fall in the contribution to

real GDP from 8,8 per cent in 1977 to 7,5 per cent in 1978. A major constraint on the

performance of this sector i-as shortage of foreign exchange which resulted in shortages of

imported building materials,

Zambia: Table 1. GDP hy source, 1975 to 1973 (millions, of kwacha)

1975 1976 1977 1978

current prices

Agriculture, forestry, fishing

Mining

Manufacturing

Construction

Electricity and water

Trade, hotels and restaurants

Transport and communications

Services

Import duties less ba-nking charges

GDP .it producer's values

206 = 4

215.2

250,3

151.2

43=0

160.2

88,5

428,3

28.0

1 571,1

273.3

341.8

275,6

184,9
47*8

184^4
118.5

490,8

6,4

1 923.5

321.5

235 = 6

313.5

135^5

5O.5

212,0

135-5

548,5
3.0

2 01Q06

382,0

277,0

394.0
169.5

47 0 5

261.5

. 144*0

6O5.O

10.5

2 291.0
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130,2

194=0

102o2

8oa

50,8

94^7

48a

238,1

12,9

138,9
239=8

y8,6

90,0

54» 6

95*7

54*0

248=7

7-9

139-7

229.6

92=5

88,3

6O0O

85 = 9
50a

24601

5 = 9

142,0

239=5

99-0

76,0

61,0

87 = 5

48,5
246=0

4-0

Zambia: Table 1. GDP by source, 1975 to 1973 (millions of kwacha) (Cont'd)

1975 1976 1977 1978

At constant 1965 prices

Agriculture, forestry, fishing

Mining

Manufacturing

Construction

Electricity and water

Trade, hotels and restaurants

Transport and communications

Services

Import duties less banking charges

GDP at constant 1965 producers'

values 95ia 1 028,2 998a 1 003,5

Source: Republic of Zambia, Central Statistical Office, Monthly Digest of Statistics,

vol, XV, Noso 4 to 6, April/June 1979=

3* Selected economic sectors

(a) Agriculture, forestry, fishing. The 1977/78 agricultural season was characterized

by bad weather conditions with especially prolonged heavy rainfall which resulted in

declines in the yields of most crops? agricultural- output increased in real terms by only

1,6 per cent in 1978' compared to a 0.6 per cent increase recorded in 1977•

' Table 2 shows that there were falls in the output of maize, tobacco, sunflower, milk,

beef, poultry and pig meat while marginal increases were recorded in the output of sugar,

groundnuts, wheat, paddy rice and soya beans. Indeed as shown in the table, an important

increase in production during the year was in the output of cotton which i;ent up by 14-6

per cent from 8,929 tonnes in 1977 to 10,200 tonnes in 1978- There were also increases in

output of wheat, paddy and soya be£Jis0

Since 1972, public investment in the agricultural sector has been fluctuating and in

fact has been declining in real terms. However, in 1978 the budget allocation to this

sector was substantially increased.

During 1978 also there were upward adjustments in producer prices for a number of

commodities so. as to maintain incentives, to. farmers as well as to ensure an efficient

allocation of domestic resources. The most significant adjustment made was in the case of

maize, whose, price was raised to. K 9 per bag from K 6.80 in 1977, an increase of 38 per. cent,-
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Zambia; Table 2O Commercial agricultural production. 1975 to 1978

Item

Maize

Tobacco

Raw sugar

Groundnuts

Sunflour seeds

Seed cotton "

Wheat

Paddy rice

Soya beans

Cattle slaughtered

Milk

Pigs

Chickens

Unit

tonnes

1973

head

'000 litres

head

million

558 865

7 480

8^ O58

6 418

9 713

3 100

934

990

683

84 000

11 200

52 800

9.6

1976

746 426

6 474

84 028

S 371

13 079

3 891

3 459

2 224

944

77 000

10 500

55 440

11,

1977 1978 a/

693 000

900

203

229

320

929

741

090

274

71

7

13

4

2

1

79 700

10 300

46 300

13.

657 000

3 964

73 450

6 777

11 355

10 200

6 400

2 970

2 844

80 000

9 000

42 000

Source: Republic of Zambia, Central Statistical Office and Ministry of Agriculture
and Hater Development0

a/ Preliminary,

(b) Mining- There was some growth in this sector in 1978 measured in constant price GDP
estimates despite falls in volume of output of most minerals. These products continue to-
account for virtually all Zambia's export earnings with ooppev making up 83O6 per cent.

The production of copper was 656,300'tonnes in 1978 or 0u6 per cent below the 1977
production figure of 659,800 tonnes. Movements in copper prices were boosted by the

depreciation of the exchange rate of the kw.-.cha by 10 per cent in March 1978. " This caused
the equivalent monthly kwacha average price for copper wire bars on the LME to increase to
K 1,090.8 per tonne in 1978 compared to K 1,015.9 per tonne in 1977, and K 1,007.3 per
tonne m 1976, Realized prices in 1979 will be much higher than in 1978 as the market has
been reacting to the much reduced LME warehouse stocks aud some increase in demand.

As regards the other minerals, cobalt has been growing in importance and is now the

Tt ^^^ f°reiga 6XCha^e earner ****** ^PPer. Production of this mineral declined in
by 3.4 per cent from 1,703 tonnes in 1977 to 1,560 tonnes in 1978 but there wei-

substantial price rises for the metal in I977 and 19780
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Zambia: Table 3* Mineral production, 1975 to

Unit 1975 1976 1977 1978

Copper

Zinc

Lead

Coal

Cobalt

000

?l

tonnes

- - if

''

640,

46.

19.

3

8

1

.712.

37 0

13=

9

1

5

659-
40.

13c

8

0

3

■655;-8-

40.1

12.A

;onne:

813=9 762,0 708,1 615.0

1 843.. 0 1 620.0 1 703 = 0 1 560.0

gourcg; As table lu

(c) Manufacturing Despite the severe constraints of foreign exchange shortages to

finance imported inputs, output in the manufacturing sector showed a good result in 1978,

The volume of production rose by 7 per cent thus compensating the fall that occurred in 1977<

The index of production by commodity groupings for the first eight months of 1978 shown in

table 4 reveals that the most significant production growth occurred for textiles and

clothing, and in the non-metallic minerals subsectorso In the previous year, these

subsectors 17ere the ones to record falls in production. . . ■ - ..-■■■

During the 1977/78 period a number of projects were completed. Among these was the

commissioning of the Manse, batteries factory on April 13, 1973» "the completion of the

intraveneous fluids factory by General Pharmaceuticals Limited, the expansion programme of

the plant of Nitrogen Chemicals of Zambia, Limited, and the construction of the Choma Maize

Mill.

Zambia: ■ Table 4° Index of manufacturing production. 1975 to 1978 (1973 = 100)

Subsector 1976 a/ 1977 a/ 1978 b/

Food, beverages and tobacco

Textiles and clothing

Wood and wood products

Paper and paper products

Chemicals, rubber, plastics

Non-metallic mineral products

Basic metal industries c/

Metal products and other

All manufactures

104,0

117-9

88,9

115o

107.8

114.4

98.0

97a

101.5

118.9

69 = 6

94 = 1

106.7

102,7

100.5

95*0

96,5
98.2

82o0

98.6

112.5

101.3

107.7

78=3

98,6

143-9

73=4

127 = 9

105a

132-4

122.9

76.1

106,6 101.6 95-9 102o6 d/

Sources As table 1,

a/ Provisional.

b/ First eight months,

c/ Excluding copper refineries,

d/ Index for year as a whole0



(fl) En^Pv. Virtually all energy requirements in 1978 wore met by hydroelcctricity

oil and o^T^ich. accounted, fpr. 97. ppr cent of total supply v-ith the remaining 3 P»°
n t f th ttl energy supply ™

oil and o^T^ich. accounted, fpr. 97. pp
coming fro™ wood and charcoal. Over JO per cent of the total energy supply ™ ,
domestically produced hydro-electricity and coal which respectively contributea 5

cent and 12O6 per cent.

There was a fall in the output of electricity in 1978 by 9=2 per cent to 7,882 million
kWh from the 6,683 million kHh level recorded in 1977, mainly because of the lower level cf

economic activity within the economy,

One important development in the energy sector ,as the control centre in Lusakawhich
was commissioned in April 1979- This is intended to centralize the control of electricity

supply within Zambia-

During 1978 both the production and consumption of petroleum products was reduced The
1973 production fisuro of petroled products was 724- thousand metric tonnes as against 774
thousandmetric ton.es in 1977 compared to consumption fibres of 732 thousand metric tonnes
and 781 thousand metric tonnes respectively.

(el Transport. The problem of transport links to ports in other countries for Zambia's
^^ i f th Suthern route in

(el Transport. The problem of transport p

imports a^P^s was somewhat alleviated due to the opening of the Southern route in
October 1978, This route had been closed to Zambian traffic since January 1973. While the
full impact of this route was only realized in January 1979, Zambia has subsequently
suffered the loss cf the Tazara railway route to Dar-es-Salaam for a time due to a bridge

being destroyed.

• - -U ■*.„,,* r.-1-ii ny iTrfrripfrt fell by 4 = 7 per cent frora 1«54Total foreign trade carrxea by road, rail or airtreitom it-xx uj , , ±>

.illfonLtric tonnes in 1977 to 1.A7 -dllion -trie tonnes in 1S78. This decrease has been
primarily due to a 20.1 per cent decrease in the volume of freight earned by road

transport,

Process vas recorded on the following road projects during the year: the paving of
the Chipata-Lundazi road, the reconstruction of the Li :ulunga/Senanga road, and the

construction of the Mansa/Serenje road,

During the year air traffic increased by ;;>, 6 per cent from 299,370 passengers in 1977

to 316,043 passengers in 1978.

^ Expenditure and GDP

Durin*- 1978, the share of public consumption in total GDP at market prices declined

^rsinally\ attaining the level of 27.2 per cent compared to the 1977 level of 27,5 per
'cent The share of private consumption increased to 46 per cent during the year comparea

the 1977 level of 42.1 P- cent, Domestic savings fell from the 1977 level cf ,0.4 per
cent to 26.8 per cent in 1978. Despite the drop in the share of domestic savings in 1978,
end inspite cf the difficulties faced by the economy the savings ratio has stayed at a

rtmarkably high level.

Indeed,'the investment performance of Zambia is also outstanding. The share of total
investment (including changes in stccks) in GDP declined marginally from ,3- 3 per cent in

1977 to 30,6 per cent in 1978'
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Zambia;
^ (millions of toiaoha)

At current prices

Private consumption

Public consumption

Gross fixed capital formation

Change in stocks

Exports less imports

Total GDP at market prices

1975
,11...!, i. ■—■

933=

420,,

602.

+40.

-295 =

1 660.

tiKiill ■ ■ I

8

0

0

c

4

A

1 ■■ ■■ ■

484-

600,

+6.

41-

1 903.

0

0

5

9

5

1977

557

668

+7

-57

2 028

.0

,0

uo

ol

.8

—J mil 1 ■" '

1978

1 015,

600,

575*

+100.

-34-

2 206.

6

0

0

0

0

6

Sourcej_ As table 1.

50 External tradeL_and_j

Bespxte some improvement in the price for copper uhich rose from K 1,016 P- tonne in
1977 to K 1,091 per tonne in 1978, there was no improvement in the country a oalance oi
payment position. Because of lower copper sales, total export earnxngs fell to K 66j.j
ITlTl in 1978 compared to K 7O8.5 million in 1977= This export perforr^ce xn 1978 can
" a rihuted to transportation bottlenecks outside Za,*ia5 and as a result copper sa es
fell fro. 667,000 tonnes in 1977 to 565,OOO tonnes. The total value of xuports xn 1978 .
iuj.j. xiu-.i it ^-m-inn in 1078, The decline m the level oi i^porcs
K 588,3 million compared tc K 6,3^7 million m 197» ^c__+4_ rl_ +_n thfl low

1978 than in 1977 at K 81,2 million

in
ofT90 2 ndllion where,, in earlier years the .overcent of capxtal «aB xnwara

The net effect cf the Cove adverse developments was a

Lovm reserves

partly by Tfurther "accwuia^ion"of payment arrears. Over the four years „

1975 to 1978 arrears in payments have totalled K 500 million,

To cope ;dth the persistent deficit in the balance of payments, Zambia concluded a
To cope ,1-cn xi ^ ^^ features of this agreement

stand-by arrangement with the HU_m ^___^ ^ +i_ ^^ ^ lQ per cent aimed at

of coniiaence uj-uu ^uiuwj-c* « »-——o r-

mentation of this programme proceeded smoothly in l?7d
the last quarter of 1979 when this report was being compiled

inf improved results i:u

^rge extent the improvelarge
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ment in the balance of payments position in 1979

mentioned earlier,.

due to the 'increase" in copper prices

Zambia: Table 6C External trade and balance of payments, 1975 to 1978 (millions of kwacha)

1975 1976 1977 1978 a/

External trade

Exports f0o.bo

of which copper

Imports cLL

Balance

Balance of payments

Goods and services (net)

Private transfers (net)

Government transfers (net)

Capital

Reserves and related items b/

Payment arrears

Errors and omissions

52lo

(472.

732,

05

00)

07

751

(688

571

.85

,60)

.00

708.

(645 =
653=

53

90)

66

669.

(398.

588.

5

o)
3

-111.02 180. 54.87 81.2

381 . 6

-83.0

3o2

272.8

120.3

102.3

-34.0

-12.1

-84-9

5-7

35*0

16.4

102.0

-62.1

-106.5

-76.5
11.8

49 = 7

44-2

156,2

-77^9

-121,9

-78.0

7 = 3

-90,2

138 = 9
144 06

DOS

Source: IMF, International Financial Statistics, vol. XXXII, No = 10, October 1979

except for 1978 external trade figures uhich are from Bank of Zambia Report for year ending

December 31, 1978,

a/ Provisional-

b/ Includes loans to finance BOP=

6> Development aid and external debt

Net unrequited transfers received by the Government have been very small since

independence and despite an increase they totalled only K 7=3 million in 1978° Loans recipt;

still constitute the larg-e share of development assistance compared with aid in grant

(donations) and one results of these developments has been the increased servicing of the

mounting burden of the public debt.

The total public debt both internal and external stood at K 999»5 million at the end

of 1978 compared with K 310 million recorded in 1970° Of the total outstanding liability

of K 999"5 million in 1978 internal and external obligations accounted for K 378-5 million

and K 621 million respectively. Thus the annual debt-servicing obligation has increased

substantially over this period.,
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7° Government revenue and expenditure

Follovring the loss of revenue from mineral production from 1975 onwards the government

budget has been marked by large imbalances between revenue and expenditure Mineral resources

which had contributed as much as 54°4 per cent of total revenue.in 1974 had fallen to zero in

1977 and I978-. Despite these adverse developments, however, total revenue increased from

K-539«8 millionin 1977 to K584 million in 19780 At the same time,"total expenditure

declined from K 821 million recorded in 1977 "to K 815 = 4 million in 1978- Conseciuently, the

over-all deficit was reduced-from K 308=2 million in 1977 "to K 231=1 million in 1978 but at

this level it is still substantial* As shown in table 7? "the deficit in 1978 was covered by

foreign loans of K 42 million, internal loans of K ;>9 = 8 million and by borrowing from the

banking sector of K 129*2 million. Much of the reduced deficit in 1978 can be attributed to

the stabilization programme of March 1978 worked out in conjunction with the IMF. For 1979

the budget shows a higher expected over-all deficit of IC 265»5 million but a larger part,

K 149O million, is to "be financed from external loans.

■•■ In—1;978>-a series of measures aimed at broadening the non-mineral tax base were introduced.

The rates of most excise duties were raised and the coverage of sales tax was extended* ' The

full impact of these measures will be felt when profitability in the mining industry is

restoredo However, writing off accumulated losses in the mining industry will hold back

increases in revenue because of higher copper prices but some benefits should start to accrue

in I98O onwards.

Zambia: Table 7o Government revenue and expenditure, 1975 to 1979 (millions of kwacha)

• ■ - ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ - - ■ ■ ■ Budget

: . 1975 . 1976 1977 1978. 1979.

Current revenue 449.2 455=6 539-8 584-0 583,9

Current expenditure 546,0 562,4 660=7 647=1 725*6

Balance

Capital expenditure

Over-all balance

Financing:

External borrowing 51-4 14-3 57-8 42.0 149* 5

Domestic borrowing 267=3 240,7 40*0 59.8 41°0

Cash balances a/ -10.5 -I6.4 183=4 129=2 75*0

Source: Republic of Zambia, Ministry of Finance0

a/ A minus means an increase in cash balances,
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8, Money and banking

As sho;.TL in table 8, net claims on the Government by the banking system rose very

rapidly between December 1975 and December 1978 but in 1979 this upward movement has been

arrested, However, at December I978 such, net claims on the Government had reached K 1,105

million, 34 per cent more than at December 1977 and more than three times the level of

December 1975=

To some extent the inflationary impact of government deficit financing has been offset

by a fall in net foreign assets and also the import deposit scheme in operation

In 1978, the net foreign assets of the banking system had fallen to -K 311=6 million

from a level of -K 59=7 million recorded in 1975° While data for earlier years are not

available total funds held under the import deposit scheme had reached IC 48O million at

December 1978,

In view of the tight monetary and credit policy adopted in 1978, there was a marked

fall both in total commercial bank lending and in money supply. While claims from the

private sector fell by 10.2 per cent from K 470,3 million at December 1977 to K 422O2

million at the end of 197&\ money supply including c;-uasi-money declined from K 698 = 7

million to K 639-4 million or 8,5 Per cent.

As at July 1979 net foreign assets had improved from -K 278=7 million at the end of

1978 to -K 217.6 million and money held under import deposits had decreased from K 48O

million to K 398°5 million* Credit to the private sector had also been reduced and the

increase in not claims on the Government was only marginal from K 1,105 million to K 1,116=9

million^ However, the effect of the improvement in the net foreign assets has- been to raise

the money supply by 10,3 per cent between December 1978 and July 1979=

Zambia: Table 8. Monetary survey, 1975 tc (millions of kwacha)

End

1975

End

1976

End

1977

End

1978

July

1979

Net foreign assets

Domestic credit

Net claiiiis on government

Claims on private sector

Money

Quasi-money

Import deposits )

Other items (net)

-59,65 -89.13 -140*68 -278,69 -217=57

315-20

394*36

322e09

171.64

604*79
401.21

376.76

246.72

822.62

472,00

386,48

312,21

156,24 293.41 455-28

1 104,99

426004

391*69

247„72

480,00

132.94

1 116,86

410.51

306,58

398-54
206,05

Source: IMF, International Financial Statistics, vol. XXXII, No. 10 October 1979,
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9° Wages and prices

In 1978 there was some docelerc/tion in the rt;.tc cf inflation,, For the low income

group, the consumer price index rose by 16 = 4 per cent compared with the 19-8 per cent rise

in 1977= The rate of increase of the index for the higher income group was 12,2 per cent

in 1978 compared with an increase of 17^1 :>er cent recorded during 1977°

Information on average annual earnings for Zambia shows a rise in 1977 from K 1,108

to K lj2O5 or 8.8 per cent. Data for 197& are not yet available but there was an increase

of 4»5 per cent in total compensation of employees which against a background of falling

over-all employment suggests a rise in average earnings of 5 "to 6 per cent,

100 Employment and unemployment

Since 1975 "the total numbers of persons in gainful and organized employment have been

declining from the level of 398F84O recorded in June 1975 to 379,400 in June 1976 and

373,470 in June 1977- In 1978 rough estimates suggest a further fall to 369,000,, Between

1976 and 1977j "the construction sector recorded the sharpest decline in its labour force

recording a drop of 9j41O from a level of 54,790 in June 1976= The impact of the slowdown

in economic activity and especially the move of the copper industry from profits to losses

has had a substantial impact on employment in the period 1975 to 1978»

Unemployment has risen and as the 1978/79 rainy season was very poor the rural areas

were also passing through a bad patch in 1979°

11, Other social sectors

(^) Education, During 1979» educational reforms involving changes in various aspects

of the educational system in order to make the system responsive to the cultural and

economic needs of t':ie country, v:ere implemented, Among the objectives mentioned is the

achievement of 9 years universal basic education^, ....

The Second National Development target of achieving 80 per cent grade 4 to 5 progression

by 1976 was not reached and in 1978 this progression was 78=8 per cent or marginally below

the 1976 target,. In 1978( secondary school enrolment rose marginally to 85*775- compared. .

with 85f68O in 1977* and since no new secondary schools were opened in 1979» the progression

rate from grade 7 to form 1 is expected to drop from about 20,6 per cent in 1978 to about

18.9 per cent in 1979* The total primary enrolment in 1977 had been 936,817 and up to that

time there had been an annual growth of about 30,000 a year-

Enrolment into teacher training colleges rose from 3j75O students in 1977 to 3,900

students in 1978 while the enrolment of the University during the 1977/78 academic year

was 3,035. There are also some 5,700 students in technical and trade training institutes,

^ Health, The capital works programme was severely constrained by the cutback in the

budgetary allocation from K 4,6 million in 1977 to IC 3°3 million in 1978= However, it was

still possible to complete and commission such projects as the University Teaching Hospital

Phase 5, the extensions to the Medical Assistants Training School in Lusaka, and two training

schools at Manss. and Chipata General Hospitals, during the 1978/79 period. Also during this

period, the University of Zambia was able to produce 25 more doctors while graduates from

paramedical training schools within the country reached a record figure of
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In the rural areas, "there was no marked improvement in the infrastructure for the

delivery of primary health caro, However, the Zambia Flying Doctor Service continued to

supplement the static units, both in the curative and preventive work in the remote rural

districts.,

Throughout the last quarter of 1978, anti-cholera measures were in force due to the

outbreak of cholera in the Northern Province in October 1978D

B. INTERNAL DEVELOPMENT POLICIES

The Third National Development Plan (1979-1983) which was launched in October I979

provides the development scenario for growth in the coming five years* The plan represents

a crucial phase in the country's march towards self-reliance and socialism. . However, in

the transition period from capitalist to socialise, the plan asserts that the private

sector, both domestic and foreign, will play a crucial role in fostering investment activity

The principal objectives of the plan include;

(a) An average annual growth rate in real GDP of 4,8 per cent over the plan period
which is projected to reach 6 per cent in the final year of the plani

(b) Diversification of the economic structure to minimize the country's dependence on
copper exports and to boost agricultural and industrial production based on the use of local

raw materials and the establishment of necessary capital goods industries;

(c) The creation of a strong rural economy not only for attaining self-sufficiency in
agricultural production but also for promoting exports;

(d) The provision of more productive employment opportunities and the adoption of
labour intensive technologies;

(e) Speeding up of the process of Zambianisation and the expansion of educational
and training facilities;

(f) Balanced regional development, having regard to linkages between industry,
agriculture and other sectors of the economy;

The plan covers a total investment outlay of K 3,354 over the 1979-1983 planning period,

out of which one third of the investment outlay is to be obtained from foreign sources while

the balance is to be generated from domestic sources. The tax base iri.ll be widened and

diversified and restraint exercised on the growth of recurrent expenditures- As part of the

strategy of diversifying the tax base and insulating government's development expenditure

from the erratic behaviour of copper prices, the plan recommends the creation of a budget

stabilization fund which will be replenished or used up as copper rises or falls in price

on international markets,
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C. PROSPECTS FOR 1979 AND 1980

The prospects for 1979 and 1980 are very much dependent upon the extent to which the

stabilization programme instituted in I97S are effectively implemented, and the price of

copper. With a continuation of copper sales at the prices realizable in 1979 Zambia's basic

problems stemming from low profitability in the copper industry and poor export earnings will

be alleviated to some extent,, However, a crucial factor is the availability of adequate

transport facilities through neighbouring countries to ensure the smooth flow of goods to

and from ports,,

On balance and despite the problems facing the economy, 1979 should be a much better

year than recent years and there should be moderate growth in the economy.. There is no

doubt that Zambia is pursuing the right economic policies which would in due course culminate

in substantial socio-economic developments in spite of the exogenous problems encountered.




